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INTRODUCTION
STANDARD ESMS
What is Retro-Commissioning?
Retro-commissioning (RCx) is defined as the “systematic process for improving an existing building’s performance by identifying and
implementing relatively low-cost operational and maintenance improvements, helping to ensure that the building’s performance
meets owner expectations” (California Commissioning Guide: Existing buildings. California Commissioning Collaborative, 2006)
Retro-commissioning is intended to be an equivalent of Commissioning for existing buildings as its main objective is to understand
“how building equipment and systems function in order to enhance a building overall performance” (American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE))
This particular background implies 3 remarks regarding the potential application for the AFTER Project:
1.

If retro-commissioning is an interesting idea in order to implement a standardized method to improve the energy
efficiency of buildings, the process has to be adapted for residential buildings, and especially for social housing.

2.

In the RCx process in “real life”, you start by finding the right buildings for retro-commissioning and then you find the
ESMs relevant to carry out the retro-commissioning. In AFTER we define the ESMs, we want to assess, and then we find
the buildings to test them.

3.

Existing retro-commissioning methodologies have been created in a Northern American context for heating and cooling
devices based on energy devices and using electricity as energy carrier. European heating systems, and systems included
in the AFTER Project, are more prominently based on water warmed by different energy carriers.

As a consequence, AFTER partners will have to be watchful on conserving the essential objectives of the Retro-commissioning
(improving the energy performance). At the same time the procedure should be kept as simple as possible focusing as a starting
point on objectives and adjustments according to the SHOs needs.

Introduction to AFTER Retro-Commissioning Investigation Plan
The AFTER “Retro-Commissioning Investigation Plan” is a
tool assessing the actual efficiency of Pilot Sites in order to
identify optimization leading for Pilot Energy Saving
Measures (ESMs) of AFTER project.
Through exhaustive analysis based on the necessary input of
pilot sites, on one hand all the energy saving potential
sources will be identified, on the other hand it aims to
elaborate optimization scenarios of the pilot sites in order to
compare the results of the different pilot ESM tested “live”
on sites.
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Main steps of the Retro-Commissioning Proces
1.

Select project

The selection of the concerned project is a very
particularly step in the AFTER Project and has been
performed within the frame of WP8.

information on systems as well as equipment. It
includes the heating system, the Domestic Hot
Water (DHW) system, the ventilation and the
lighting.
6.

Else - in a normal RCx process - the selection of the
building is a very important first step.
As the Oregon Office of Energy (see foot note in
ANNEX A) indicates in its Retro-commissioning
Handbook, “Some buildings make better
candidates for retro-commissioning than others (…)
the most broken buildings may not be attractive”.
2.

Develop a team

The retro-commissioning process supposes a good
organization within the Social Housing
Organization. During its investigation phase, SHOs
will have to name a team sharing the different
responsibilities. This team should identify the
different persons responsible for the different
stages of the Retro-commissioning plan (global
management, collecting data, technical staff
involved, and contacts with tenants). The interfaces
between the different elements of the team and
the managing staff of the Social Housing Company
should be indicated. Partnerships have also to be
mentioned.
3.

Perform a first direct site assessment

A first overview on the building documentation
should help to individualize some of the main
deficiencies of the building or potential missing
points regarding the energy performance of the
building.
The goal of the site assessment is to obtain an indepth and on field understanding on how the
building are currently operated and maintained and
to identify how these O&M could be improved. The
main role of this first assessment is to create a
visual contact of the building and a visual
assessment of its performance. It also represents
an opportunity to get some complementary
information asking questions to the closest
operators of the building: the technical staff of the
SHO and tenants. This is a very simple and low cost
means of monitoring.
This first direct assessment could be scheduled as a
walkthrough with the building’s caretaker or some
technical member of the SHO and some tenants of
the building. During the walkthrough a listing is
done highlighting major deficiencies.

Gather documentation and information
7.

Consumption

In order to know exactly how the building is
working regarding the first collected testimonies,
the participating SHO should collect the
documents necessary to know what are the
different equipment and systems involved and
what is their expected performance and energy
bills.

The consumption is registering the data for the
energy use of the building - if possible for the last
five years. It also includes registering the costs of
energy from the energy bills - also from the last five
years of possible.

This step has to be very efficient and to focus on
the most relevant documents for the project

For the use of electricity it is also important to
describe, which different elements are included in
the consumption - e.g. heating, ventilation, outdoor
lighting, caretakers apartment etc.

4.

Review building documentation
8.

A first overview on the building documentation
should help to individualize some of the main
deficiencies of the building or potential missing
points regarding the energy performance of the
building.

Describe the meters in the building and the
frequency of readings and how they are performed.
Also describe the sub metering, if any.
9.

5.

Metering

Operation & maintenance actions

Description of building equipment

The description of the building equipment is a
follow up on the first overview with more detailed

The overview is to be completed according to
O&M contracts. It includes periodic preventive
actions and corrective actions.
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10. Master list of deficiencies

This experiment will permit to identify when the
system is correctly or most efficiently operating.

According to the review of the building
documentation and the first direct site assessment,
the retro-commissioning team will produce a first
Master List summarizing the different deficiencies
observed during the first phase of the process. The
list will present a global identity kit of the name of
the system, equipment or tool impacted by the
deficiency, a description of the observed issue and
a suggestion of optimization in order to improve
the expected of the system, equipment or tool in
order to reach at least its expected performance.

The Oregon Office of Energy lists 2 main diagnostic
methods and test plans that will complete the first
Master list of Deficiencies:
‐
‐

Data logging
Manual functional testing

The tools used during the retro-commissioning will
also be used during the evaluation of the testing of
the optimized ESM on sites and will be part of the
“Common Evaluation Protocol”.

11. Diagnostic monitoring and test plans
Regarding the Master list of deficiencies, the retrocommissioning team may identify what
complementary data and test would be necessary
in order to obtain a better knowledge of the
equipment/system/tool performance.
The diagnostic monitoring and test plan should
complete the first visual observation accomplished
during the walkthrough. The diagnostic monitoring
will allow the team to observe, if needed, the
evolution of the concerned system/equipment or
tool under typical conditions and different scenario.

12. Recommendations
optimization

and

ESMs

Once the Master List of deficiencies has been completed, the
SHO and the corresponding WP leader will identify the most
relevant improvement to be tested regarding to costeffectiveness factors, expected energy efficiency factors or
social performance factors. After optimization, these ESMs
will be tested during the evaluation phase. Their
performance regarding the baseline period inventoried
during the retro-commissioning will be analysed and
documented using the “Common Evaluation for Testing Live
on
Sites
of
the
Pilot
ESM”.

Objectives of Retro-Commissioning for Pilot building stocks

Retro-Commissioning assures system functionality. It is an
inclusive and systematic process that intends not only to
optimize how equipment and systems operate, but also to
optimize how the systems function together.
The objective of the Retro-Commissioning (RCx) process is to
propose optimization solutions for these specified ESMs in
order to improve the energy performance of the housing
stocks of the participating SHOs. RCx aims to provide the
necessary practical information and data that are needed to
identify clearly the buildings’ performance and its potential
to be improved.

•

Increase equipment life

•

Improve indoor air quality

•

Increase tenant satisfaction

•

Improve facility operation and maintenance

•

Reduce staff time spent on emergency calls

The following have been identified by owners as the primary
objectives for RCx of a project (Oregon Office of Energy –
Retrocommissioning Handbook for Facility Manager):
•

Bring equipment to its proper operational state

•

Reduce complaints

•

Reduce energy and demand costs
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FINAL VERSIONS OF STANDARD ESM
TESTED AND CORRECTED DESCRIBING THE
TRANSFERABILITY

MRA sro
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ESM #1: JABURKOVÉ
OPERATING MANAGEMENT

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING ROUTINE TO
IMPLEMENT THE ESM ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE
MEASURE

 OPERATING MANAGEMENT

TYPE OF MEASURE

ENERGY INFORMATION, EDUCATION / WEB TOOL

NAME OF THE MEASURE

TENANTS’ AWARENESS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A WEB TOOL FOR THE
FOLLOWING OF THE ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS.

The ESM #1 has been implemented and optimised in the
building on the street J.Jab rkové 1,3,5. ESM #1 consists in
system for remote readings of water and heating energy
consumption in individual apartments. The system calculates
the heating energy consumption per apartment with degree
day method. Consumption data of individual apartments are
visualised to users on internet web portal in charts and
tables. The system serves to continuously inform tenants

about their consumption and it can ensure fair billing of
heating energy and water costs among apartments – the
system is suitable for older apartment houses (“prefabs”)
with vertical heat pipelines. The system enables to detect
immediately leakages (for example broken toilet) due to
technical malfunctions, fraudulent conduct. The tool can
bring savings about 5 up to 15% of yearly costs.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination
MRA decided to choose this ESM in order to increase
tenants’ awareness and knowledge about their consumption,
to increase pro ecological behavior of the tenants and to
motivate tenants to decrease water, heating energy
consumption and to protect environment. The tenants usually
receive only one paper bill once a year in April about
consumption of previous year when in fact the tenants can

not change the consumption on the bill. The ESM provides
tenants with the possibility to continuously follow their water
and heating energy consumption, so that they are able to
influence it over time. The users can also compare their
consumption with previous periods in time.
The system serves for permanent on-line measuring heating energy
and water consumption in flats and for regular assessment of
building costs as well as individual apartments
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM #1: JABURKOVE
D8.2 J.Jabůrkové 1,3,5 / Implementation of the service (web tool) for increase in awareness of the tenants about their consumption

Tenants

Technical consultant

Interviews with
the tenants

Diagnosis and
preliminary studies
on the technical
aspects of the
building

Information meeting with the
tenants

‐ type of systems
‐ efficiency of systems
‐ performance of the
building

Making flats accessible.
Presence of the tenants
in the flats

Service specification and
suggested measures for
optimisation

Technical
diagnosis

Inspection of the building

ICT service provider
Elaboration of the project
and preparation of the
contract

Interviews &
qualitative
analysis

MRA

‐ vacancy
‐ household information
‐ social information
‐ satisfaction

feedback on the
current state of the
building

Installation of the
elements in the
common parts of the
building and
configuration of the
system

Providing the
tenants with manual
, login data and
energy saving tips

Signature of the
contract

Social
diagnosis

MRA
(maintenance
department)

Visiting the web portal and
following consumption and
energy saving tips

Tenants training

O
P
T
I
M
I
S
A
T
I
O
N

Maintenance of the
system

Sending tenants
monthly paper reports
about consumption

Solving tenants
complaints, problems

Providing tenants with
energy saving tips

Installation of the RF
water meters and
thermometers in flats
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Monitoring of the
consumption data
and tenant surveys

Lessons learned

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Panel building

Year of construction of the building

1962

Number of dwellings

36

Number of inhabitants

75

Living surface (m²)

1760,

Number of stories

4

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

District heating

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 Coal

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 District heating substations

EMISSION



MONITORING

 Thermostatic valves

REMARKS

Weather-controlled heating water from substation is brought to the eastern side of the house to the
object heat transfer station, located in the basement of the building where they are installed billing
meter of heat consumption, heating circulation pump and hot water preparation.

Radiators

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: HEAT TRANSFER STATION
IDENTIFICATION

Heat transfer station Decon for heating water

TYPE

 District heating substations

START-UP DATE

1995

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

207 kw
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I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
1.1. RCx responsible

Collect information and data about the building.
Consult solution for the optimization of the pilot site with colleagues.
Organize implementation of the optimization measures.

1.2. Social Housing Company contact

Approval of energy saving measure to be implemented.
Selection of the subcontractor.
Signature of the contract.
Communication with the tenants.
Technical supervision.

1.3. Internal technical Staff

Help with installation.

1.4. ICT service provider

Elaboration of the project.
Installation of the communication and metering elements.
Maintenance of the system.

1.5. Caretaker of the building

Communication with the tenants

1.6. Consultant

Technical diagnosis and recommendations.
Service specification.

1.7. Tenants

Participation in information meetings, training and surveys.
Making flats accessible.
Visiting the web portal and following consumption and energy saving tips.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in the
documentation to gather

List of documents

Ing. Gemrotová,
Mr. Řezníček

Real consumption and costs for
a whole year (since 2007 if
possible), for electricity, gas,…
all type of energy + water

Yearly bills, invoices

Energy data
Energy bills

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on operation
and maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers

No contract

Costs, kind of actions included
in the contracts, frequency of
interventions…

Individual orders on the basis of
need.

Jana Pelikánová

Mission, costs, seniority in the
position

Payroll. Description of working
position.

Building charactéristics
Photographs
Energy audit, diagnosis

Intranet

Photo documentation

In archive

If existing

Energy audit

List of equipments with
description and
technical caracteritics

Energy audit

If existing

Energy audit

Book of O&M
interventions

Database of
invoices for
repairs

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of
contracts

Orders and invoices

Building equipment

Documentation from/for the tenants
Handbooks for tenants
for all or most
equipment

no
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List of tenants
complaints
Metering of the energy
consumptions and
DHW consumptions.

secretary
Internet data
basis

No complains
Permanent on-line metering
water and heating energy
consumption in apartments and
processing data in graphical
outputs (charts, tables) in real
time and visualisation on web
application.

I.4. PERFORM A DIRECT PILOT SITE ASSESSMENT
Status
Building envelope
‐ Roof and attic

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Walls

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Windows, doors and skylights

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Cellar

After refurbishment in December 2009

Building equipment
Heating System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Hot Domestic Water System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Ventilation System
‐ Ventilation

n/a

‐ Cooling

n/a

Lighting
‐ Lighting in common areas

Ok

‐ Other electrical installations

Ok

Management
‐ Review building operation schedules

everything is in function

‐ Review tenants information and awareness

Low motivation, awareness

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / The system for remote readings of heating energy and
water consumption in individual apartments of multi-residential
building.
The system uses the latest wireless radio 868 MHz technologies
for transmission of the data. The data are collected every 20
minutes. The data are protected with coding against abusing
and mistakes.
The technology is characterised by high reliability, miniature
dimensions and extremely low consumption (the metering
elements are mostly powered with long life inside batteries 10
years and more). The heating energy consumption in flats is
measured with degree-day method.
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Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heating
system
and
remote reading system for
tenants
Equipment name

Reason

‐

Report the energy consumptions and domestic hot and cold water for the
tenants

Measurement

Type

RF THERMOMETER

Indoor Temperatures

Softlink, s.r.o Module
WM868-TI (Wireless
thermometer - indoor)

Outdoor Temperatures

Softlink,s.r.o Module
WM868-TE (Wireless
thermometer - outdoor)
CALORIMETER
WATER METERS WITH
PULSE OUTPUT

Energy consumptions for heating
data are collected every 20
minutes

Domestic Hot and Cold Water consumptions

ENBRA EVI DN15,
Qn1,5, 110mm, DHW,10
l/imp. Softlink, s.r.o.,
Module WM868- SI/SA
ENBRA EVI DN15,
Qn1,5, 110mm, CW,10
l/imp Softlink, s.r.o.,
Module WM868- SI/SA

Item
#

Equipment or
part of the
system
concerned by
the deficiency

Description of the deficiency

1

Heating

Insufficient awareness of the tenants about correct regulation of the heating, economical
heating.
Tenants complain about high heating costs but some tenants have about 25 degrees
Celsius in apartment in winter.
Negative experience from the past with use of the heat cost allocators installed on the
radiators. The flat buildings do not have insulated interior walls and floor structures thus
the heat transfer between adjacent flats is enabled. In the past times some of the tenants
used to turn off the heating in their rooms and let the neighbours deliver the heat to them
through the separating walls and floor slabs.
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I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

Equipment or
Part of the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Description of the
Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

1

Tenants´awareness

 Improving the energy
performance

 Tenants awareness and empowerment
process

Web tool.
Tenants.
SHO staff

 Raising tenants
awareness

RF thermometers in living rooms, visualization od
data online on internet portal. Energy saving tips.

Insufficient awareness of the
tenants about their
consumption to improve their
energy saving behaviour.

Monthly paper reports about heating energy
consumption.
Comparison with the other apartments in the
house.
Energy saving tips.

2

Tenants´awareness

II.

 Raising tenants
awareness

 Tenants awareness and empowerment
process

Negative experience from the
past with use of the heat cost
allocators installed on the
radiators.

The tool uses the degree-day method for
calculating heating energy consumption in flat.
This method measures real thermal comfort. This
method is suitable for older apartment buildings
(“prefabs”) with vertical heat distributions. The
method is characterized by higher accuracy,
objectivity and social fairness than the alternative
method of measuring heat radiation flow on
radiators. It´s based on actual temperature in
rooms considering all heat flows, including heat
exchange between apartment and outdoor
environment and also heat exchange between
adjoining apartments. This method keeps off
disadvantaging of users who have larger surface
contact with unheated areas or users whose
neighbor spends winter abroad and his/her
heating is switched off.

Web tool.
Tenants.
SHO staff

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
Energy saving measure #1 consists of the system for remote
readings of heating energy and water consumption in individual
apartments of multi-residential building.

The system uses the latest wireless radio 868 MHz technology
for transmission of the data. The data are collected every 20
minutes. The data are protected with coding against abusing
and mistakes.
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The technology is characterised by high reliability, miniature
dimensions and extremely low consumption (the metering
elements are mostly powered with long life inside batteries 10
years and more). The heating energy consumption in flats is
measured with degree day method. Supplier of the system is
the Czech company Softlink, s.r.o.

days. Heating days are recognised with technological
thermometer installed on the heating tube. For
measuring room temperature the RF thermometers
are installed in living rooms (bedroom, living room,
children room). They are situated opposite window
about 20 cm below ceiling. Thermometers are
powered with inside battery. Outdoor temperature is
measured with RF thermometer installed on the
external north wall of the building.

1) Basic functions of the system:
−

Permanent on-line metering water and heating energy
consumption in apartments and processing data in
graphical outputs (charts, tables) in real time and
visualisation on web application (web address of the
portal: www.merenitepla.cz ). The secured access in
the internet portal for every tenant with his/her login
name and password. The building administrator and
the tenants have secured access only to their own
data.

−

Possibility to compare data with previous periods. The
user can select the time period per which wants to
display consumption. There are three options.
Consumption data can be displayed per individual
readings during day, days in month or months in year.

−

Permanent on-line metering heating and water
consumption on building main invoicing meters.

−

The metering elements send warning messages to the
system when they are out of order or dismantled
which is important for the maintenance.

2) Metering elements installed in the apartments for metering
water and heating energy consumption:
−

Water consumption is measured with hot and cold
water meters with pulse output and wireless radio
frequency (RF) modules are connected to them. The
RF modules read data from meters equipped with
pulse outputs and send data to the central system via
gateway.

−

The heating energy consumption in flats is measured
with degree-day method. It is measured outdoor and
indoor temperature. The method is based on
continuous
summarising
difference
between
temperature in measured room and external
temperature. Result of the summarisation is number
of so called degree-days that are used after
recalculation on room volume and summarisation of all
rooms for determining share coefficient of given flat.
The degree-days are calculated only during heating

Building meters are read with wireless technology as well. For
reading data from building calorimeter the data interface type
M-Bus is used. For reading building water meter it is used
module with pulse interface.
3) Communication elements installed in common parts of the
building:
−

Ethernet gateway is connected to the internet
network and intermediates data transfer between
wireless network and central server where the data
are processed, archived and presented to the users by
means of internet. The gateway is installed in the
basement of the building.

−

Repeaters enable to extend the signal. It ensures
transfer of data from the meters in flats to the
gateway. There are five repeaters installed in the
building J.Jab rkové 1,3,5 on second and forth floor in
the corridor.

The system serves to increase tenants’ awareness about their
consumption and to motivate them to save energy, water and
watch their consumption continuously during whole year. Before
implementation of the system the tenants received only one
annual paper bill for previous year in April when in fact they
could not change their consumption on the bill. Now the
tenants of the pilot building J.Jaburkové 1,3,5 including the web
portal service have advantage that they can follow their current
consumption permanently and influence the consumption over
the time. The heating costs are distributed to the tenants
according to area of individual apartments and the system
serves as motivation.
Up to now, because of the heating costs distributed to the
tenants according to their surface area of individual apartments
there are no economic incentives to reduce heating costs,
therefore. Further optimisation insists in partially
individualisation of heating costs (60% collective and 40%
individual or 50%-50%) to increase motivation.
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Figure 1. Page consumption of the web portal

The ESM has been optimised with education materials (energy
saving tips), regular monthly paper reports sent to the tenants
and benchmarking with the other apartments anonymously.
1) Recommendations for monthly paper reports
We have regularly sent to the tenants monthly paper reports
about consumption because not all tenants have access to
internet. It enables to involve elderly tenants and tenants with
no access to internet. We recommend delivering the first report
personally and to help tenants interpret and understand the
charts and figures in the report. We also recommend organizing
training session for the tenants about the web portal and paper
reports.
It is better when report includes not only consumption data but
information how it should be, indication of high consumption
values, optimum values for example with colors,
recommendations etc.
The paper reports shall include information about unit prices of
heating energy and water and keep it up-to-date.
The report shall also include comparison of consumption with
previous periods and anonymous comparison with the other
flats in the house. It should motivate the tenants with highest
consumption in the given building.
Below you can see example of developed paper report

2) Water and energy saving tips
a.

Heating energy saving tips:

-

What is recommended temperature in individual
rooms from economical and medical point of view
(living room, bedroom etc.).
Optimum setting of the thermostatic valves.
Radiators should not be covered by anything.
Decrease of temperature in room by one Celsius
degree means decrease of the energy consumption
for heating the room by six percent.
Correct ventilation in winter – widely open window for
short time and during ventilation the TRVs
(Thermostatic Radiator Valves) should be closed.
Don´t leave the windows open or standing ajar for
long time during winter.
Don´t increase the temperature in flat above 22°C. If
you feel cold, take sweater better.

-

-

-

b.

Water saving tips:

-

Take a shower instead of bath.
Repair dripping taps and flowing flashing cistern (WC).
Don´t wash dishes in flowing water (use dishwasher)
Use washing machine or dishwasher with full load.

Tips were sent to the tenants in paper form. It has been situated
on the notice board in the building and also on new introduction
web page of the web portal
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Overview of the figures measured by the system of the pilot project
high values

Jabůrkové , flat no.:
optimum values

Monthly overview of the water consumption
Cold water consumption in m3
month/year
2013
2012
Hot water consumption in m
month/year
2013
2012

1
2,41
1,92

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

1,7

2,05

1,54

1,95

2

1,91

2,22

2,44

2,32

2,2

2,55

24,8

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

1,24

1,32

1,05

1,15

1,09

0,88

1,09

1,09

0,97

0,96

1,21

13,48

3

1
1,27
1,43

Monthly overview of the heating energy consumption
Heating energy consumption of the house in GJ
month/year
1
2
2013
127,11
2012
111,21
120,17

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

82,61

57,18

13,91

0

0

0

27,15

74

84,4

122,99

693,62

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

23,48

23,68

23,72

Average inside temperature in Your apartment during heating season
month/year
1
2
3
4
2013
23,47
2012
24,07
24
23,75
23,67

Average inside temperature in the individual rooms of Your apartment during heating season 2013
Room [no. of the meter]
1/2013 2/2013 3/2013 4/2013 5/2013 6/2013 7/2013 8/2013 9/2013 10/2013 11/2013 12/2013
Living room [94566]
23,55
Bedroom [10122]
23,38
Children room 1 []
Children room 2 []
Tip: We recommend you to decrease setting of the thermostatic valves. Optimum setting is between position 2 and 3.
Average inside temperature in the individual rooms of Your apartment during heating season 2012
Room [no. of the meter]
1/2012 2/2012 3/2012 4/2012 5/2012 6/2012 7/2012 8/2012
Living room [94566]
24,349
24,156 23,913 23,829
Bedroom [10122]
23,788
23,846 23,584 23,515
Children room 1 []
Children room 2 []

9/2012 10/2012 11/2012 12/2012
23,911 23,413 23,763 24,001
23,766 23,549
23,6
23,434

Recommended temperatures in
individual rooms
Living room
20 – 22 °C
Children room
20 – 21 °C
Bedroom
18 – 20 °C

Graph ‐ Anonymous comparison with the other apartments in the house

Your apartment

Average temperature in the apartments in the house J.Jabůrkové 1,3,5 per month
December 2012 anonymously
average temperature in °C

25
24

overheated flats

23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

order number (not no. of apartment!)

Detail information on the portal www.merenitepla.cz or tel. 731 611 909, email: project@mra.cz
Your login data to the portal:
Username:
Password:
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II.2. OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

INSTALLATION OF THE SYSTEM FOR REMOTE READING WATER AND HEATING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION IN PILOT APARTMENTS IN 11/2011.
MEASURING WATER AND HEATING ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE PILOT APARTMENTS WITHOUT
THE TENANTS HAD ACCESS TO THE PORTAL. BEFORE 11/2012 THE TENANTS RECEIVED ONE YEARLY
PAPER BILL INCLUDING CONSUMPTION PER PREVIOUS YEAR FROM HOUSING COMPANY IN APRIL.
THE TENANTS RECEIVED THE ACCESS TO THE PORTAL IN A YEAR IN 11/2012.

#2

DECISION TO OPTIMISE THE SERVICE OF THE WEB PORTAL WITH MONTHLY PAPER REPORTS ABOUT
CONSUMPTION FOR INDIVIDUAL APARTMENTS, TO DEVELOP EDUCATION MATERIALS AND INCLUDE
BENCHMARKING.

#3

START OF THE SERVICE (WEB PORTAL) PROVISION
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION SUGGESTED.
PROVIDING THE TENANTS WITH USER NAME AND PASSWORD TO THE PORTAL IN WHICH THEY CAN
FOLLOW THEIR WATER AND HEATING ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
PROVIDING THE TENANTS WITH MANUAL AND ENERGY SAVING TIPS.
VISITING THE TENANTS WITH NOTEBOOK AND EXPLANATION OF THE PORTAL.

#4

SENDING THE TENANTS MONTHLY PAPER REPORTS ABOUT CONSUMPTION.

#5

SENDING OTHER EDUCATION MATERIAL TO THE TENANTS (HOW TO USE THE THERMOSTATIC
VALVES) AND POSITIONING THE POSTER ABOUT THE PORTAL.

#6

SOLVING THE TENANTS COMPLAINTS AND REMARKS.

#7

MONITORING THE PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Operating management
1)

The first step usually includes inspection of the
building if the system is feasible in the building.
Requirements concerning the building and its
equipment:

-

The building has to have connection to the
internet network,
Apartment cold, hot water meters, building
calorimeter and building water meter have
to be equipped with electrically readable
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pulse output or with data output (M-Bus,
InfraRed, RS-485).

2)

Agreement on time schedule of installation and
contract signature.

3)

Notification of the tenants to make their flats
accessible in the determined time and date (time
schedule of meters installation in individual
apartments).

4)

Installation of the system.
During installation of internal thermometers
it is important to pay attention to install
correct
thermometer
(identified
with

number) in correct apartment according to
list of thermometers.
5)
6)

Setting of user interface.
Provider requires for setting of the system from
housing organisation:
Overview of areas of individual apartments,
Height of the ceiling from floor,
Names and contact for individual tenants in
flats.

Maintenance
The maintenance of the system is ensured with messages sent
to the system from metering and communicating elements
which are out of order or dismantled.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS TO OPTIMIZE A TENANT AWARENESS
PROCESS USING WEB TOOL ABOUT ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS



BASIC FUNCTIONS OF THE SYSTEM:

- Permanent on-line metering water and heating energy
consumption in apartments and processing data in graphical
outputs (charts, tables) in real time and visualisation on web
application. The secured access in the internet portal for every
tenant with his/her login name and password. The building
administrator and the tenants have secured access only to their
own data.
- Possibility to compare data with previous periods. The user
can select the time period per which wants to display
consumption. There are three options. Consumption data can
be displayed per individual readings during day, days in month
or months in year.
- Permanent on-line metering heating and water consumption
on building main invoicing meters.
- The metering elements send warning messages to the system
when they are out of order or dismantled which is important for
the maintenance.
The system serves to increase tenants’ awareness about their
consumption and to motivate them to save energy, water and
watch their consumption continuously during whole year. Before
implementation of the system the tenants received only one
annual paper bill for previous year in April when in fact they
could not change their consumption on the bill. Now the
tenants of the pilot building J.Jab rkové 1,3,5 including the web
portal service have advantage that they can follow their current
consumption permanently and influence the consumption over
the time. The heating costs are distributed to the tenants

according to area of individual apartments and the system
serves as motivation.
Up to now, heating costs are distributed to the tenants
according to surface area of individual apartments so there are
no economic incentives to reduce heating costs. Further
optimisation insists in partially individualisation of heating costs
(60% collective and 40% individual or 50%-50%) to increase
motivation.
The ESM has been optimised with education materials
(energy saving tips), regular monthly paper reports sent to
the tenants and benchmarking with the other apartments
anonymously.

 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MONTHLY PAPER
REPORTS
We have regularly sent to the tenants monthly paper
reports about consumption because not all tenants have
access to internet. It enables to involve elderly tenants and
tenants with no access to internet. We recommend delivering
the first report personally and to help tenants to interpret and
understand the charts and figures in the report. We also
recommend organizing training session for the tenants about
the web portal and paper reports.
It is better when report includes not only consumption data but
information how it should be, indication of high, optimum
values, recommendations etc.
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The paper reports should include information about unit prices
of heating energy and water and keep it up-to-date.
The report should also include comparison of consumption with
previous periods and anonymous comparison with the other
flats in the house. It should motivate the tenants with highest
consumption in the given building.
Below you can see example of developed paper report.


WATER AND ENERGY SAVING TIPS

Heating energy saving tips should include information:
What is recommended temperature in individual
rooms from economical and medical point of view
(living room, bedroom etc.).
Optimum setting of the thermostatic valves.
Radiators should not be covered by anything.
Decrease of temperature in room by one Celsius
degree means decrease of the energy consumption
for heating the room by six percent.
Correct ventilation in winter – widely open window for
short time and during ventilation the TRVs should be
closed. Don´t leave the windows open or standing ajar
for long time during winter.
Don´t increase the temperature in flat above 22°C. If
you feel cold, take sweater better.


WATER SAVING TIPS:

-

Take a shower instead of bath.
Repair dripping taps and flowing flashing cistern (WC).
Don´t wash dishes in flowing water (use dishwasher)
Use washing machine or dishwasher with full load.

Tips were sent to the tenants in paper form. It has been situated
on the notice board in the building and on new introduction
web page of the web portal.

 INCREASE OF TENANTS´ AWARENESS ABOUT
THEIR CONSUMPTION
Tenants’ information has been improved thanks to the web
portal, energy saving tips and monthly paper reports that have
been distributed.
Before implementation of the system tenants received only one
paper bill once a year in April. The bill includes information
about consumption per previous year. The bill is sent to the
tenants and in fact tenants can not change the consumption on
the bill. The web portal provides tenants with the possibility to
continuously follow their water and heating energy
consumption, so that they are able to influence it over time. The

users can also compare their consumption with previous periods
in time.
 HIGHER ACCURACY IN METERING WATER
CONSUMPTION
Implementation of the system brought accuracy in metering
water consumption. The difference (water loss) between
consumption on main building water meter and sum of
consumptions on submeters in apartments very significantly
decreased in comparison with previous periods and in
comparison with similar buildings.

 MONITORING OF CORRECT FUNCTIONING
ELEMENTS
Metering and communicating elements that are dismantled or
out of order send to the system alarm messages.

 DECREASE OF TIME SPENT BY EMPLOYEES ON
READINGS
The implementation of the system reduces personal visits in
flats by employees of MRA in order to write down the state on
the meters when needed.

 FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF HEATING COSTS AMONG
APARTMENTS
MRA considers measurement of heating energy consumption
with heat cost allocators placed on radiators not to be fair. The
houses managed by MRA do not have insulated internal walls
and floor structure so the heat transfers among individual
apartments are enabled. In past when MRA measured heating
energy consumption per apartment with heat cost allocators
placed on radiator, some tenants were used to turn off heating
and let their neighbour to deliver heat to them. This
measurement also brought increase of costs for removing
mildews in flats by the owner (municipality Havirov).
The system calculates the heating energy consumption per
apartment with degree-day method. The method prevents from
disadvantaging users who have larger areas towards non-heated
spaces or their neighbour is abroad and has turned off heating.



MONITORING OF CORRECT USING APARTMENTS
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II.5. SYNTHESIS OF THE ACTIONS CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

N.A.

N.A.

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

NO TECHNICAL ASPECTS
ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT
#1. AWARENESS OF THE TENANTS
ABOUT THEIR CONSUMPTION

One yearly paper bill per previous year
distributed to the tenants in April.

Monthly paper reports about consumption.

#2. ECOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF
THE TENANTS

No information

Energy saving tips and education materials
distributed to the tenants in paper form, on
notice board and on introduction web site of the
web portal.

#3. BENCHMARKING

Information only about own consumption

Comparison of consumption of the tenant with
other tenants in the house anonymously.
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ESM #2: UZAVRENA
RUNNING MAINTENANCE
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE
MEASURE



RUNNING MAINTENANCE

TYPE OF MEASURE

HEATING SYSTEM / DISTRIBUTION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

HYDRAULIC BALANCING OF THE HEATING SYSTEM

The ESM #2 has been implemented in the pilot building situated
on the street Uzav ená 2,4,6.

Optimisation : In the second phase MRA has gradually installed new
thermostatic valves and new regulation in connecting points and on
individual vertical heat pipelines

The ESM #2 includes the hydraulic balancing of the heating
system. In MRA housing stock all radiators are equipped with
thermostatic valves and all buildings have regulation in
connecting points.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Persistent failure of equipment or control system identified by technical• Some parts of the heating system do not heat properly.
staff
• The heating system is not hydraulically well balanced.
Even though the heating system in the building was
It is recommended to replace all old TRV valves and to install
hydraulically balanced the energy consumption figures are
new combined flow and differential pressure regulators.
indicating that there is still some potential for further energy
By using specialized SW adjust new flow settings on TRVs. It is
savings. This can also be derived from high temperatures of the
suggested to tune the heating curves and use optimised
returning water which means that the heating system is not
temperature gradient in the future if possible..
operated efficiently.
The goal is to define the optimized flow characteristics and
optimized values of supply water temperature and return water
• The heating system is noisy.
temperature. Each radiator shall receive specific amount of hot
• After 15 years of operation some components, especially TRVs
water defined by the SW calculation
had to be replaced.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

D8.2 Uzavřena 2,4,6 / Implementation of hydraulic balancing of the heating system

Tenants

Design consultant

Making flats accessible.
Presence of the
tenants in the flats

Interviews with
the tenants

Diagnosis and
preliminary studies
on the technical
aspects of the
building

Suggested measures for
optimisation.
Elaboration of the project
of new hydraulic
balancing of the pilot site

‐ type of systems
‐ efficiency of systems
‐ performance of the
building

Inspection and
mapping of the
existing heating system
in the building

Technical
diagnosis

Interviews &
qualitative
analysis

MRA
(investor)

O
P
T
I
M
I
S
A
T
I
O
N

‐ vacancy
‐ household information
‐ social information
‐ satisfaction

feedback on the
current state of the
building

Order of the
eleboration of the
projekct
documentation

Social
diagnosis

MRA
(maintenance
department)

Purchase of the
material

Realisation of the
hydraulic balancing
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follow‐up of the
optimisation.
Monitoring of
the pilot site

Monitoring data

Lessons learned

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Panel building

Year of construction of the building

1962

Number of dwellings

36

Number of inhabitants

74

Living surface (m²)

1780

Number of stories

4

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER



Coal

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 District heating substations

EMISSION



MONITORING

Thermostatic valves

REMARKS

Weather-controlled heating water from substation is brought to the eastern side of the house to the
object heat transfer station, located in the basement of the building where they are installed billing
meter of heat consumption, heating circulation pump and hot water preparation.

Radiators

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: HEAT TRANSFER STATION
IDENTIFICATION

Heat transfer station Decon for heating water

TYPE



START-UP DATE

1995

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

207 kw

District heating substations

HEATING EQUIPMENT #2: FOCUS ON CIRCULATION PUMP
IDENTIFICATION

Grundfos UPE 40-120

POWER (KW)

max. flow 90m3, pressure: 10 bars, nominal sunction : 40 mm, discharge: 40mm
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I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
RCx responsible

Collect information and data about the building.
Consult solution for the optimization of the pilot site with colleagues.
Organize implementation of the optimization measures.

Social Housing Company contact

Approval of energy saving measure to be implemented.
Order of the elaboration of the project documentation for hydraulic balancing of the pilot site.
Purchase of the material for hydraulic balancing.
Communication with the tenants.
Technical supervision.

MRA (maintenance department)

Implementation of the hydraulic balancing

Design consultant

Mapping of the existing heating system in the building.
Elaboration of the project.

Caretaker of the building

Communication with the tenants.

Tenants representatives (if
relevant)

Making flats accessible.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in
the documentation to
gather

List of documents

Ing. Gemrotová,
Mr. Řezníček

Real consumption and costs
for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity,
gas,… all type of energy +
water

Yearly bills of tenants,
invoices

Energy data
Energy bills

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on operation
and maintenance

No contract

Costs, kind of actions
included in the contracts,
frequency of interventions…

Individual orders on the
basis of need.

Contracts with
caretakers

Mrs. Krsová

Mission, costs, seniority in
the position

Payroll. Description of
working position.

no

Existence, missions,
involvement, organization,
relationship between tenants
and SHO

No

Tenants organization

Building characteristics
Photographs
Energy audit, diagnosis

Intranet
archive

If existing

List of equipments with
description and
technical caracteritics

Energy audit

If existing

Energy audit

Book of O&M
interventions

Database of
orders
(“passport”)

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of
contracts

Orders and invoices

List of tenants
complaints

secretary

Building equipment

No complains
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I.4. PERFORM A DIRECT PILOT SITE ASSESSMENT
Status
Building envelope
‐ Roof and attic

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Walls

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Windows, doors and skylights

After refurbishment in December 2009

‐ Cellar

After refurbishment in December 2009

Building equipment
Heating System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Hot Domestic Water System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Ventilation System
‐ Ventilation

n/a

‐ Cooling

n/a

Lighting
‐ Lighting in common areas

Ok

‐ Other electrical installations

Ok

Management
‐ Review building operation schedules

everything is in function

‐ Review tenants information and awareness

Low motivation, awareness

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
NO /

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

Equipment or Part of
the System
Concerned by the
Deficiency

Description of the
Deficiency

Recommanded
improvement

Type of
intervention

1

Heating system
regulation

Old thermostatic valves on
radiators and old regulators in
connecting points

Inspection of the heating system
and new hydraulic balancing of
the heating system

Hydraulic balancing
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II.

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION

Hydraulic balancing of the heating system as an optimization of
ESM #2 has been implemented in the pilot site building
Uzav ená 2,4,6.
Hydraulic balancing ensures that the heating energy (heating
water) is properly equally delivered to all radiators and the
return flow temperature is reduced. It should also decrease
noise in the heating system and can bring energy savings. The
expected energy saving is 5-10% of heating energy. In some EU
countries the hydraulic balancing is a legal requirement.
In the pilot site originally individual vertical pipelines to radiators
were equipped with closing valves and dump valves that have
been replaced. New regulation and closing valve type Kombi-2Plus, producer Honeywell have been installed on vertical
pipeline no. 19-27 (bathroom heating units) on supplied pipe.
Closing valve type Kombi have been installed on the other
vertical pipelines on supplied pipes. Regulator of pressure
difference type Kombi-Auto V5001P, producer Honeywell, has
been installed on return pipe of all vertical pipelines. Individual
pipelines have been labelled with required setting of differential
pressure.
Original regulators of pressure difference in connecting points
(according to evaluation of the state within check of its function)
have been dismantled and replaced with only one regulation
valve Honeywell, Kombi-2-Plus. Part of the pipelines, 0.5 m in
front of and behind replaced valves, have been newly painted
and insulated with ROCK WOOL-PIPO in thickness 40 mm.
The original TRVs (Heimeir, Remagg) were only partially
replaced because some of the TRVs already have to be replaced
recently (aged 15 years). They have been replaced with new
Heimeir ones. New flow settings on TRVs resulting from the
hydraulic balanced calculation were done. The boundary
condition for the temperature gradient remained unchanged
92.5/67.5 °C. It should be adjusted later if possible because
some more energy can be saved by this measure. It is
recommended to recalculate the heating curves and use
optimised temperature gradient in the future if possible.
Regulation plan of the flat house – Uzav ená 2,4,6 – Haví ov
Metering shall be done by computer BasicMES.
Connection points – to dismantle original differential pressure
regulators STRATO-MAT DV DN 40 and to install HoneywellKombi 2-Plus, DN 50-Qn=7.2m3/h, throttling 4.6 kPa, setting
6.9, required differential pressure in connecting point -21 kPa

Regulation valves on supplied pipes:
Vertical pipeline 19 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
11503Pa, kv=0.34, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 20 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
12921Pa, kv=0.32, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 21 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
14611Pa, kv=0.30, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 22 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
12106Pa, kv=0.33, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 23 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
11468Pa, kv=0.34, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 24 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
10990Pa, kv=0.35, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 25 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
11503Pa, kv=0.34, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 26 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
14111Pa, kv=0.30, setting 0.8
Vertical pipeline 27 - Kombi-2-Plus, DN15, Qn=0.115 m3/h, throttling
12558Pa, kv=0.32, setting 0.8

Automatic valves/regulators of differential pressure in return
pipes:
Vertical pipeline 1 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN32, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 2 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 3 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 4 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN20, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 5 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN20, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 6 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 7 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 8 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 9 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN32, setting 8.0 kPa
Vertical pipeline 10 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa
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Vertical pipeline 11 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 20 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 12 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN20, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 21 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 13 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN20, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 22 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 14 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN20, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 23 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 15 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 24 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 16 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 25 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 17 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN25, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 26 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 19 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

Vertical pipeline 27 - Kombi-Auto V5001P, DN15, setting 8.0 kPa

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #2
#1

INSPECTION AND MAPPING OF THE EXISTING HEATING SYSTEM IN THE BUILDING UZAVŘENÁ 2,4,6.
MAPPING OF THE TYPE OF RADIATORS, OLD SOLUTION OF HYDRAULIC BALANCING, DIMENSIONS
OF PIPELINES FROM CONNECTING POINT TO INDIVIDUAL RADIATORS BY PROJECT DESIGNER.

#2

ELABORATION OF THE PROJECT OF HYDRAULIC BALANCING OF THE PILOT SITE (INDIVIDUAL PARTS
OF THE PROJECT: TECHNICAL REPORT, MATERIAL SPECIFICATION, REGULATION PLAN, BUDGET,
SCHEMES OF PIPELINES, FLOOR PLANS).

#3

PURCHASE OF THE MATERIAL ACCORDING TO PROJECT DOCUMENTATION (REGULATION VALVES,
THERMOSTATIC HEADS, INSULATION MATERIAL, LABELS ETC.).

#4

REALISATION OF THE HYDRAULIC BALANCING.

#5

MONITORING THE PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
The work process includes these steps:
1)

2)

order to have in all housing stock the same regulation
elements and to simplify the process.

Mapping of the real situation of the heating system by
the project designer in the building.
Mapping of the type of radiators; dimensions of
pipelines from connecting point to radiators.
The values found out in the building are entered in the
programme that creates the project documentation.
The project designer determines regulators and valves
that will be installed and the settings of individual
regulation elements.

3)

Development
balancing.

of

the

project

of

the

hydraulic

4)

Purchase of the material by housing organisation in
accordance with the project. MRA purchases
regulation elements from one company Honeywell in

5)

Implementation of the hydraulic balancing by the
maintenance department of MRA in accordance with
project documentation.

6)

Maintenance of hydraulic balancing is not done on
regular basis. Just in case of problems.

The Czech legislation includes obligation of installation of
thermostatic valves with secondary pre-setting in individual
apartments and obligation of watching over at least differential
pressure and flow rate in connecting point of the house.
Obligations are determined in the Czech regulation
no. 194/2007 paragraph 6 letter 1d.
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„§ 6

(1) Regulation of heating of residential and nonresidential
buildings is carried out:

Regulace úst edního vytáp ní a p ípravy teplé vody v budov
(1) Regulace vytáp ní bytových a nebytových budov se provádí
d) regulací tlakové diference v odb rném tepelném za ízení,
pokud to vnit ní rozvod tepelné energie vybavený individuální
regulací podle písmene c) vyžaduje.“
Translation:

(d) regulating pressure difference in connecting point as far as
the internal distribution of heating energy equipped with
invidividual regulation according to letter c) requires it.“

MRA has extended hydraulic balancing also with regulation of
the individual vertical pipelines. It simplifies maintenance and
potential looking for defects. It ensures more equal pressures
and flow rates in individual pipelines.

„§6

Regulation of heating system and system for preparation of hot
water in building

The hydraulic balancing ensures that heating energy is equally
distributed to all radiators.
It improves thermal comfort in individual apartments so that
flats are not overheated or insufficiently heated. It decreases
noise in the heating system and it can bring energy savings.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS TO OPTIMIZE A TENANT AWARENESS
PROCESS USING WEB TOOL ABOUT ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS

The provider has to provide a certain amount (NC) of energy
used by the heating equipment for the housing stock.
The provider is the subscriber for the contract to buy the natural
gas and has to ensure the maintenance (both preventive and
corrective) for the heating installation. It is free to negotiate an
access to the energy with the gas provider its wants to contract
with.
The targets for the amount of energy provided every year (NB)
is adjusted every year regarding the weather conditions. These
targets are chosen in order to reduce the energy consumptions
and the costs. A profit-sharing calculation is implemented in
order control the gap with the target and the energy
consumptions (savings or supplementary consumptions). As a
consequence, this gap is supported both by the energy provider
and the SHO.
The preventive maintenance interventions (P2) have to be
implemented are the running visits and the maintenance actions
implemented in order to reduce the risks of failures and to
maintain de performance of the equipment at a level close from
the contractual expectations. During these visits, some
interventions are implemented. Please find enclosed the list in
point 1.3.
The interventions implemented regarding the corrective
maintenance (P3) are based on the maintenance of the proper
working condition of the equipment following a failure.
The profit-sharing system is committing a sharing between the
excess and savings regarding the heating consumption. The
overview of the energy savings and the losing will be quantified
every year at the end of the fiscal year.
The profit-sharing or the penalties supported by the energy
provider will be based every year on the gap between the

energy target and the real results. In order to implement this
profit-sharing system, the two contractors will used the
elements:
‐
implemented in the Annex IV of the contract (Excel
file) reminding the consumptions and the feedback on
the 3 last years of heating for:
•

nature and quantity of energy consumed for
every heating installation.

HDD registered during this period by the local
reference meteorological station for the
corresponding heating periods.
implemented in the Annex V of the contract and
précising for every heating installation the values NB
and q, quantities of energy necessary for the heating
of the buildings according to the reference
temperature for heating and DHW.
•

‐

The identification and follow-up for all the interventions of
maintenance and management actions of the service provider is
improved by a systematic visit every 10 days to implement the
controls and verifications on the heating and DHW system.
All the actions are noted within a report in order to identify
what has been done to correct the performance of the system.
A calculation formula will assess the effective evolution of the
performance.
NB= the quantity of energy necessary to the contractual
commitment for the heating a duration of heating and according
to the weather conditions as defined in the contract.
NC=the quantity of energy used for real in order to heat the
buildings, expressed according to the same value as the NB.
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I.5. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1. TRVS ON RADIATORS

Older type of TRVs installed on radiators.

New type of TRVs installed on radiators.
New flow settings.

#2. REGULATION IN THE
CONNECTING POINT OF THE
BUILDING

In connecting point differential pressure
regulator STRATO-MAT DV DN 40
installed.

In connecting point original regulator of
pressure difference dismantled and one
regulation valve Honeywell, Kombi-2-Plus
installed. New setting.

#3. REGULATION OF VERTICAL
PIPELINES

Equipped with dump and closing valves.

Installation of regulation and closing
valves type Kombi-2-Plus, Honeywell and
Kombi on supplied pipes of vertical
pipelines. Installation of the differential
pressure regulators type Kombi-Auto
V5001P, Honeywell on returned pipes of
all vertical pipelines. New setting.

ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT
#1. HYDRAULIC BALANCINGMAINTENANCE, LIVING
CONDITION OF TENANT

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
Installation of the TRVs on radiators and
regulation in the connecting point.

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Hydraulic balancing extended with
regulation of the individual vertical
pipelines. It enables individual setting of
every vertical pipeline. It decreases noise
in the heating system. It ensures more
equal pressures and flow rates in
individual pipelines. It is easier to
maintain and to find defects.
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ESM #3: TOLSTEHO
RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDING

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

SHELL

NAME OF THE MEASURE

EXTERNAL THERMAL INSULATION

The ESM #3 has been implemented in the pilot building on the
street Tolstého 1,3,5, Haví ov.

The ESM 3 consists in global refurbishment of the building. The
ESM has been optimised with the thermography measurement
to prevent air leaks caused by poorly installed window sills and
insufficiently foamed joints.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Bad condition of the building before refurbishment.
MRA manages several recently refurbished houses. And when
the house is globally refurbished, the tenants are satisfied; the
state of the house is very good. There are a few insignificant
complaints from the tenants but the subcontractor of the
refurbishment in the frame of guarantee period quickly solves
them. We analysed the heating consumption before and after

the refurbishment of the seven buildings renovated in 20092011 and in each building the consumption decreased after
refurbishment. There is not any problem with recently
refurbished house in MRA housing stock. Generally we see the
potential of improvement in the area of supervision during
refurbishment in order that refurbishment has been done
properly and in the area of the tenants’ behaviour in
consumption.
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I.1.C Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM
D8.2 Tolstého 1,3,5 / Implementation of the thermography in refurbihsed building
Paricipation in information
meetings about time schedule
and process of the
refurbishment.

Tenants

Technical diagnosis:
Diagnosis and studies on the
technical aspects of the
building
Project architect

MRA
(investor)

‐ type of structure
‐ type of systems
‐ efficiency of systems
‐ performance of the
building

Choosing a subcontractor for project
documentation and for refurbishment
implementation according to the Act
for public contracts allocation.
Signature of the contract.
Organising the meetings with the
tenants.

Making flats accessible. Presence of
the tenants in the flats and
cooperation with all construction
participants

Preparation of the
project documentation
for refurbishment
implementation

Participation in control
days in construction.
Evaluation of changes
during construction.
Elaboration of the
project documentation
of real implementation
of the construction.

Technical supervision of
construction. Organization of
the building control days.
Budget control. Preparing
documents for administrative
proceedings.

Thermography
specialist

Subcontractor of the
refurbishment

Public authorities

Implementation of work according to project of refurbishment.
Preparation documents for public authorities and about finished
refurbishment.

O
p
t
i
m
i
s
a
t
i
o
n

Taking over finished refurbishment from
the subcontractor.

Running thermography controls
during works on refurbishment
before flats are not cleaned up.

The Building Authority issues a building permit authorizing the use of the construction (final
inspection).
Regional hygienic station ‐ giving the opinion of the Authority to the intention to also use the
finished building.
Fire brigade (Regional fire brigade) ‐ gives the opinion of the Authority to the intention to also use
the finished building.
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Realisation of
repairs of possible
air leaks

Submission of the thermography
report that air leaks do not occur.

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Panel building

Year of construction of the building

1962

Number of dwellings

34

Number of inhabitants

83

Living surface (m²)

1716, 86

Number of stories

5

I.2.B. Refurbishment involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

CEILLAR, BASEMENT

TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

TYPE OF WINDOWS

TYPE OF ENTRANCE DOOR

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: etics expanded polystyrene 70 f

TIGHTNESS (CM)

14

INSULATION
IMPLEMENTATION

 Pasted

EXTERIOR TRIM

 Coatting

INSULATION

 Basement

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Mineral wool

TIGHTNESS (CM)

80

INSULATION
IMPLEMENTATION

 Hydrophobic boards

INSULATION



Flat roof

INSULATION
MATERIAL



Cellular plastics: eps 100 s stabil

TIGHTNESS (CM

20

INSULATION
IMPLEMENTATION

 Foam

GLAZZING

 Double

FRAME

 Pvc

U-VALUE

U=1,3W/(M2.K)) (frame)
U=1,1W/(M2.K)) (windows)

GLAZZING

 Double

FRAME

 Aluminium

U-VALUE

U=1,5W/(M2.K)) (frame)
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I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
1.1. RCx responsible

Collect information and data about the building.
Consult solution for the optimization of the pilot site with
colleagues.
Organize implementation of the optimization measures.

1.2. Social Housing Company contact

Selection of the thermography specialist.
Sending letters of complaint to the subcontractor of the
refurbishment in the frame of guarantee period

1.3. Thermography specialist

Definition of the thermography objective and technical solution.
Realization of the thermography measurement.
Writing thermography report.

1.4. Caretaker of the building

Communication with the tenants.

1.5. Tenants representatives (if relevant)

Making flats accessible.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in
the documentation to
gather

List of documents

Ing. Gemrotová,
Mr. Řezníček

Real consumption and costs
for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity,
gas,… all type of energy +
water

Yearly bills, invoices

Energy data
Energy bills

General information on the management of the building
No contract

Costs, kind of actions
included in the contracts,
frequency of interventions…

Individual orders on the
basis of need.

Jana Pelikánová

Mission, costs, seniority in
the position

Payroll. Description of
working position.

Contracts on operation
and maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers
Building characteristics
Photographs
Energy audit, diagnosis

Intranet
archive

If existing

Building equipment
List of equipments with
description and
technical caracteritics
Book of O&M
interventions

If existing

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of
contracts

Orders and invoices

Documentation from/for the tenants
List of tenants
complaints
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I.4. PERFORM A DIRECT PILOT SITE ASSESSMENT
Status
Building envelope
‐ Roof and attic

After refurbishment in December 2011

‐ Walls

After refurbishment in December 2011

‐ Windows, doors and skylights

After refurbishment in December 2011

‐ Cellar

After refurbishment in December 2011

Building equipment
Heating System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Hot Domestic Water System

Heat transfer station maintained by Havirov heating company.
MRA has no access to it.

Ventilation System
‐ Ventilation

n/a

‐ Cooling

n/a

Lighting
‐ Lighting in common areas

Ok

‐ Other electrical installations

Ok

Management
‐ Review building operation schedules

everything is in function

‐ Review tenants information and awareness

Low motivation, awareness

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / A thermography will reveal defects that haven’t been
identified regarding the quality of the refurbishment during the
direct performance assessment on pilot site.

Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Thermography
(Indoor/Outdoor)

Reason

‐

Report the defects for the building structure and prepare forthcoming
corrections on the shell

Equipment name

Measurement

Type

thermal imaging camera TESTO
880-3 (calibration protocol of
standard lens 01511436: 0616/11
- 2344, telephoto lens 01511436:

The thermography has been done 23.1.
2013. Outside air temperature was –5° C
and humidity 76%. Interior temperature
ranged from 21 ° C to 24 ° C and the
humidity was in the range of up to 30% to

Emissivity
Reflection temperature
Air temperature
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20150925) equipped with radio
humidity probe for the detection
of critical points for condensation
and mold (calibration protocol:
0615/11 - 2344). Temperature
sensitivity of the thermal imaging
camera is 0.1 °C and the detector
resolution is 160 x 120 pixels.

40%.

Dew point

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

WP
#

Equipment or Part of the
System Concerned by the
Deficiency

Description of the
Deficiency

Recommanded
improvement

1

6

N.A

N.A

Thermography in
order to detect
potential problems
in windows
installation

III. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
In the pilot site with ESM #3 we have optimised the ESM in the
way of global refurbishment with the thermography
measurement in order to check if the refurbishment has been
done properly.
Infrared thermography is the easiest and quickest method to
detect energy waste, moisture and electrical issues in
buildings. An infrared camera shows exactly where the
problems are and helps focus the inspectors' attention allowing
him to properly diagnose areas with energy loss.
In the pilot site, apartment building Tolstého 1,3,5 after
refurbishment, the thermography measurement has been done
inside the selected apartments. Purpose of the thermography
has been to find out defects in insulation of the building
envelope. The thermography has been focused on tightness of
the windows (balcony doors), window installation defects, heat
loss through the lower parts of walls of ground floor
apartments, heat loss through loggia wall and heat loss through
ceilings in upper flats.

1)

Leaks around window frames (especially among
window frame and window sill).

2)

Leaks around
contact
(wing) and window frame.

3)

Leaks under window sill.

of window

sash

The conclusions of the thermography have been discussed with
experts who also studied the project documentation of the
refurbishment and tried to prove if the details of the windows
had been designed in that way, the leaks would not occur.
An agreement concluded by experts shows by thermography
measurement data that the window sills were not properly
installed and connecting joints were not properly foamed.
It has been decided to send letter of complaint to the
subcontractor of refurbishment to remove defects found within
the thermography in the frame of guarantee period.
It has been realised these changes:

The main problems found out by the thermography were:
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1)

2)

Resealing and adjusting of the windows = deformed
seals have been exchanged. The windows have been
adjusted optimally so as to fit tightly to the windows
frames.
Tearing off and resealing of interior sills = Interior sills
have been knocked down and air leaks around
window frame and under sill have been filled with
insulation material mostly with polyurethane foam.
Finally the sills have been installed again.

After repairing it was proved through the thermography that
the defects were removed that have been objects of the
complaint.
It has been decided that the thermography measurement shall be done
each time when MRA takes over a finished refurbishment. This could
prevent occurrence of defects during refurbishment. It is suggested
that the construction supervisor shall be equipped with thermography
camera for checking construction or installation works

.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIM IZATION SCENARIO O F ESM #3
#1

REALISATION OF THE GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT OF THE PILOT BUILDING ON THE STREET
TOLSTÉHO 1,3,5 IN 2010/2011. INSULATION OF THE BUILDING EXTERNAL WALLS, INSULATION OF
THE ROOF AND OF THE BASEMENT, REPLACEMENT OF OLD WOODEN WINDOWS AND BALCONY
DOORS WITH NEW PLASTIC ONES.

#2

SELECTION OF THE THERMOGRAPHY SPECIALIST AND ORDER OF THE THERMOGRAPHY
MEASUREMENT.

#3

NOTIFICATION OF THE TENANTS ABOUT THE TIME AND DATE WHEN THE THERMOGRAPHY IS
REALISED IN THEIR FLATS.
REALISATION OF THE THERMOGRAPHY MEASUREMENT IN THE FLATS.

#4

REPORT ABOUT RESULTS OF THE THERMOGRAPHY HAS BEEN PRODUCED.
OPINIONS OF EXPERTS ABOUT THE WINDOW DEFECTS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED ON NATIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD.

#5

LETTER OF COMPLAINT INCLUDING REQUEST FOR REMOVING AIR LEAKS AROUND WINDOWS HAS
BEEN SENT TO THE SUBCONTRACTOR IN THE FRAME OF GUARANTEE PERIOD. REPAIRS OF
WINDOWS DEFECTS HAVE BEEN REALISED (RESEALING AND ADJUSTING OF WINDOWS, SILLS).

#6

REALISATION OF THE THERMOGRAPHY MEASUREMENT AFTER REPAIRS..

#7

MONITORING THE PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.
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II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Process of the global refurbishment
Actor

Role

MRA (investor)

Choosing a contractor for project documentation.
Ensuring the financial coverage of the implementation of the project. The selection of the contractor under
the Act 137/2006 Collection The assignment of public contracts. Implementation - technical supervision of
construction (taking over construction of the building structures, supervising technological procedures,
budget control, preparing documents for administrative proceedings (building permit, approval of building
use changes), organization of building control days (coordination of all participants in the construction).
Performance of security coordinator of construction. Communicating with tenants (organizing meeting introduction to the works schedule).

Project
architect

Preparation of the project documentation for construction proceedings and for construction
implementation. Participation in control days in construction. Evaluation of changes during construction.
Elaboration of the project documentation of real implementation of the construction.

Subcontractor

Responsible for implementation of work according to documentation of construction. He proposes effective
changes of the refurbishment during construction. He submits invoices. He completes the book of the
documents of the completed refurbishment, the documents for public authorities.
→Running thermography checks during works on refurbishment before flats are cleaned up if the
refurbishment is done in colder weather. Thermography can be done when maximal outside temperature is
5°C. If temperature is higher, the thermography should be done in the nearest suitable period.

Public
authorities

The Building Authority issues a building permit authorizing the use of the construction (final inspection).
Regional hygienic station - giving the opinion of the Authority to the intention to also use the finished
building.
Fire brigade (Regional fire brigade) - gives the opinion of the Authority to the intention to also use the
finished building.

Tenants

Participation in meetings
Making flat accessible
Presence and cooperation with all construction participants

Grant provider

He approves project documentation of the building. He participates in selection procedure. Participates in
control days of the building. He approves changes in the projects. He provides financial support for
implementation.

Maintenance
The maintenance after refurbishment includes regular adjusting windows once a year.
Solving complaints is in the frame of guarantee period.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS TO OPTIMIZE A TENANT AWARENESS
PROCESS USING WEB TOOL ABOUT ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS
The main problems found out by the thermography have been:
4)
5)
6)

Leaks around window frames (especially among
window frame and window sill).
Leaks around
contact
of window
sash
(wing) and window frame.
Leaks under windowsill.

The conclusions of the thermography have been discussed with
experts.
They agree that thermography measurement shows that the
window sills were not properly installed and connecting joints
are not properly foamed.
It has been decided to send letter of complaint to the
subcontractor of refurbishment to remove defects found within
the thermography in the frame of guarantee period.
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It has been realised these changes:
1) Resealing and adjusting of the windows = seals that were
deformed have been exchanged. The windows have been
adjusted optimally so as to they fit tightly to the windows
frames.
2) Tearing off and resealing of interior sills = Interior sills have
been knocked down and air leaks around window frame and
under sill have been filled with insulation material mostly with
polyurethane foam. Finally the sills have been installed again.
The thermography realised after repair showed that the repair
had removed defects that have been object of the complaint.
It has been decided that the thermography measurement
should be done each time when MRA takes over a finished
refurbishment. This could prevent occurrence of defects during
refurbishment.
The construction supervisor should have also thermography
camera and to check works.
Thermography should be done each time when MRA takes over
a finished refurbishment. Ideally it should be done when the
apartments are not already cleaned up. As the thermography
should reveal defects that will have to be removed and mess
could occur.
The thermography measurement should be also included in a
tender and contract with the supplier that the thermography
measurement can be done when the finished work is taken over
from supplier. The supplier should submit thermography report.
The construction supervisor should remind and supervise the
workers in order that they properly filled the joints with foam
and windows were installed according to project
documentation.

Suggestion of the text in a contract with subcontractor:
“The subcontractor is obliged to submit thermography report
after finishing the global refurbishment to the ordering party.”

Insulation of the building envelope improves the technical state
of the building and significantly decreases energy performance
of the building.
Reasons for optimisation:
Generally we see the potential of improvement in the area of
supervision during refurbishment in order that refurbishment
has been done properly according to project documentation.
The thermography check has revealed a lot of defects and
mistakes during refurbishment of the building. The largest share
of detected defects had windows and balcony doors. The main
problems found out by the thermography have been: leaks
around window frames (especially between window frame and
window sill), leaks around contact of window sash
(wing) and window frame and leaks under window sill.
Refurbishment should include thermography control in order to
identify air leaks and defects during refurbishment. Workers
should bear in mind the thermography and that the works
should be done properly. It can bring savings up to 5%. The
thermography can improve quality of works and satisfaction of
the tenants. It can reduce number of complaints after end of
refurbishment.
Within testing activities the thermography measurement
revealed air leaks and defects caused by poorly installed
window sills. The second thermography after repairs showed
that works could be done better and prevent occurrence of air
leaks.

I.5. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
#1. REFURBISHMENT

ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
Refurbishment without thermography
control. Possible air leaks not identified.

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Refurbishment including thermography
control. Air leaks and defects identified
during refurbishment and repaired.
Workers bearing in mind the
thermography and that the works should
be done properly.
AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#2. Completion of the contract
with the subcontractor

Contract did not include requirement to
submit thermography report.

The contract completed with requirement
to submit thermography report after end
of refurbishment to verify that air leaks
does not occur.

#3. Technical supervisor having
thermography camera

No thermography check

Technical supervisor has thermo camera
to check works
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FINAL VERSIONS OF STANDARD ESM
TESTED AND CORRECTED DESCRIBING
THE TRANSFERABILITY

BAUVEREIN AG

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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ESM #1: HEINHEMMER
REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO
IMPLEMENT ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE
MEASURE

 REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS

TYPE OF MEASURE

REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS/HEATING/GENERATION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

REPLACEMENT FROM STANDARD COMBUSTION BOILER TO MODULATING GASCONDENSING BOILER

The optimization of ESM#1 is designed to the pilot
building stock Heinheimer Str.65 in Darmstadt, Germany.
In respect of the optimization alternation WP5 “Replacement of the heating system” it was planned to
optimize the heating system (without DHW) with a central
standard boiler from 1982, that means the change of old
boilers with new calorific value boilers and adapt the
performance.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 An unjustified and high-energy index regarding its
expected performance (WP5 and WP6)
Within the scope of inventory for AFTER project the
varying types of heating were applied for differential
buildings. Unfortunately, it was not proven that the energy
consumption in the dwellings was reduced significantly,
even though standard boiler was replaced by lowtemperature boiler or condensing boiler. Because of their
essential higher efficiency low-temperature boiler and
condensing boiler ought to consume considerably less
energy – but that was not the case in this instance.
.

The review of maintenance intervals has indicated that the
systems work always orderly and are maintained by an
authorized company at least once a year, as well as it
didn’t detect any major irregularity in the systems.
With a certain speculation the new boilers may not be
regulated in the residential buildings properly. Hence, it is
very important for our company to decide to investigate
and inspect the systems based upon the method RetroCommissioning, how to examine or correct the adjustment
of power and heating curve
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

RCx_Workflow of ESM „System Replacement“

Tenants

Final check of
optimization:
Exchange of
the boiler with
a new gas
calorific value
boiler

Gather and Analyze
tenants‘ suggestion
& response

Site assessment of
building situation

Feedback on the
households
information & check
up consumption data

Energy consumption
& cost in baseline

National
Advisory
Board
&
Technical
Consultants

Overhaul of
equipment &
Technical diagnosis
+
Discussion & studies

Tenant survey

Carry out
&
Follow up
Suggested
optimization of
ESM

Methode for
implementation
of replacement
of heating
system

Preliminary
advice on
system
optimization
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OPTIMIZATION

bauverein
AG
(incl.facility
manager,
building
caretaker
and internal
technical
staff)

Inform tenants
about
optimization of
ESM

Dwelling visit:
Communication &
Exchange with SHO

Tracking on the
implementation
of optimization
&
Data
monitoring

Continue
requesting
tenants for
experience and
suggestion on
the optimized
ESM

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Apartment block

Year of construction of the building

1957

Number of dwellings

30

Number of inhabitants

Around 75

Living surface (m²)

1610

Number of stories

5

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Nature Gas

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 Natural gas

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 Condensing boiler

EMISSION

 Radiators

MONITORING

 Thermostatic valves

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: HEAT TRANSFER STATION
IDENTIFICATION

VIESSMANN VITODENS 200

TYPE

 Modulating condensing boiler

START-UP DATE

2010

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

15-54 kw

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
IDENTIFICATION

Heating circuit with overflow valve and the boiler which is integrated with speed-regulation pump.
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I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Main roles and involvements
SHO / Refurbishment service

‐

General control the whole process of RCx

SHO / Internal technical staff

‐

Technical diagnosis and problem solution

Facility manager

‐

Check the heating equipment to find out the problems and assist
technical staff to solve them.

Caretaker of the building

‐

Take care of the operation of energy equipment and tenants’
requirement or question on heating energy provision.

Tenants representatives (if
relevant)

‐

Response and contact with housing owner as representatives for any
requirement and problem about the heating energy provision.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

Energy data
Energy bills

List of the complaints
and deficiencies

Person to contact to
obtain the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

SHO maintenance and
housing stock service

Real consumption and costs for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity, gas,… all type of energy +
water

SHO Maintenance service

Knowledge of the functioning of the building

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on SHO Maintenance service
Costs, kind of actions included in the contracts,
operation and
frequency of interventions…
maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers.

SHO Maintenance service

Building characteristics
Photographs SHO Maintenance service
Energy audit, SHO Maintenance service
diagnosis Facility manager
Building equipment
List of equipments SHO Maintenance services
with description and Facility manager
technical caracteritics
Book of O&M Facility manager
interventions
Documentation from/for the tenants
List of tenants SHO Rental Management
complaints service

Mission, costs, seniority in the position

‐
‐

Historic of operation and maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of contracts
Evaluation of thetenant comfort regarding the heating
system and potential existing issues
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I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
ESSENTIAL / Optimizing the settings and verifying the efficiency of the systems.

I.5.a. What element need more monitoring and why?
Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Natural gas calorific boiler

Reason
‐
‐
‐

Measure the burner performance.
Measure the flow temperature and power for radiators and
boilers
Assess the quality of the equipment room

I.5.B. What type of diagnostic monitoring is chosen?
 FUNCTIONAL TEST PERFORMANCE
 VISUAL INSPECTIONS
Example for attention points
Equipment room temperature and insulation (example: broken window or broken door)
Partial/Inadequate insulation of the distribution pipes and circulation pumps for the heating system
Scheme and connection between the flow and return pipe.
Presence of water treatment
Possibility for the existing valves to support a hydraulic balancing
 MANUAL READING OF METERS
Equipment name

Measurement

Type

Heating ECG (DIN 15378)

Average ambient temperature in measuring period

The energy monitor - a
mobile measuring system
with sensors and data
loggers - energy-related
measurements of the
heating system in the 12second clock will be
recognized over a period
of 24 hours.

Average flow temperature of boiler
Average return temperature of boiler
Average temperature of reference room - close (1.upper
floor)
Consumption in measuring period
Effect of building storage mass
Running duration of burner
24-hours monitoring

Average burner power / running duration
Necessary power for continuous operation
Burner starts
Average burner running time
Average oxygen concentration
Loss of fuel value
Loss of flue gas
Loss of ventilation
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I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’
OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

1

2

Equipment
or Part of
the System
Concerned
by the
Deficiency
Heating curve

Operation
temperature in
boiler

Recommanded
improvement

Actor

 Improving the energy performance

 Technical intervention

Facility Manager

The equipment is running at a high flow
temperature.

Gradual reduction
heating curve.

 Improving the energy performance

 Technical intervention

The hydraulic adjustment leads to large
temperature fluctuation and thus much time
for regulation or clocking.
Mostly the boilers are not shut off by the
desired temperature but rather its highest
temperature.

of

the

Facility Manager
Hydraulic balancing of heating
pipeline through installation of
modern thermostatic valves and
adjustment of volume flow/
pump speed.
Revision
of
the
control
technology with the aim of long
burner
running
time
in
modulation operation at low
flow temperature.

IV. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
In the exchange of old boiler a calorific boiler has been
installed, which has to run with a lower flow temperature
than the previous standard boiler. This will be examined in
the context of the action, whether a hydraulic balancing
was performed and whether the thermostatic valves are
suitable for this purpose. Otherwise they must be
replaced.

Hydraulic balancing is very important for this action,
because the radiators were not the replaced and these
were sized according to the old supply temperature. By
hydraulic balancing is ensured that each radiator gets the
same amount of heat, so here is a savings of between 3%
and 7% in consumption expected

Figure 1. Example of boiler: controller of the boiler and circulation pump of the boiler.
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Through a 24h-measurement period it is clearly checked
that the CO values are in the middle at 38 ppm with a
starting peak of about 250 ppm. The combustion loss
related to caloric value were continuously during the
measurement less than 3,5%. All of this proved a properly
adjusted and functioning burner.

Figure 2. Exhaust gas temperature and CO-concentrations (LEFT) Example of losses in a measuring period
(RIGHT)
TECHNICAL HANDBOOK FOR ESM #1 – BOILER
− full stories:
EXCHANGE
− the basement:
− year:
In the course of a heating exchange must be determined
− Area: m²
and taken into account various parameters before starting
− heated gross volume: m³
the action, so that an efficient and of adequate size for the
− net heated volume: m³
building boiler can be installed.
− Heated area (by Energy Saving Ordinance): m²
− Heated living area: m²
The following data shall be collected prior to the start of
− Number of floors:
the measure.

4.
1.

− Location:
− Postal Code:
− Latitude:
− Longitude:
− Altitude:
− Outdoor temperature:
− annual average outdoor temperature: C
− Country:
− Continent:

2.

Method
− method: building envelope - Simple building
− average U-value: W / (m² K)
− Determination:
− building air exchange rate: 0.25 to 0.50 1 / h
− space indoor temperature: 20 ° C

3.

Results from calculation:

Location

Gebäudedaten
− building: multi-family-house
− Location:
− roof available:

− heating load: kW
− heating load / m²: kW / m²
− Heated living area: m²
With the data on the heat requirement calculation, the
power and the type of the new boiler can be determined.
After installing the heater following documents by the
builder / contractor shall be submitted to:
− protocol for briefing the janitor / Facility
Manamgents
− transfer of audit documents / manuals to
facility management
− calculation of the design heat load
− calculation of the heat output of the heat
source and heating surfaces
− protocol for the implementation of the
hydraulic balance
After successful exchange a heating installation certificate
must be carried out and done an introduction of the
system in the staff of the bauverein AG.
The builder / contractor must submit a maintenance
contract for a period of 5 years
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II.2. OPTIMIZATION
PROCESS
!
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

INSTALLATION OF THE NEW CALORIFIC BOILER

#2

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENERGIE & HAUS ANALYTICAL METHOD HEATING ECG
AND DETECTION OF THE ERRORS IN THE HEATING SYSTEM; COMPLETE REPORT
REGARDING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RECOMMENDATION
TO IMPROVE IT.

#3

REVIEW OF THE PLANT ON SITE WITH AN ENGINEER AND A HEATING INSTALLER
AFTER THE RESULTS OF THE HEATING ECG AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE ISSUES ON
FIELD.

#4

GRADUAL REDUCTION OF THE HEATING CURVE.

#5

REVISION OF THE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY WITH THE AIM OF LONG BURNER
RUNNING TIME IN MODULATING OPERATION BY LOW FLOW TEMPERATURE.

#6

HYDRAULIC BALANCING OF THE HEATING PIPELINE THROUGH INSTALLATION OF
MODERN THERMOSTATIC VALVES AND ADJUSTMENT OF VOLUME FLOW / PUMP
SPEED.

#7

BUILDING BEHAVIOUR MONITORED THROUGH THE
CONSUMPTION DATA. (DATA UPDATED EVERY 2 WEEKS)

COLLECTION

OF

ENERGY

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Based on a 24h measurement it was found out that the
range of heat power of the existing boiler is 15 – 54kW
which is actually slightly oversized and the currently
existing heating system probably based on the previously
installed also non-modulating boilers so that it can’t meet
the need of modern boilers any more. At the same time it
showed that the hydraulic adjustment leaded to a large
temperature fluctuation and thus much time is spent for
regulating work or clocking which causes unnecessary
wear-out in burner and boiler, except that the
temperature variations with corresponding excessive
temperature have led to a larger heating loss. Mostly the
boilers were not shut off by the desired temperature but

rather a highest temperature and the whole equipment is
running at a high flow temperature too.
The implementation of optimization of ESM was carried
out through the replacement of the heating system
precisely the exchange of boiler with a new gas calorific
value boiler. A calorific boiler can be used with gas, oil and
also heated with pellets. Gas is used as an energy carrier
for this pilot building in project AFTER. It costs including
installation between 10.000 and 15.000 which can save
ca.10-20% of energy per year comparing to the existing
20-year-old standard boiler. The energy saving condensing
effect of the new calorific boiler is only fully into play when
the hot water cools down on the way from the radiator to
the boiler to less than ca. 50°C. The lower the so-called
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return temperature, the better for the condensing effect.
However, the return temperature can’t be adjusted easily
to the heating system and it arises indirectly from a low
flow temperature. On account of this limitation it was
suggested a heating optimization with hydraulic
adjustment to be carried out which can keep the flow
temperature low. In addition, the heating water flows
slowly enough so that it can be cooled through the tubes.
Other advantage of hydraulic balancing is increase the
living comfort because the disturbing flow noise of the
heating disappeared.
Apparently it takes account of all the relevant factors in
social, economic and energetic performance that the
existing energy saving measure shall be optimized and
also applied in other building with similar heating system
and same problems.

Aiming to ensure a smooth and efficient optimization of
this energy saving measure, a comprehensive and detailed
implementation plan and a feasible time plan for carrying
out it are vital parts of the whole project. It shall also
inform tenants about the proposed work process and
possible and temporal inconvenience for their daily life as
well the potential benefit for their future life.

The work process of the optimization:
(1)

Inspect the whole heating system and record all
the relevant data and temperature of the
heating system;

(2)

Review of the plant on site;

(3)

Inspection of the system after the results of the
present heating ECG;

(4)

Check of all relevant facilities and equipment;

(5)

Regulation of heating curve: gradual reduction
of the heating curve;

(6)

Revision of the control technology with the aim
of long burner running time in modulating
operation by low flow temperature of the
heating system;

Building behaviour with new regulation will be
monitored through the collection of energy
consumption data.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
In AFTER project the optimization of ESMs aims to meet
different goals regarding economic, energetic and social
performance. It has proved that the operation
management of social housing buildings by housing
company were obviously improved after implementing the
ESMs’ optimization. The maintenance of energy
equipment was implemented more effectively by
specialized work staff than before.

 GRADUAL REDUCTION OF THE HEATING
CURVE:
Through the installation of modern and preadjustable thermostatic valve that achieved the
hydraulic balancing and an appropriate adjustment
of volume flow the heating curve can be obviously
reduced, furthermore, the excessive overclocking is
to be prevented in the distance areas.

The following achievements were specified in the pilot
building “Heinheimer Str.65” where ESM #1 “System
Replacement” was optimized:


INCREASE THE BURNER PERFORMANCE:
With a properly adjustment burner can be operated
by low flow temperature in a long running time.

 INFORM THE STAFF IN CHARGE AND THE
TENANTS AFFECTED BY THE OPTIMIZATION:
It is important to inform all staff that they have
access to the burner and also tell tenants about the
effects of the adjustment. Otherwise there is the
danger that the complaints of the tenants like “the
radiator is not hot enough!” will lead to a readjustment of the heating curve which interfere with
the optimization solution.

Figure 3. Example of comparison of current heat curve
with lowered heat curves
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IMPLEMENT AN ERROR DETECTION AND
RECOMMENDATION ANALYSIS:
The analytical method Heating ECG (DIN 15378)
contribute to the optimal operation of heating
systems which follows to determine how efficiently a
heating system actually working and detect any
errors during its running time. The technical staff can
provide recommendation even find solution based
on the detected errors.
 SPARING WORK HOURS ON EQUIPMENT
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE BY
ENGINEERS:
Skilled work staff can inspect and regulate each
heating element more efficiently after optimization
of the whole facility.

 INCREASE THE LIVING COMFORT FOR
TENANTS:
The various components of heating system have
been adjusted properly and adapted to the heating
needs – from the boiler via the pump to the
thermostat valves, therefore, it is beneficial not only
to reduce energy consumption and cost but also
improve the living comfort because the disturbing
flow noise of the heating system disappeared and
the hydraulic balancing ensures each radiator to get
the same temperature for a more comfortable
indoor climate. The tenants will be informed of the
technical measures and its effects, i.e. the less hot
radiators that are capable to produce the required
indoor room temperature. This will be coupled with
an instruction of how to set the thermostatic valves
in order to reach specific room temperatures for
different rooms like the living room, bathroom or
bedroom etc.

II.3. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1. LOW TEMPERATURE OF
SYSTEM

The equipment of heating system
running at higher temperature.

Burner can work by a low temperature
in a long running time.

#2. HYDRAULIC BALANCING

The currently existing system and
hydraulics probably based on the
previously installed also non-modulating
boilers and don’t meet the need of
modern boilers. The hydraulic
adjustment leads to large temperature
fluctuations and thus much time
regulating work or clocking. The desired
temperature but rather its highest
temperature do not shut off mostly the
boilers.

Hydraulic balancing of heating pipeline
is achieved through installation of
modern thermostatic valves and
adjustment of volume flow / pump
speed.

#3. HEATING CURVE

The range of heat power of the existing
boilers is 15 – 54 kW and slightly
oversized, as well as the flue gas value
show no abnormality.

Gradual reduction of the heating curve
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ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1. INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE

The high clocking causes unnecessary
wearout in burner and boiler, also the
temperature fluctuation with
corresponding excessive temperature
lead to larger loss.

Reduce the work hours on equipment
maintenance.

#2. LIVING CONDITION OF
TENANT

Noise of heating system

Noise of heating system disappears and
stable and comfortable room
temperature is achieved.
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ESM #6: MATHILDEN
RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO
IMPLEMENT ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE
MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

TOTAL RETROFITTING / GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT

NAME OF THE MEASURE

GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT:






Ventilation
Heating
Facades
Basement
Roof

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure

 An unjustified and high-energy index regarding its
expected performance


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination

The major modernisation measures are often used in the
occupied buildings. Therefore the requirements on the
design/work team are demanding. Except some technical
difficulties occurred during the implementation at the
construction site, another character which shall be
considered is all the involved factors have to meet the
social demands for the residents too. For this reason there
is less time for an exhaustive commissioning of the
technical systems / equipment. That is exactly where the

Retro-Commissioning method steps in and makes it
possible to check the performance of system components.
The concept deals with a classic renovation that is very
suitable for optimizing the current situation of energy
supply in this housing stock. Besides with the central
heating supply and decentralized heat exchanger,
controlled domestic ventilation was also installed in this
building. Furthermore, there were some other
improvements that were performed, such as the
replacement of windows and insulation of roof and façade
as well basement ceiling of this building. This renovation
measure serves as a standard for this type of buildings.
Thus a positive achievement stood out from the already
implemented measures can be converted also conveyed
for the future measures.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

RCx_Workflow of ESM „Global Retrofitting“

Tenants

Inform tenants
about
optimization of
ESM

Dwelling visit:
Communication &
Exchange with SHO

Tenant survey

Final check of optimization:

Energy consumption
& cost in baseline

Subcontractor
(Energie &
Haus)

Complete inspection
of housing building
+
Discussion & studies

Preliminary
advice on
system
optimization

Theoretical
support

National
Advisory
Board
&
Technical
Consultants

•
•

New heating system;
Inspect thermal
insulation.

Carry out
&
Follow up
Suggested
optimization of
ESM

Methode for
implementation
of total
refurbishment

Theoretical support

Feedback on the
households
information & check
up consumption data

New ventilation
system:

Theoretical support

Site assessment of
building situation

•

OPTIMIZATION

bauverein
AG
(incl.facility
manager,
building
caretaker
and internal
technical
staff)

Gather and Analyze
tenants‘ suggestion
& response

Provide the analytical method Heating ECG (DIN 15378) as a basis for the optimal operation of heating systems
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Tracking on the
implementation
of optimization
&
Data
monitoring

Continue
requesting
tenants for
experience and
suggestion on
the optimized
ESM

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Apartment block

Year of construction of the building

1955

Number of dwellings

19

Number of inhabitants

Around 40

Living surface (m²)

1209,44

Number of stories

4-5

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Nature Gas

I.2.B. Content of the refurbishment
Facade
WALLS TYPOLOGY

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Composite heat insulation system

TIGHTNESS (CM)

Not provided

U-VALUE

0,48 W/m2k

Heating
ENERGY CARRIER

 Natural gas

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

EMISSION

 Radiators

MONITORING

 Thermostatic valves

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: HEAT TRANSFER STATION
IDENTIFICATION

VIESSMANN VITODENS 200

TYPE

 Modulating condensing boiler with pre air heating

START-UP DATE

2008

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

27-80 kw

Ventilation
DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

TYPE

 Mechanically control ventilation

REMARK

Exhaust air system without wrg typ “aereco vmf/s 1400-ec-h” with different pressure regulation
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VENTILATION EQUIPMENT #1:
BRAND, NAME

AERECO VMF/S 1400-ec-h

ENERGY

 Electricity

START-UP DATE

April 2008

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

0,6 a

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Main roles and involvements
SHO / Refurbishment service

‐

General control the whole process of RCx

SHO / Internal technical staff

‐

Technical diagnosis and problem solution

Facility manager

‐

Check the heating equipment to find out the problems and assist
technical staff to solve them.

Caretaker of the building

‐

Take care of the operation of energy equipment and tenants’
requirement or question on heating energy provision.

Tenants representatives (if
relevant)

‐

Response and contact with housing owner as representatives for any
requirement and problem about the heating energy provision.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

Energy data
Energy bills

List of the complaints
and deficiencies

Person to contact to
obtain the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

SHO maintenance and
housing stock service

Real consumption and costs for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity, gas,… all type of energy +
water

SHO Maintenance service

Knowledge of the functioning of the building

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on SHO Maintenance service
Costs, kind of actions included in the contracts,
operation and
frequency of interventions…
maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers.

SHO Maintenance service

Building characteristics
Photographs SHO Maintenance service
Energy audit, SHO Maintenance service
diagnosis Facility manager
Building equipment
List of equipments
with description and
technical caracteritics

Mission, costs, seniority in the position

‐
‐

SHO Maintenance services
Facility manager
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Book of O&M Facility manager
interventions
Documentation from/for the tenants
List of tenants SHO Rental Management
complaints service

Historic of operation and maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of contracts
Evaluation of thetenant comfort regarding the heating
system and potential existing issues

I.5. PERFORM A DIRECT SITE ASSESSMENT

STATUS
BUILDING ENVELOPE
‐ Roof and attic

Identitification of heat loss due to the deficiencies in insulation
(coat, walls and windows)

‐ Walls
‐ Windows, doors and skylights

Identification of moisture and damages in walls

‐ Cellar

Search for water infiltration

BUILDING EQUIPMENT

Heating System
Identification of deficiencies for the central boiler (bad
regulation);
Identification of deficiencies for pumps or valves (bad
regulation of frequency);
‐ Heating system

Identification of deficiencies for the heat exchanger (bad
regulation);
Identification of problems related to the chimney and fumes
control

‐ integrity of pipes insulation;

Integrity of pipes insulation;

Ventilation System

‐ Ventilation

The ventilation system has been installed and it runs during
the entire year. The running time of the ventilation system can
be adapted to the user’s behavior, for example to temporarily
be switched off in summer.

I.6. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
ESSENTIAL / Optimizing the settings and verifying the efficiency of the systems.

I.6.A. What element need more monitoring and why?
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Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Natural gas calorific boiler

Reason

Ventilation system with exhaust
air

‐
‐
‐

Measure the burner performance.
Measure the flow temperature and power for radiators and boilers
Assess the quality of the equipment room

‐
‐
‐

Measure the values of pressure difference
Measure the working power
Mesure the temperature of the exhaust gas ventilator

I.4.B. What type of diagnostic monitoring is chosen?
 FUNCTIONAL TEST PERFORMANCE
 VISUAL INSPECTIONS
Example for attention points
Equipment room temperature and insulation (example: broken window or broken door)
Partial/Inadequate insulation of the distribution pipes and circulation pumps for the heating system
Scheme and connection between the flow and return pipe.
Presence of water treatment
Possibility for the existing valves to support a hydraulic balancing
 MANUAL READING OF METERS

Heating
Equipment name

Measurement

Type

Heating ECG (DIN 15378)

Average ambient temperature in measuring period

The energy monitor - a
mobile measuring system
with sensors and data
loggers - energy-related
measurements of the
heating system in the 12second clock will be
recognized over a period
of 24 hours.

Average flow temperature of boiler
Average return temperature of boiler
Average temperature of reference room - close (1.upper
floor)
Consumption in measuring period
Effect of building storage mass
Running duration of burner
24-hours monitoring

Average burner power / running duration
Necessary power for continuous operation
Burner starts
Average burner running time
Average oxygen concentration
Loss of fuel value
Loss of flue gas
Loss of ventilation

Ventilation
Equipment name

Measurement

Heating ECG (DIN 15378)
The energy monitor - a
mobile measuring system
with sensors and data
loggers - energy-related

Type
Consumption of ventilation system
Average power of ventilation system

24-hours monitoring

Average pressure difference of ventilation system
Average volume flow of ventilation system
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measurements of the
heating system in the 12second clock will be
recognized over a period
of 24 hours.

Average temperature of exhaust gas
Heat discharged with the exhaust gas
Heat flow discharged with the exhaust gas:

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’
OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

1

2

3

4

Equipment
or Part of
the System
Concerned
by the
Deficiency
Thermal
insulation
in
basement

Recommanded improvement

Actor

Actor

 Improving the energy performance

 Maintenance settings

Too much open area in basement

Repair of the windows in
basement to reduce its open
area to the extent of the
required combustion air input.

SHO
Maintenance
service

Heat
characteristic

 Improving the energy performance

 Technical intervention

Heat characteristic

It was inspected a too high heat
characteristic.

Boiler control

 Improving the energy performance

 Technical intervention

The running time is proved too short.

Revision of the boiler control
with the aim of a longer,
modulating burner running time
during the heating operation.

 Improving the energy performance

 Technical intervention

Too much exhaust gas with heat energy

Restriction of the exhaust gas
volume flow and possibly using
a heat pump to utilize the
exhaust gas energy.

Exhaust
gas
volume flow

V.

Facility Manager

Facility Manager

Facility Manager

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
New ventilation system with supply air through the
window frame and a central system in the cellar were
implemented as the technical optimization. A new heating
system with a low temperature central boiler and
decentralized heat exchanger in the dwelling were
arranged. The facade has been provided with a thermal
insulation with tinted windows. Additionally each
apartment in the house 36-38 has one south-facing
balcony, at the same time balconies house 40 were
repaired. Obviously the basement ceiling and the roof
have been also insulated. In addition, the replacement of
the outer shell was also fresh and waste pipes completely
redone. The heating system has been renovated entirely

with a modern central heating so-called "Satellite Stations
Homes" which functions as water-based heat exchanger.
The building was equipped with a controlled ventilation
system.
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The CO values are in the middle at 8 ppm with a starting
peak of about 100ppm. The combustion loss related to
caloric value was continuously during the measurement
less than 3%. All of this points to a properly adjusted and
functioning burner.

Equipment of ventilation system and heating system

Exhaust gas temperature and CO-concentrations

Loss in measuring period
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The CO values are in the middle at 8 ppm with a starting peak of about 100ppm. The combustion loss related to caloric
value was continuously during the measurement less than 3%. All of this points to a properly adjusted and functioning
burner.

TECHNICAL HANDBOOK ESM#2 GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT
When performing a large-scale modernization of a total of
9 planning steps to be considered are described in detail
and have the action points.
1.

Inventory of the building
•

The technical approval of the building condition
is a prerequisite for creating a modernization
basis of this, the data from the software EPIQR
be used and assessed.

•

Notes from the tenants or on the basis of residential
satisfaction analysis in conjunction with the age structure
should be weighted with. Inspections of a representative
number of dwellings should be performed.
3.

Document Procurement and short inspection;

•

Dimensional Inventory: accuracy and depth, as
for implementation of design and approval
planning (M 1: 100) is required;

•

2.

Technical inventories: detection of damage and
defects, determining the types of construction
and building materials;

•

Damage to concrete leaks, air movement,
building cracks;

•

Building typology (solid, plate ...);

•

Typical damage;

•

Others

Boundary conditions
3.1 Planning Legal Terms

Checklist for an inventory:
•

Loss of rent / rent arrears.

•

Building Code;

•

Monuments;

•

Grandfathering;

•

B-Plan;

•

Limits

3.2 Economic conditions
•

Rent;

•

Costs

3.3 Legal periods

Analysis / Assessment
•

Binding periods;

•

Notice periods;

•

Implementation of tenants

2.1 Check viability
The crucial question is whether and in what form a
modernization to be carried out is whether the product,
i.e. the condominium long term corresponds after the
modernization of the social and economic needs of the
market.

3.4 Ways to promote

The analysis must include both structural engineering, as
well as the other factors such as occupation, image, etc.
2.2 Benchmarks

•

Federal agents (eg. KfW loan);

•

State funds;

•

Other funding

Benchmarks for an appropriate examination are:
•

Technical building figures;

•

Maintenance costs;

•

Operating and heating;

•

Fluctuation;

•

Vacancy;

•

Tenant structure and age;

4.

Review

After review and analysis, it is important to evaluate the
data obtained.
•

Technical quality overall assessment of the
system or its components;

•

Sustainability of the property (without / with
modernization);
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•

Business concept - what are / what will be the
target groups

Exclude buildings are in bad situation and with poor
buildings. Old age is not so crucial, because a building is
“alive” as long as it is rentable.
To what extent are poor floor plans to improve, must be
checked. Furthermore, to examine whether constructions
are provided in particular in road construction in the
neighborhood that can possibly endanger or improve the
stock or the value of the residential condominium.
•

Is there a development plan and let this and
other plans make better use of the land by a
new building too?

•

Is the apartment building in a redevelopment
area or in an area where the town planning
reasons, the modernization should be given
priority?

•

Is the connection to district heating or natural
gas possible?

•

What investments are roughly required?

Such inventory provides the necessary basis to enable an
assessment, taking into account economic and legal
conditions.
In this context, it may be helpful to include additional
developed by institute evaluation systems in the basic
evaluation.
In these systems, usually longstanding buildings
indexation is to be assessed on the basis of maintenance
costs, social conflict situation and anticipated expenses in
relation to construction costs.
5.

Decision
•

Based on the findings, the decision to make is
whether or not if - the system should be
modernized. Often, there will only be able to
come to a decision when there are reliable
findings about the result of modernization,
including the cost basis of relevant plan.

There are basically three choices:
•

The complex remains essentially as it is and
should be the medium term sublet so.

•

The condominium is no longer appropriate, that
modernization is uneconomical, so that in the
medium term apart from other rental to cancel
it.

•
6.

A modernization is to be achieved the longterm, contemporary "product improvement".

Planning

When planning the modernization measure the following
points should be noted:
6.1 Structural engineering:
•

Roof

•

Facades

•

windows (U-value)

•

Insulation (basement, roof, facade etc.)

•

Balconies (demolition, new construction,
renovation)

•

Old-friendly,
handicapped
barrier-free design

•

Plan changes

•

Increase / loft conversion (statics)

•

Sound
insulation
(between
apartments, home automation)

•

Thermal bridges (cantilever plates), mold
growth, air tightness

•

Building management
reading, etc.)

accessible,

system

the

(remote

6.2 Building services:
•

Power supply

•

Type of energy supply (district heating,
gas, oil, CHP, regenerative energy)

•

Centralized or decentralized hot water
supply use of the building structure
building heating

•

Ventilation (mechanical ventilation, local
exhaust ventilation, controlled ventilation)

•

Sanitary (remodeling of bathrooms and
kitchens)

•

Electrical (building, house)

•

Telecommunications (TV, phone)

•

Multimedia services (optional)

6.3 Outdoor spaces / neighborhood
•

Building access

•

Inputs

•

Stairways

•

Elevators (cultivation, emergency, power
reduction, equipment)

•

Security

•

Burglary protection

•

Avoidance of anxiety rooms / Lighting

•

Vandalism prevention

•

Community facilities
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7.

•

Leisure facilities

•

Garden design

•

Parking spaces, bicycle parking spaces

•

Waste Disposal

Planning and optimization steps

The plan of modernization measures should be holistic
and comprehensive. Proviso here is the long-term usability
and attractiveness of housing taking into account market
conditions. The period under consideration is to be
defined by the company, usually a period of 10-15 years is
assumed.
Planning should include all measures necessary for the
above-mentioned observation period taking into account
the present state and foreseeable need for adjustment in
the period.

•

In addition, the tenant must be informed in
advance comprehensive, both in terms of the
technical measures and their implementation, as
well as with respect to the risks associated with
the modernization of rent increases.

•

Appointments with tenants, date requests from
tenants.

•

Tenant
support:
During the modernization of tenants both its
technical issues, as well as his other needs on
the ground must be found competent observed.
Often can be achieved with little assistance,
especially for older residents, a great success.

•

Implementation:
Especially with comprehensive modernization in
small apartments, it is essential that tenants
need to be implemented. Here, the (temporary)
move must be made bearable by corresponding
actual help.

•

Ensuring supply and disposal:

Special Planning Emphasis:
1)

Building physical conditions of the stock (wall
construction, roof construction, etc.)

2)

static structural measures

3)

sound insulation, fire protection and noise
abatement

4)

4th floor plan of flats and apartment sizes

5)

Remaining life of the components

6)

Design of the residential building - Image
Improvement

7)

House technology

8)

Measures to reduce operating costs

9)

Outdoor facilities, appearance and incorporation
into their surroundings

The occupancy of a dwelling is only possible if
the particular outside activity time of the
artisans who supply and disposal ensures a toilet
in the apartment must be operable from
evening until morning.
•

Remediation also offers the opportunity for the
tenant to make the apartment according to
individual requirements. Here, a method / a
framework is necessary to define the tenant
wishes as be implemented or what conditions
must be met.
•

9.
The plans are based on the relevant technical rules
and building regulations. In contrast to the
construction of the building stock is through
grandfathering rules of the state building code
generally protected. With only minor changes so
there is a greater scope for interpretation in terms of
technical alternatives and cost optimization.
8.

Tenant wishes construction standards / samples:

Apartment manner settlement / final invoice
apartment as / link from procurement.

Documentation

After completion of the structural measure the technical
and commercial final editing of the project takes place.
These are put together:
−

Building accounts against the contractors;

−

Technical and commercial final account sharing
of costs in modernization and repair shares;

−

Compilation of all documents, such as for
change in the version updated plan documents,
review documents, maintenance and operating
instructions;

−

Creation
of
warranty
directories
with
determining the inspection intervals during the
warranty
period
and
possibly
beyond

Design

Assuming that the modernization taking place in a
residential facility, the following should be considered:
•

The information must be made on the basis of
the relevant statutory provisions, in particular
the Civil Code, MHG calculation or legal
requirements.
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II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
!

!"#$%$&'#$!()*+,('-$!)!.),*%)/0)
#1

DATE OF COMPLETION OF THE GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT.

#2

MEETING WITH RELATED PERSON(S) WHO IN CHARGE OF THE INFORMATION OF THE
TENANTS, OF THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE ESM DECIDED AND OF MONITORING ELECTRICITY
AND HEATING ETC.

#3

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENERGIE & HAUS ANALYTICAL METHOD HEATING ECG AND
DETECTION OF THE ERRORS IN THE HEATING SYSTEM; COMPLETE REPORT REGARDING THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE HEATING SYSTEM AND RECOMMENDATION TO IMPROVE IT.

#4

REDUCTION OF THE FLOW TEMPERATURE FOR THE HEATING SYSTEM; INTERMITTEN WATER
HEATING.

#5

BUILDING BEHAVIOUR IS MONITORED THROUGH THE COLLECTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
DATA. (DATA UPDATED EVERY 2 WEEKS)

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Social housing building in Mathildenstr.36-40 was
destroyed in World War II and rebuilt in 1954. Since 2008
there was no more refurbishment. Some deficiencies in the
housing building were found out from the beginning of
AFTER project implementation.
Global refurbishment was implemented mainly by
renovation with new ventilation system which provide
supply air through the window frame and a central system
in the cellar and with a new heating system which works
with a low temperature central boiler and decentralized
exchanger in the dwellings. In addition, more reasons for
the implementation of optimization of energy saving
measure consist in a complete inspection of the
equipment and the entire insulation situation of the
building itself in which there could be some hidden
insulation problems like insulated deficiencies in building
coat, wall or windows, possible problems or faults related
to the chimney and fumes control, inappropriate
regulation in the heating equipment etc. Through a 24h
measurement it was found out that the existing boiler is
slightly oversized with a max. heat power of 80kW and the

modulation capability of the burner is not completely
used, approx.20% of the boiler power output is wasted
through the exhaust gas during the measurement period.
It is expected to set a suitable indoor temperature
according to the outdoor climate condition through the
new regulation of heating system, that is to say, it is
possible to reduce the energy consumption from 4% to
7% by a re-adaption of the heating curve.
In view of above reasons and necessities for ESM
optimization it is suggested that the whole building
construction especially the insulation system is checked by
professional staff and review and regulate the running
time and frequency of the heating operation, if possible,
restriction of the exhaust gas volume flow and using a
heat pump to utilize the exhaust gas energy as well as
possible. An analytical method Heating ECG (DIN 15378)
gives the theoretical support for the optimization
operation of heating system which can determine how
efficiently a heating system is actually working.
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Refurbishment work consists of different processes from
inspection of deficiencies, analysis of problems and study
for suggested optimized solutions, communication with
tenants, finally implementation of optimization and
refurbishment. Energy consumption is recorded during the
whole work process.

−

regulation of ventilation system
through adapting its running time with
taking account of tenants’ living and
energy using behaviour such as it is
suggested to switch off the ventilation
system in summer;

The optimization of the ESM was done in October 2013
and the monitoring period started right after the
optimization and took 5 months, until February 2014.
Technical optimization by refurbishment and accompanied
operation and management follow the work processes:

−

Review of the control of heating
system and adjust it like shut down at
night, if there is no conflict to the
tenants’ daily and normal behaviour.

(1)

Inform tenants about the work plan about
optimization of energy saving measure;

(2)

Specific control and inspection of all the energy
equipment and facilities for preparation of
global refurbishment such as windows and visual
integrity of the coat, central heating, ventilation
system and water supply system etc.;

(3)

Analyse the inspected faults and problems and
make a study for optimization and solution;

(4)

Implementation of optimization. For example,

During the maintenance all the heating exchangers shall
be maintained in the apartments.
(5)

The energy consumption was attested before
and after the implementation of the optimization
by the Energy Certificate so as to compare them
and prove the success of optimized energy
saving measure.

(6)

Review of insulation of the refurbished building
and contact with tenants for more experience
and
opinion
about
the
optimization.

−

During the process of optimization of ESM#2 it
is proposed that a substantial energy savings
could be achieved by restricting the pressure
difference of ventilator, especially at a low
temperature, if it is permitted by the required air
change rates and the room humidity level.

−

Alternatively, it is conceivable that a heat
recovery is installed, in order to reduce the heat
losses of the exhaust gas.

−

Based on a 24h measurement it is proved that a
consumption decrease can be calculated around
3% if the maximal temperature of heating circuit
is reduced by 5°C.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
The technical intervention for ESM#2 consists mainly in
regulation of ventilation system and the total renovation
of heating system. A reasonable and practical adaption of
ventilation system and heating system depends mainly on
the living behaviour or habits of tenants such as switch off
the ventilation system in summer or shut down the heating
system at night etc.
•

Deficiencies detection:
−

−

−

Some deficiencies led to heat loss were
detected through the specific control of all the
equipment, for example deficiency in insulation
like coat, walls and windows, deficiency of the
central boiler, pumps or valves like bad
regulation etc.
The modulation capability of burners is not
completely used.
Approximately 20% of the boiler power output
is wasted through the exhaust gas.

The preparation work contributed to the running
maintenance of housing stocks for the following
implementation as well for the future operation.
•

•

Increase the living comfort and spare the
energy cost:
After the optimization the building was equipped a
controlled and well regulated ventilation system as
well a totally renovated heating system. It is proved
that tenants can benefit from the operation system,
on one hand with the fresh supply air and more
convenient room temperature in their daily life, and
on the other with a reduced energy cost because of
the regulation on the running time of both systems.

Recommendation for energy saving:
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II.5. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1: HEAT CHARACTERISTICS

The boiler is slightly oversized with a
max. heat power of 80kW, the flue gas
value shows a very good adjusted
burner.
The modulation capability of the burner
is not completely used.

Decrease of heat characteristics

#2. EXHAUST GAS ENERGY

Heating energy is wasted through a
serious exhaust gas volume flow

It is proposed to restrict the exhaust
gas volume flow and possibly to utilize
the exhaust gas energy by using a heat
pump.
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ESM #3: WOHNART 3
RECENT LOW ENERGY BUILDINGS
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO
IMPLEMENT ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE
MEASURE

 RECENT LOW ENERGY BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

LOW ENERGY BUILDING/2010

NAME OF THE MEASURE

PASSIVHAUS-CERTIFIED BUILDING

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure

 Short-term O&M reasons to implement
commissioning activities in order to enhance the existing
performance of the building

In a passive house, the domestic hot water consumption in
relation to total heating consumption is around 50%.
Therefore it is very important to check and optimize the
hot water preparation, the distribution and the running
times of the circulation pumps. During the day we have
some hours in which we don’t need much domestic hot
water but we still have the same heat losses in the
distribution pipes. So if we don’t need hot water during
the day, we can switch off the pump and the losses will be
going down.
The distribution losses of the hot water supply to be
around 21% during the measurement period. Converted

to a power loss of 1.8 kW corresponding to this an
expected value. The temporal distribution of the hot water
extraction shows on weekdays pronounced peaks in the
morning and evening hours. At the weekend, the
consumption is more evenly distributed and shifted to
later times of the day
Due to the current terms of the circulation and the
temperatures measured a gross savings of 5 to a
maximum of 10%, it can be accepted by a reduction in the
circulation times to the legal minimum. The corresponding
loss of comfort and increased consumption of water must
be included in a decision with this course.
A reduction of the average hot water temperature would
generate a reduction of distribution losses of
approximately 0.5%. However, the losses in the heating
season also contribute to meet the heating requirements
of the building and are thus at least in the heating season
can’t be fully regarded as actual losses.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM
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I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Multi-family house

Year of construction of the building

2010

Number of dwellings

44

Number of inhabitants

Around 90

Living surface (m²)

3457,10

Number of stories

4

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

District Heating / Gas

I.2.B. Equipment impacted by the ESM: domestic hot water
ENERGY CARRIER

 Electricity

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: WARM WATER TANK
IDENTIFICATION

VIESSMANN VITOCELL 100 v

TYPE

Warm water tank

START-UP DATE

2010

NUMBER

1

POWER (KW)

136 kw

TANK VOLUME (IN LITER)

750/1000

TANK OPERATING
TEMPERATURE (IN °C)

50°c-90°c

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Main roles and involvements
SHO / Refurbishment service

‐

General control the whole process of RCx

SHO / Internal technical staff

‐

Technical diagnosis and problem solution

Facility manager

‐

Check the heating equipment to find out the problems and assist
technical staff to solve them.
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Caretaker of the building

‐

Take care of the operation of energy equipment and tenants’
requirement or question on heating energy provision.

Tenants representatives (if
relevant)

‐

Response and contact with housing owner as representatives for any
requirement and problem about the heating energy provision.

I.3. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

Energy data
Energy bills

List of the complaints
and deficiencies

Person to contact to
obtain the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

SHO maintenance and
housing stock service

Real consumption and costs for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity, gas,… all type of energy +
water

SHO Maintenance service

Knowledge of the functioning of the building

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on SHO Maintenance service
Costs, kind of actions included in the contracts,
operation and
frequency of interventions…
maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers.

SHO Maintenance service

Building characteristics
Photographs SHO Maintenance service
Energy audit, SHO Maintenance service
diagnosis Facility manager
Building equipment
List of equipments SHO Maintenance services
with description and Facility manager
technical caracteritics
Book of O&M Facility manager
interventions
Documentation from/for the tenants
List of tenants SHO Rental Management
complaints service
Legal texts regarding
Domestic Hot Water
consmption and
supplying

SHO Maintenance service

Mission, costs, seniority in the position

‐
‐

Historic of operation and maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of contracts
Evaluation of thetenant comfort regarding the heating
system and potential existing issues
Guidelines of the German Drinking Water Ordinance
(TrinkwV)

I.4. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
ESSENTIAL / Optimizing the settings and verifying the efficiency of the systems.

I.4.A. WHAT ELEMENT NEED MORE MONITORING AND WHY?
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Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Hot war tank

Reason

‐
‐
‐

Measure the burner performance.
Measure the flow temperature and power for radiators and
boilers
Assess the quality of the equipment room

I.4.B. What type of diagnostic monitoring is chosen?
 DATALOGGER METERING
Equipment name

Measurement

Type
Outdoor temperature during the measurement period

VIESSMANN VITOCELL 100V
Metering points

Total consumption primarily period
Heating energy consumption it. counter
Energy consumption for hot water + losses it. counter

Punctual monitoring

Measurement for energy consumption regarding hot
water extraction
Energy consumption
calculated

distribution

and

circulation

Total water consumption measurement
Average hot water supply temperature
Average circulating water temperature
Average return water temperature

 FUNCTUAL METERS READING
Equipment name

Measurement

VIESSMANN VITOCELL 100V
Metering point

Weekend/Week

Type
Hourly hour quantity consumptions during the weekends
Hourly hour quantity consumptions during the weeks

I.5. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

1

2

Equipment
or Part of
the System
Concerned
by the
Deficiency
Circulation
pump
for
domestic
hot
water

Recommanded improvement

Description of the
improvement

Actor

 Improving the energy efficiency

 Maintenance adjustment

Facility Manager

Estimate and determine to what extent the
circulation pump can be turned off, in order
to avoid or reduce the heat loss

The turn-off can be shortened
from the 23:00 to 5:00 clock.

Tenants

 Raising the tenants awareness

 Awareness process

Tenants might adjust to the new (reduced)
working hours of the hot water pump and
adapt their hot water consumption to the
new offer. Of course, here are the habits of
the tenants in the focus and must be
considered.

information
on
the
operation/optimisation of the
circulation pump

SHO team

- instruction during information
meetings
- behaviour survey
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II.

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
In order to reach this oprimization solution, it should be
checked to what extent the circulation pump can be
turned off, for example in the night time. By this
optimization solution, a marked reduction of the heat
losses in the hot water pipes could be achieved i.e. an
expected energy savings up to 7%. Of course, here are
the habits of the tenants in the foreground and must be
considered. Another advantage is that the pumps are
protected and thus have a longer life, will fall an additional
maintenance costs - however marginally. During the day it

has been detected some hours in which no hot water is
needed but it is still kept in the pipes and then the waste
of energy due to pipe losses (as pipes are not highly
insulated) is obvious. Consequently, during the hours the
hot water demand is comparatively low then the
circulation pump could be switched off to make the
energy losses go down. Together with tenants’ awareness
raising activies up to 10% saving potentials should be
achievable

DHW provision system
On the central DHW station the volume flows of DHW are
measured to determine which time period in a day and
how much hot water is needed. The measurement period
is an entire week from Monday to Sunday.

Comparison of DHW demand in weekdays and weekend round the clock
Technical Handbook for Passive Houses
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A passive house is a building that is supposed to consume
mainly without active heat generators for space heating.
The necessary heat input is to be achieved passively by in
the building above the heat of the established electrical
appliances, the residents and by the sunlight.

The Energy Saving Ordinance, however, it still the legally
enshrined, public process, hence the EnEV evidence must
also be carried and delivered. To perform or prove legally
compliant calculations, a software has to be used, which
the Energy Saving Ordinance has been implemented in
the PHPP.

The passive house is defined by the following values:
•

Annual heating energy consumption: <15 kWh /
m² year

•

Household current: <20 kWh / m² year

•

Specific max. Heating capacity: <10 kWh / m²

For the remaining heat demand is always necessary to
consider whether this can be covered with renewable
energy, possibly by combining several buildings that are in
our inventory.
With such low consumption, electricity costs are to be
determined factor, so tenants or residents should be
informed and educated about the fact that energy-saving
household appliances are to be used. The same applies to
the planners, all pumps, control modules, fans, etc. are to
be selected to conform with the highest efficiency class.

Through the PHPP following criteria must be created as
part of the planning.
•

the energy balance calculation (with [/-value)

•

the design of the heating load

•

the design of heating and hot water

•

the configuration of the windows

•

Configuration of comfort ventilation

•

the summer comfort statement

•

the required passive house proof for promotions
and

•

Proof of the Energy Saving Ordinance

•

Energy Performance Certificate by Energy
Saving Ordinance.

The simple model structure, a detailed accuracy is already
present in the very early planning stage.
To take into account the specific calculation processes for
the realization of a passive house, the PHPP was
developed in the Passive House Institute in Darmstadt. It
is a planning tool designed with a passive house and
planning can be optimally supported.

Before the start of the planning phase it is to determine
whether the passive house is to be certified. Should a
certificate be issued, so be ready for the start of the
planning phase to entrust the Passive House Institute and
involve them in the planning process.

All major planning details, such as:
•

Thermal insulation,

•

Air tightness,

•

Avoidance of thermal bridges,

•

Passive house windows,

•

Ventilation,

•

Heating load,

•

Heat supply,

•

Summer comfort,

must be supported by the architects as well as the
specialist design specifically for the planning of a passive
house and have to be considered in the planning process.

As part of the overall planning of the following five
parameters are always to be observed and require
extraordinary care in the planning and implementation of
passive house construction, so that a high quality is
achieved and high efficiency is guaranteed.

Outstandi
ng thermal
insulation
of all
external
componen
ts (d = 3040 cm)
without
thermal
bridges.

The sensitivity of a passive house in relation to changes to
its location, quality or sanitation facilities are much more
accurate than calculations by the Energy Saving Ordinance
considered.
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3-fold heat
insulation
glass with
specially
insulated
frame (k
<0.8 W /
m² K)

Airtightne
ss of the
building
envelope.

Optimal
Southern
exposure
and
compactn
ess of the
building.

Ventilati
on
systems
with heat
recovery
heating
system
replaced,
reheatin
g the air.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
A suggested technical intervention that aims to optimize
the ESM #3 is adjustment of the circulation pump for
domestic hot water supply. In a passive house, the hot
water consumption in relation to total heating

consumption is around 50% therefore it is very important
to check and optimize the hot water and the running times
of the circulation pumps. It was planned and operated as
follows work steps:

OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #3
#1

NEW BUILDING.

#2

MEETING WITH RELATED PERSON(S) WHO IN CHARGE OF ASSESSMENT AND PREPARATION.

#3

OPTIMIZATION OF THE ESM DECIDED AND FOR MONITORING OF THE WATER CONSUMPTION.
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#4

COMMISSIONING OF ENERGIE & HAUS.

#5

APPLICATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION (OPERATION OF CIRCULATION PUMP TO BE RESTRICTED
TO 6 HOURS PER DAY) FROM 11:00 PM TO 04:00 AM

#6

HEATING CONSUMPTIONS FOR HOT WATER AND COSTS TO BE MONITORED.

#7

MEETING WITH RELATED PERSON(S) WHO IN CHARGE OF THE INFORMATION OF THE TENANTS
AND QUESTIONS TO BE PREPARED – DECISION ON SURVEY EXECUTION.

#8

3 TENANT SURVEYS:
1

ST

2

ND

BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE OPTIMIZATION: 20.JUNE 2013.
FOR THE ASSESSMENT AND SATISFACTION INVESTMENT: 26.FEB 2014.

RD

3 PLANNED AT THE END OF NEXT HEATING PERIOD / END OF THE PROJECT – TO REPORT THE
RESULTS AS A MEANS OF INCENTIVE AND SUPPORT FOR TENANTS.

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
The new construction WohnArt 3 was built in 2010 as a
passive house building standard. This pilot building is a
multi-family building with 44 residential units spread over
two buildings and it is built with a double flow ventilation
system, triple heat protection glass and an insulation of
the façade with 30cm EPS as well district heating system.
The optimization of energy saving measure for WohnArt 3
focuses on energy saving in hot water consumption. The
importance and reason is the heating consumption for hot
water provision in relation to the total heating
consumption is around 50% in a passive house building.
Therefore, it is very necessary to check and optimize the
hot water and running time of the circulation pumps.
Because it is found out after an investment in tenants that
during a day there are some hours when no hot water is
needed, however, during this time the hot water with
heating energy still circulates in the pipes, in other words,
some heating energy is wasted every day even if it is
unnecessary for the daily energy demand of tenants. For
this optimization solution shall be checked to what extent
the circulation pump can be turned off, for example, in the
night time. It is expected that the heat losses can be
reduced significantly in the hot water pipes with an energy
saving up to 7%. It is obviously that the tenants’ energy

using behaviour plays a vital role for a successful
implementation of optimization and shall be taken account
and invested fully. Tenants shall become aware of the
relation between the running of the circulation pump and
their individual water consumption by different means of:
−

The information material (in form of written or
digital data) on the operation / optimization of
the circulation pump;

−

Orally instruction during information meetings;

−

Handbook about energy saving in Low Energy
Building or passive house building.

The intervention is proposed to bring more positive effect
on the social and energetic performance obviously
economic factor is also assessment criteria.
For the passive house building a comprehensive project
introduction and documentation for optimization are very
important the implementation and good cooperation with
tenants which aims to make this optimization implement
and exploit sustainably.
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The data analysis concentrates on the energy consumption
data for domestic hot water (DHW) thus no weather
normalisation was applied. The work process of this
optimization mainly follows the steps:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Review of the heating system and relevant
energy consumption record and documentation;
Closely communication and opinion exchange
with tenants about the current situation of
energy supply and demand;
Energy expert or scientific partner analyse the
information from tenants and concrete data
provided by professional technical staff;

(4)

Suggestion
partner;

by

energy

expert

or

scientific

(5)

Provide
official
information
optimization to tenants;

(6)

Regular tenants’ meeting for improvement their
energy saving awareness and achievement of
their feedback in time.

about

the

Optimization of ESM in passive house building consists of
not only an efficient technical regulation or improvement
but also affected by the tenants’ habits and awareness
significantly which is crucial for the maintenance of the
optimization and management of the energy operation in
housing building by SHO.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
The technical intervention for ESM #3 mainly focused on
energy saving potentials in hot water provision and its
acceptance by the tenant. Water is a delicate resource
under the legal regime of health care (legionella) and the
rental law jurisdiction. The latter one guarantees the right
of immediate hot water delivery. Together with the
tenants it has to be discussed and decided the interests of
energy and cost saving versus immediate hot water
production. The following steps are taken:
−

Measurement of the daily consumption and the
identification of the hours with high / low hot
water demand;

−

Clear information of planned intervention;

−

Discussion of the goals energy (cost) saving
versus comfort of immediate hot water delivery;

−

Consideration of health related requirements;

 REFLECTION OF BEHAVIOUR CHANGES OF
THE TENANTS.
Taking into account its impacts in many aspects, energy
and social impacts occupied the key consideration which
involves how the SHO to operate and manage the housing

buildings in an energy saving way accompanied by a
harmonious relationship with the tenants. Without doubt
the economic performance acts a great part in the
evaluation.
 ENHANCING THE SENSE OF ENERGY
SAVING AMONG TENANTS:
The current energy consumption were analysed
by SHO and scientific partner and followed a
clear introduction and energy saving suggestion
to tenants. Besides, a thorough discussion and
interchange between tenants and SHO in
tenants’ meeting has gone far towards tenants’
awareness. They have accepted the suggestion
for saving energy consumption and shown great
interest on more information.
 OPTIMIZATION OF THE RUNNING TIME OF
CIRCULATION PUMPS:
After a measurement of the volume flows of hot
water circulation during an entire week on the
central DHW station the most reasonable
running time was determined and readjusted for
circulation pumps.
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II.3. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT

TECHNICAL ASPECTS
#1. REGULATION OF PUMP

ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT
#2. ENERGY SAVING AWARENESS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

Hot water runs in the pipe during 24h
even there is couple of hours no need for
it.

Switch off the pump when no hot water is
needed by tenants, in order to reduce
the unnecessary energy consumption

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

Lack of attention on the hot water supply
during night hours when there is no
demand on it.

Tenants are ready to accept a reduction
of living comfort to save energy for DHW.
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FINAL VERSIONS OF STANDARD ESM TESTED
AND CORRECTED DESCRIBING THE
TRANSFERABILITY

ATC TORINO

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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ESM #1: RIESI
RUNNING MAINTENANCE

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RUNNING MAINTENANCE

TYPE OF MEASURE

HEATING SYSTEM/GENERATION & DISTRIBUTION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

MAINTENANCE AND FURTHER REGULATION OF HEATING SYSTEM

The ESM was implemented by ATC (2009/2010) in order to
reduce the high demand of energy for heating, of electricity for
heating and of DHW.

These issues were meant to be solved in the framework of BECA
project by installing the Adapterm system.

After the installation of a new heating system based on three
condensing boilers and a smart metering system were installed in
the building there were still problems of different indoor comfort
conditions in the different apartments.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Other short-term O&M reasons to implement commissioning
activities in order to enhance the existing performance of the
building


Higher costs for heating than before

 Too many differences among apartments about heating
requirement and use than before.


Reduce the differences of heating requirement among
apartments



Reduce energy consumption and -consequently- energy
costs



Test an automatic technical solution able to improve the
energy performances of a building, and explain the
results from two points of view: AFTER project and
BECA project.

Besides, some differences in energy demand among the different
apartments have been found. This indicates an inefficiency of the
heating system; the proposed optimization is an attempt to fix
this inefficiency too
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

ATC / Housing
stock
Management
Service

Site assessment
Diagnosis and preliminary
studies on the technical
aspects of the building

• Systems affected
• Efficiency of the systems
• Global performance of the
building
• Social aspects

Link with BECA project
Analysis and feasibility of the
suggested optimisation

ATC /
Maintenance
Service (EXEGESI)

National Advisory
Board /
AFTER WP4 leader

Tenants

Choice of the most suitable
optimisation: Adapterm
(automatic regulation of
heating curves)

Suggested measures for
optimisation

Analysis of tenants’
complaints

Information
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Follow‐up of the optimisation
Monitoring of the pilot site

Tenants’ survey

.

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

High-rise apartment block

Year of construction of the building

1970

Number of dwellings

51

Number of inhabitants

145

Living surface (m²)

1087,60

Number of stories

10

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural gas

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 Gas

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 Condensing boiler

EMISSION

 Radiators

MONITORING

 Thermostatic valves and heat cost allocators

REMARKS

Additional outside temperature compensated control

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: PRODUCTION
NAME, BRAND

Boiler BALTUR SUPERGENIO MC115

TYPE



START-UP DATE

30-09-2009

NUMBER

3

POWER (KW)

3 x 115 kw

Condensing boiler

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
STAFF
ATC / Maintenance service (EXEGESI)

MAIN ROLES AND INVOLVEMENTS
‐

Analysis of the actual situation of the building (heating system status, tenants’
complaints and communications of faults, data about energy consumption)

‐

Redaction of a report on the basis of the analysis

‐

Feedback on the building issues
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‐

Technical diagnosis and recommendations

‐

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution

‐

Detailed project design

‐

Set up and follow up of the boiler replacement intervention

‐

Set up and follow-up of the inspection and routine maintenance procedures

ATC

‐

Social diagnosis for the building (tenants’ complaints and communications of faults)

ATC / Heating Management Office

‐

Providing data related to energy consumption and energy costs

Boiler provider

‐

Offer for the technical solution

‐

Implementation of the system

‐

Involvement in the information meeting about the ESM performed

Tenants

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

PERSON TO CONTACT TO
OBTAIN THE DOCUMENTS

TARGETED INFORMATION IN THE DOCUMENTATION TO
GATHER

Plans for building and
systems

ATC / Housing Stock Management
Service

General knowledge of the building and its systems.

List of the complaints and
deficiencies

ATC / Customer Relations Office

Knowledge of the functioning of the building and of its problems

Technical consultants

Technical diagnosis

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution.

Building characteristics

Heating system
Technical recommendations
of the technical consultants
regarding heating

Detailed project design.
Book of specifications

Complete technical
documentation describing
the system.

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Description of the system.
Dimensioning

ATC / Maintenance and
Management Technical Service

Maintenance notice

Works documentations
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Agenda of the modifications
implemented during the
works

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Knowledge of the modifications implemented during the works

Maintenance contracts
Maintenance contracts for
the heating system

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Tenants information
Presentation of the
intervention performed

ATC

Evaluation of the necessary level of information provided to the tenants
Information meeting about the ESM performed

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / ADAPTERM adapts the heating performance constantly
to the actual requirements in the building. As a result, the flow
temperature is reduced and the pipe heat loss lowered.
A radio heat cost allocator records the data taken by
ADAPTERM as a basis for optimising the heating output. Data


collectors receive these values and inform the adapter module
of the current heat requirements in the building. The
ADAPTERM module is connected directly to the heating system,
ensuring that the flow temperature is always set optimally. Thus,
energy is saved without the inhabitants having to do without the
comfort they are used to.

Data logger monitoring plan

Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heating system

Equipment name

Reason

‐

Optimization of the flow characteristics and optimized values of supply
water temperature and return water temperature

Measurement

Type
Flow water temperature

ADAPTERM system

24-hours measurement

Return flow water temperature
Energy consumption

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#
1

Equipment or Part of
the System Concerned
by the Deficiency
Heating system

Description of the
Deficiency
 Raising tenants comfort
through the expected
level of performance
 Improving the energy
performance
Tenants Complaints (thermal
discomfort and higher costs for
heating)

Recommended improvement

Actor

 Technical intervention
More controls and a better
periodic inspection of heating
system.

ATC technical staff and service
provider.

Maintenance of heating system
with the implementation of the
ADAPTERM solution/
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VI. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
The intervention is aimed at reducing the overall energy
consumption in the building, as other similar buildings managed
by ATC have a lower energy consumption rate.
Besides, some differences in energy demand among the different
apartments have been found. This indicates an inefficiency of the
heating system; the proposed optimisation is an attempt to fix
this inefficiency too.
The optimisation proposed is related to maintenance and further
regulation of heating system with the Adapterm system.
Adapterm is an intelligent energy-saving system which is able to
adapt the heat production of your heating system to the actual
heat requirements in your building. Adapter thus lowers energy
consumption and costs at the same time lastingly.
While classical redevelopment measures to reduce energy
consumption in buildings are both complex and expensive,
Adapterm offers a simple and good value option: irrespective of
the size of the building on which it works, the system is
economically viable right from the start. The running costs are
reduced noticeably, thus enabling to get an improved energy
efficiency of the housing space and unchanging high comfort for
the inhabitants.

Most of the set-up heating systems do not make efficient use of
their potential, because their controls are always directed at the
maximum heat requirements expected in the house. This causes
unwanted heat which remains unused but still has to be paid for.
On the other hand, the Adapterm system ensures that the heating
system on which is applied always only produces the heat which is
also genuinely needed. Independent of whether the heating
system is using oil, gas or district heating, Adapterm adapts the
heating performance constantly to the actual requirements in the
building. As a result, the flow temperature is reduced and the
pipe heat loss lowered.
The data taken by Adapterm as a basis for optimising the heating
output are recorded by a radio heat cost allocator. Data collectors
receive these values and inform the adapter module of the current
heat requirements in the building. The Adapterm module is
connected directly to the heating system, ensuring that the flow
temperature is always set optimally. Thus, energy is saved without
the inhabitants having to do without the comfort they are used to.
The following one is a diagram of the Adapterm operation

Diagram of the Adapterm operation (source: Adapterm brochure)

1.

2.

The data collector gathers the summarized temperature
data from the radio heat cost allocators (1a) and the
heating system’s flow temperature data (1b). Based on
this information, the data collector determines the total
heat demand in the building.
The Adapterm module determines the outdoor
temperature (from the heating controller or via sensor)
and sends it to the data collector.

3.

Based on all the information received, the data collector
calculates whether there is an oversupply of heat in the

4.

building. If so, it sends a correction value for the
reduction of the flow temperature to the Adapterm
module.

5.

The Adapterm module lowers the flow temperature to
its optimal level.
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6.

Via radio remote access, the operation control centre
ensures the Adapterm system operates properly and
efficiently.

7.

Via monthly Adapterm reports, customers are regularly
informed of the energy savings achieved in their
buildings by Adapterm.

‐

AFTER project is about improving the energy efficiency
of housing stock with cost optimal solutions, asserting
the importance of establishing energy efficiency as a
major goal even after construction of the building, and
promoting measures adapted to a variety of
investments and situations. A special emphasis is placed
on the important contributions of operation
maintenance and management in the energy
performance of buildings. The Adapterm system is an
answer to all of these needs of the AFTER project

‐

AFTER project needs to identify and apply low cost,
repeatable solutions which can help housing stock
managers to reduce energy consumption. Adapterm is
both low cost and repeatable.

‐

As AFTER project faces more than BECA the social
aspects of energy saving measures, it seems to be very
useful to go into technical and ICT aspects of Adapterm
with BECA project and to deal with tenants’ satisfaction
with AFTER project.

This intervention is suggested in order to directly act on the
heating system and possibly solve the problem of thermal
discomfort raised up by tenants.
This intervention realizes a very good synergy with BECA project.
BECA aims to help Europe meet GHG emission targets by
achieving a significant reduction of energy consumption in
European social housing. In short, the project approach is to:


Develop advanced ICT-based Resource Use Awareness
Services (RUAS) and Resource Management Services
(RMS).



Provide and optimise RUAS and RMS solutions to social
housing tenants and housing companies’ technical staff
with feedback on energy consumption and energy
system management.



Pilot and monitor the impact of BECA services on
tenants’ resource use behaviour.

Sustained reductions in resource use are to be achieved through
usable ICT-based services directly to tenants, as well as by
effective monitoring and control of local power generation and,
for district heating, the full heat delivery chain. Intensive work will
be addressed to optimising services for tenants and maximising
impact on resource use behaviour.

Adapterm Unit for data collection

The Adapterm system was already running in the framework of
BECA project when the AFTER workgroup proposed to treat this
optimisation as an AFTER case study too. This because:
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II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
“
OPTIMISATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

INSTALLATION OF A NEW HEATING SYSTEM BASED ON THREE CONDENSING BOILERS (POWER: 115 KW
EACH) AND A SMART METERING SYSTEM

#2

TECHNICAL MEETINGS AIMED AT IDENTIFYING THE MOST SUITABLE SOLUTION FOR THE OPTIMISATION OF
VIA RIESI BUILDING.

#3

CHOICE AND INSTALLATION OF ADAPTERM SOLUTION

#4

FUNCTIONING OF ADAPTERM (CONTINUOUS REGULATION OF OF THE HEATING CURVE).

#5

MONITORING OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION DATA (DATA COLLECTED DAILY).

#6

2 TENANT SURVEYS:
−

1

ST

−

2

ND

SURVEY AT THE END OF THE FIRST MONITORING SEASON
SURVEY AT THE END OF THE MONITORING PERIOD

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE

Item
#

Technical
Deliverable

Equipment or
Part
of
the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Recommended improvement

Actor

1

Tenants

Debriefing and information meeting regarding the
outputs of the diagnosis.

Tenants / ATC service

2

Global building

Report with a proposal of intervention

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service
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3

4

Preliminary design
proposal

Detailed
design

project

5

Heating system

Heating system

Tenants

Choice for the type of heating system: three
condensing boiler installed in cascade

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Choice for the heating technology

‐

‐

Dimensioning of the heating system (power,
heating capacity, performance, type of
assistance, regulation)

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

‐

Tenants

‐

Building caretaker

‐

ATC

‐

Quantifying for the heating system

‐

Conformity to the legal obligations.

Debriefing and information meeting to present
the intervention program to the tenants.

of

the

‐
6

Final
technical
program & book
of specifications

Heating system

Precise dimensioning of the system and the final
specifications and drawings for the heating
system.

7

Global building

Follow-up of the heating system substitution

8

Heating system

Reception of the heating system and checking
point:

9

10

Maintenance
contract

•

verification of the conformity with the
original recommendations

•

verification of the details for installation

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

of

the

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service
‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Heating system

Optimization of the settings for the new boilers

ATC / Maintenance
(EXEGESI)

Service

Heating system

Set up of the inspection and maintenance
procedures and repartition with the service
provider regarding the inspection points listed

ATC / Maintenance
(EXEGESI)

Service

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
Decrease of time spent by employees on regulation of
heating curves
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The installation of ADAPTERM reduces personal visits in the
building by ATC staff in order to regulate the heating curves of
the heating system when needed.

comfort the hydraulic balancing and the heating curve
regulation ensures each radiator to get a proper temperature
for a more comfortable indoor climate. The tenants have been
informed of the technical measures and its effects.

Increase of living comfort
The optimisation allows the heating system to automatically
regulate the heat delivery based on outdoor thermal
conditions. This optimisation is beneficial not only to reduce
energy consumption and cost, but also to improve the living

It is proved that tenants can benefit from the optimisation, both
for the more convenient room temperature in their daily life,
both for a reduced energy cost as a consequence of the
regulation of the heating system

II.5. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

AFTER OPTIMISATION

#1. INDOOR COMFORT

Problems of different indoor comfort
conditions in the different apartments

The heating system only produces the heat,
which is genuinely needed. ADAPTERM
adapts the heating performance constantly
to the actual requirements in the building. As
a result, the flow temperature is reduced and
the pipe heat loss lowered.

#2. HEATING CURVE

Constant adapting of the heating curves to
the outdoor climate

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

#1. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

#2. LIVING
TENANTS

CONDITIONS

OF

THE

AFTER OPTIMISATION
Reduction of work hours on equipment
maintenance

Complaints about different indoor comfort
conditions in the different apartments

More uniformity of comfort conditions in the
different apartments
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ESM #2: PASSONI
REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS

TYPE OF MEASURE

HEATING SYSTEM/GENERATION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

PUNCTUAL AND LOW-COST IMPROVEMENT IN CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEM

The ESM was implemented by ATC (2009/2010) in order to
reduce the demand of energy for heating and to optimize the
distribution system. The optimisation of this ESM is aimed at
improving the energy performance of the building. At the time of
the ESM realisation, a condensing boiler has been chosen
because, thanks to the technology used by the burner, efficiencies
up to 109% can be achieved with very low pollutant emissions and
a reduction of fuel consumption. The new boiler technology allows
to get massive benefits in terms of heat efficiency and
environmental impact due to the reduced number of power on /
off operation and the continuous adaptation to the minimum
required when climatic conditions change. Still, tenants
complained about differences of temperatures between the
different dwellings, and about unjustified high energy bills. As the
heating system was brand new at the time of the ESMs choosing,
it seemed a good idea to keep working on the heating system in
order to improve it. The objective is to ensure that the heat
savings induced by a more performing heating system are not

(partially) lost due to heat losses at the heat exchanger. The
purpose of a heat exchanger is to properly transfer heat from one
medium to another in a safe and efficient manner. Heat
exchangers can perform heat transfer duties of considerable
magnitude and significance. Even in closed and protected
environments, like via Passoni basement (where the heating
system is placed), heat exchangers are at risk to such issues as
corrosion, clogs. These issues generally reduce efficiency or put
the heat exchanger at risk of malfunction. Fouling, which is
deposits of impurities on the heat exchange surface, is another
very common issue and is a frequent cause of under-performing
heat exchangers. After analysing the Passoni heating system, it
was found that the best option was the very removal of the heat
exchanger; this operation, anyway, would invalidate the boiler
warranty, so the best option to get the goal of a further
improvement of the heating system was placing an insulation cap
over the heat exchanger.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Too many differences among apartments about heating
requirement and use than before.


Distribution system problems.

The most suitable optimization to apply was the complete
elimination of the heat exchanger. This optimization hasn’t been
implemented due to warranty issues (the boiler supplier gives

ATC a 10 years warranty only if they use an heat exchanger, which
prevents problems and keeps the boiler in good condition).
So, as a second choice, seen that the heat exchanger is a plant
element responsible for heat loss, and thereby it reduces the
efficiency of the boiler. The installation of the insulation cap for
the heat exchanger is a very good compromise between the need
to keep the boiler warranty and the need to improve heating
system efficiency.
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II.

I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

ATC / Housing
stock
Management
Service

Site assessment
Diagnosis and preliminary
studies on the technical
aspects of the building

ATC /
Maintenance
Service (EXEGESI)

• Systems affected
• Efficiency of the systems
• Global performance of the
building
• Social aspects

Analysis and feasibility of the
suggested optimisation

Thermography

Choice of the most suitable
optimisation: insulation cap
for the heat exchanger
National Advisory
Board /
AFTER WP5 leader

Tenants

Suggested measures for
optimisation

Analysis of tenants’
complaints

Information
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Thermography

Follow‐up of the optimisation
Monitoring of the pilot site

Tenants’ survey

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Low-rise block

Year of construction of the building

1978

Number of dwellings

12

Number of inhabitants

26

Living surface (m²)

1227

Number of stories

4

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural gas

I.2.B. Refurbishment involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: cellulose

TIGHTNESS
(CM)

Not provided

EXTERIOR TRIM  Coatting
INSULATION
TECHNIC

 Blowing

CEILLAR, BASEMENT

INSULATION

 Basement

TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

INSULATION

 Pitched roof

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

TIGHTNESS (CM 10
EXTERIOR TRIM  Sheet metal covering
TYPE OF WINDOWS

GLAZZING

 Double

FRAME

 Aluminium

I.2.C. Heating system involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 Gas

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 Condensing boiler

EMISSION

 Radiators

REMARKS

Location of the boiler: ATTIC
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HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: PRODUCTION
NAME, BRAND

Boiler YGNIS, VARFREE 100

TYPE

 Condensing boiler

START-UP DATE

September 2008

POWER (KW)

92 kw

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM

MAIN ROLES AND INVOLVEMENTS
ATC / Maintenance service (EXEGESI)

‐

Analysis of the actual situation of the building (heating system status, tenants’
complaints and communications of faults, data about energy consumption)

‐

Redaction of a report on the basis of the analysis

‐

Feedback on the building issues

‐

Technical diagnosis and recommendations

‐

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution

‐

Detailed project design

‐

Set up and follow up of the boiler replacement intervention

‐

Set up and follow-up of the inspection and routine maintenance procedures

ATC

‐

Social diagnosis for the building (tenants’ complaints and communications of faults)

ATC / Heating Management Office

‐

Providing data related to energy consumption and energy costs

Boiler provider

‐

Offer for the technical solution

‐

Implementation of the system

‐

Involvement in the information meeting about the ESM performed

Tenants

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

Person to contact to obtain
the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

Building characteristics
Plans for building and

ATC / Housing Stock

General knowledge of the building and its systems.
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systems

Management Service

List of the complaints and
deficiencies

ATC / Customer Relations Office

Knowledge of the functioning of the building and of its problems

Technical consultants

‐

Technical diagnosis

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution.

‐

Detailed project design.

‐

Book of specifications

‐

Description of the system.

‐

Dimensioning

‐

Maintenance notice

‐

Knowledge of the modifications implemented during the works

‐

Evaluation of the necessary level of information provided to the
tenants

‐

Information meeting about the ESM performed

Heating system
Technical recommendations
of the technical consultants
regarding heating

Complete technical
documentation describing
the system.

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)
ATC / Maintenance and
Management Technical Service

Work documentations
Agenda of the
modifications implemented
during the works

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Maintenance contracts
Maintenance contracts for
the heating system

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Tenants information
Presentation of the
intervention performed

ATC

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / An additional thermography is required before and after
the implementation of the insulation cap in order to control the
efficiency of the new insulation implemented.



Visual inspection

Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heat exchanger

Equipment name
Thermography camera

Reason

‐

Control of the emissivity for the heat exchanger after and before the
implementation an additional element

Measurement
2 types (before/after the
implementation of the

Type
Temperature
Temperature of the equipment room
IEE 10.344 AFTER PROJECT – STANDARD ESM/
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insulation cap)

Humidity

I.5. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION

Item
#

1

Equipment or Part of
the System
Concerned by the
Deficiency
Heating system

II.

Description of the
Deficiency

Complaints by tenants about
heating and bills, different
consumption among single
apartments from expected

Recommended
improvement

Regulation of heating system

Type of
intervention

Heating System
process
improvement with
the additional
implementation of
an insulation cap

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
The most suitable optimisation to apply to Passoni case study
was the complete elimination of the heat exchanger. This
optimisation hasn’t been implemented due to warranty issues
(the boiler supplier gives ATC a 10 years warranty only if they use
a heat exchanger, which prevents problems and keeps the boiler
in good condition).

efficiency of the boiler. The installation of the insulation cap for
the heat exchanger is a very good compromise between the
need to keep the boiler warranty and the need to improve
heating system efficiency.

So, as a second choice, seen that the heat exchanger is a plant
element responsible for heat loss, and thereby it reduces the
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Scheme of the insulation cap
INSULATING HEAT EXCHANGERS

HEAT EXCHANGER

Because inspection and maintenance of heat exchangers is
essential, a stay-in-place insulation would not be effective.

The purpose of a heat exchanger is to properly transfer heat
from one medium to another in a safe and efficient manner. Heat
exchangers can perform heat transfer duties of considerable
magnitude and significance.

Often, even heat exchangers that generally have integrated
insulation (such as plate heat exchangers) do not perform at
optimal efficiency. If the heat exchanger experiences surface
temperatures considerably different than the ambient
temperature, valuable heat radiates away.

There are many different types of heat exchangers. Two common
types are plate heat exchangers and shell and tube heat
exchangers. Other types include phase-change, adiabatic wheel,
spiral, regenerative, and fluid heat exchangers.

In order to reduce heat losses (and, as a consequence, energy
consumption and energy bills) it is possible to install an insulation
coating as a possible solution.

Heat exchangers are at risk to such issues as corrosion, clogs,
and leaks which reduce efficiency or put the heat exchanger at
risk of malfunction. Fouling, which is deposits of impurities on
the heat exchange surface, is another very common issue and is a
frequent cause of under-performing heat exchangers.

ELASTOMERIC CELLULAR INSULATION
Elastomeric insulations are defined by ASTM C 534 (Standard
Specification for Preformed Flexible Elastomeric Cellular Thermal
Insulation in Sheet and Tubular Form), Type I (preformed tubes)
and Type II (sheets). There are three grades in the ASTM
standard
which
are
widely
available

Exchangers can be supplied with Insulation Jackets to reduce
energy loss.

GRADE

BASIC DESCRIPTION

TEMPERATURE
LIMITS

FLAME
INDEX

SPREAD

INDEX/SMOKE

1

Widely used on typical commercial systems

-183°C to 104°C

25/50 through 40 mm thickness.

2

High temperature uses

-183°C to 104°C

Not 25/50 Rated

3

Use on stainless steel applications above
52°C

-183°C to 104°C

Not 25/50 Rated

DEVELOPED

Three grades of ASTM standard for elastomeric insulations.
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Elastomeric Insulation Products
All three grades are flexible and resilient closed-cell expanded
foam insulation. The maximum water vapour permeability is 0,52
×10-9 kg/(m×h×Pa) and the maximum thermal conductivity at
25°C temperature is 1,59 W/(m²·K) for grades 1 and 3 and grade
2 is 1,70 W/(m²·K). Grade 3 formulation does not contain any
leachable chlorides, fluorides or polyvinyl chloride or any
halogens.

•

Insulation Corrosivity - Some insulation materials
can cause metal jacket corrosion. Some insulation
materials can chemically attack some polymer films.
Both of these situations shorten service life.

•

Thermal Degradation - Hot systems are typically
designed so that the surface temperature of the
insulation and jacketing material do not exceed 60°C.
The long term effect of 60°C on the jacketing material
must be considered. Additionally, there may be solar
radiation load and perhaps parallel heat loss from an
adjacent pipe. This is a critical design consideration,
particularly if a non-metal jacket is being considered.

•

Installation and Application Logistics - A
common occurrence is that the insulation contractor
installs more insulation in a day, than can be protected
with jacket. If it rains, the exposed portion of insulation
gets saturated and the next day the jacket is installed
over the wet insulation. This creates an obvious
potential corrosion issue before the installation is
operational. If this occurs it must be corrected
immediately. It should also be understood that the
size, shape and adjacent space available to work may
dictate the type of weather barrier specified. It is
possible that constraints dictate that a less than
desirable weather barrier option must be utilized. If
this is the case, the maintenance schedule must
recognize and accommodate for this.

•

Maintainability - The importance of a maintenance
and inspection plan cannot be over emphasized to
achieve the service life expected of the design.

These materials are normally installed without additional vapour
retarders. Additional vapour-retarder protection may be
necessary when installed on very-low-temperature piping or
where exposed to continually high humidity conditions. All seams
and termination points must be sealed with manufacturer
recommended contact adhesive.
Depending on the application, weather barriers, vapour
retarders, and finishes are subject to certain requirements that
must be considered when selecting a system:
•

Internal Mechanical Forces - Expansion and
contraction of the exchanger must be considered
because the resulting forces are transferred to the
external surface of the insulation. An ability to slide,
elongate or contract must be accommodated for.

•

External Mechanical Forces - If a specific area
thereof is subject to mechanical abuse i.e. tools being
dropped, abrasion from wind driven sand or personnel
walking on the system, then these need to be
considered in the design. This may impact insulation
type used, as well as the weather barrier jacketing
type.

•

Chemical Resistance - Some industrial environments
may have airborne or spilled corrosive agents that
accumulate on the weather barrier and cause chemical
attack of the pipe or vessel jacketing selected.
Elements that create corrosive issues must be well
understood and accounted for. Insulation design of
coastal facilities of course should account for chloride
attack.

•

Galvanic Corrosion - The use of one metal in
contact with a different metal must be considered for
galvanic corrosion potential. Similarly water can act as
an electrolyte and galvanic corrosion can happen due
to the different potential of the pipe and vessel and a
metal jacketing.

The physical properties of importance to jacketing and facings
are summarized below:
•

Water Vapour Permeance is defined as the time
rate of water vapour transmission through unit area of
flat material or construction induced by unit vapourpressure difference between two specific surfaces,
under specified temperature and humidity conditions.
For facing materials, water vapour permeance is
commonly expressed in units of perms. In below
ambient applications, it is important to minimize the
rate of water vapour flow to the cold surface. This is
normally accomplished by using vapour retarders with
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low permeance, insulation materials with low
permeability, or both in combination. In above ambient
applications, it is often desirable to have a "breather"
facing that allows water vapour to escape without
condensing. In either case, it is important to know the
permeance of the facing materials.
•

Emittance of a surface is the ratio of the radiant
flux emitted by a specimen to that emitted by a
blackbody at the same temperature. For personnel
protection and condensation control applications, a
high emittance is desirable. For minimizing heat flow, a
lower emittance surface is generally desirable.

•

Surface Burning Characteristics are generally
determined by measuring the relative burning
behaviour of materials by observing the horizontal
flame spread along the specimen surface. Flame
spread and smoke developed index are reported.
However, there is not necessarily a relationship
between these two measurements. Many other fire
test are also used to characterize these materials.

•

Tensile Strength of facings and jacketing materials is a
measure of the damage resistance of the facing.

•

Dimensional Stability at elevated temperatures is
measured in %.

•

Fungi Resistance of insulation facing materials is
typically evaluated by inoculating specimens with 5
different strains of fungi spores and then incubating
them at determined conditions of temperature and
relative humidity for a determined period of time. The
growth is then evaluated relative to a comparative
material to assess the fungi resistance of the sample.

•

Thermal Integrity of the facing materials must match
the application requirement. Flexible vapour-retarder
facings are generally evaluated by subjecting
specimens to temperature extremes of, and then
evaluating for any cracking or delamination.

•

Bursting Strength is a measure of the force required
to
rupture
the
facing.
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II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

OPTIMISATION SCENARIO OF ESM #2
#1

Substitution of the two old twin boilers with one new condensing boiler serving only the heating system
(tenants have single boilers in their apartments to produce DHW).

#2

Analysis and mapping of technical and legal framework of the ESM applied.

#3

Technical discussions with AFTER partners in order to identify the most suitable optimisation for via Passoni
building, seen the warranty contract limitations.

#4

Choice and installation of the insulation cap. Two thermographies have been done before/after the installation
of the insulation cap in order to verify that there is an effective reduction of heat losses at the heat exchanger.

#5

Monitoring of energy consumption data (data collected daily).

#6

2 tenant surveys:
st

1 survey at the end of the first monitoring season
2

nd

survey at the end of the monitoring period

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Item
#

Technical
Deliverable

Equipment or
Part
of
the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Recommended improvement

Actor

1

Tenants

Debriefing and information meeting regarding the
outputs of the diagnosis.

Tenants / ATC service

2

Global building

Report with a proposal of intervention

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service

Heating system

Choice for the type of heating system: condensing
boiler

3

Preliminary design
proposal

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
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(EXEGESI)
4

Detailed
design

project

5

6

Heating system

Tenants

Final
technical
program & book of
specifications

Heating system

‐

Choice for the heating technology

‐

‐

Dimensioning of the heating system (power,
heating capacity, performance, type of
assistance, regulation)

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

‐

Tenants

‐

Building caretaker

‐

ATC

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

‐

Quantifying for the heating system

‐

Conformity to the legal obligations.

Debriefing and information meeting to present the
intervention program to the tenants.

Precise dimensioning of the system and the final
specifications and drawings for the ventilation
system.

7

Global building

Follow-up of the boiler substitution

8

Heating system

Reception of the heating system and checking
point:

9

10

Maintenance
contract

•

verification of the conformity with the
original recommendations

•

verification of the details for installation

of

of

the

the

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service
‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Heating system

Optimization of the settings for the new boiler

ATC / Maintenance
(EXEGESI)

Service

Heating system

Set up of the inspection and maintenance
procedures and repartition with the service
provider regarding the several inspection points
listed

ATC / Maintenance
(EXEGESI)

Service

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
Thermography
A thermography should be done on the hating system each time
ATC notices that tenants have to face problems with heating
and/or DHW.

and the thermal images which the camera produces provide a
precise diagnosis. The use of a thermal imaging camera speeds
up the work considerably. Thermal imaging pinpoints exactly
where the energy losses are without the use of any destructive
testing methods.

ATC, that owns a thermograph, can do the thermography by
itself. A thermography allows to map the energy loss from a
building, or parts of a building. This method is quick and cheap,

The thermography measurement can be of great help in those
cases of inefficiency of the heating system, being able to locate
the even smaller areas of heat loss. Once a heat loss is identified
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it would be then possible to insulate the corresponding elements

heat exchanger, pipes).

II.4. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

AFTER OPTIMISATION

#1. INDOOR COMFORT

Different temperatures between the
different dwellings; unjustified high
energy bills

Improvement of the indoor comfort. Slight
reduction of energy bills.

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

AFTER OPTIMISATION

#2. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

No information

Slight reductions of the working hours on
equipment
(i.e.
heat
exchanger)
maintenance.
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ESM #3: PICCO
RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

MAJOR REFURBISHMENT

NAME OF THE MEASURE

EXTERNAL SHELL INSULATION AND WINDOWS SUBSTITUTION

The ESM was implemented by ATC (2008-2010), and it helped to
reduce the high demand of energy for heating and DHW and to
improve the energy performance of the building.
The optimisation of this ESM is aimed at improving the energy
performance of the building, as tenants still complain about
indoor discomfort. The refurbishment has solved the problems of

mould and humidity, but still there are differences between the
indoor temperatures in the different dwellings.
As the buildings have been recently completely renewed, AFTER
seems a good opportunity to verify if proper tenants’ behaviours
are able to reduce energy consumption and to increase the
energy performance of a building.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure

An unjustified and high-energy index regarding its expected
performance
Verify on an experimental basis, how much behaviours and habits
of individual households weigh on the overall energy efficiency of
the building-plant system.
Nowadays, the main tools that have been applied in order to
improve energy efficiency or reducing energy use have mostly
been technological and economic. However, consumers’
behaviour has also a big impact on energy efficiency and energy
waste (Source: Anca-Diana Barbu (EEA), Nigel Griffiths and
Gareth Morton (Ricardo-AEA) - EEA Technical report No 5/2013.
“Achieving energy efficiency through behaviour change: what
does it take?”. © EEA, Copenhagen, 2013) ; this is particularly
appropriate for the residential sector.
What is needed in order to get good results is to connect a low
involvement topic such as energy conservation to a high
involvement topic such as, e.g., energy bill reduction, through an
information campaign as the vehicle to drive long term behaviour
change.

The expected result of this campaign is changed behaviours that
provide participants with the following benefits:
- Tangible benefits, including lower bills, an improved indoor
hygrometric comfort, reduction of mould and humidity etc.
- Intangible benefits, such as environment protection, reduction
of energy footprint, making home more efficient/comfortable,
etc.
Everyday energy-consuming behaviours (such as use of heating
and lights) are largely habitual. Such habits are often reliant on
automatic processes which may be particularly resistant to
change. For example, while information campaigns to reduce
energy use may result in increased consumer knowledge, this
does not always translate into real energy savings.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

ATC / Housing
stock
Management
Service

Site assessment
Diagnosis and preliminary
studies on the technical
aspects of the building

• Systems affected
• Efficiency of the systems
• Global performance of the
building
• Social aspects (tenants’
satisfaction)

Analysis and feasibility of the
suggested optimisation

ATC /
Maintenance
Service (EXEGESI)
Choice of the most suitable
optimisation: tenants’
awareness and education
about the ESM

National Advisory
Board /
AFTER WP6 leader

Tenants

Suggested measures for
optimisation

Analysis of tenants’
complaints

Information.
1 to 1 tenants’ awareness raising.
Distribution of documents and
brochures to teach them how to keep
the ESM efficient and effective as long
as possible.
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O
P
T
I
M
I
S
A
T
I
O
N

Thermography

Follow‐up of the optimisation
Monitoring of the pilot site

Tenants’ survey

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Low-rise block

Year of construction of the building

1966

Number of dwellings

28

Number of inhabitants

58

Living surface (m²)

1746,43

Number of stories

5

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural gas

I.2.B. Refurbishment involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

TIGHTNESS
(CM)

8

EXTERIOR TRIM  Coatting (coloured plaster)
CEILLAR, BASEMENT

INSULATION

 Basement

TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

INSULATION

 Pitched roof (+ central part with a flat roof)

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

GLAZZING

 Double

FRAME

 Aluminium

TYPE OF WINDOWS

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
MAIN ROLES AND INVOLVEMENTS
ATC / Maintenance service (EXEGESI)

‐

Analysis of the actual situation of the building (heating system status, tenants’
complaints and communications of faults, data about energy consumption)

‐

Redaction of a report on the basis of the analysis

‐

Feedback on the building issues

‐

Technical diagnosis and recommendations

‐

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution
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‐

Detailed project design

‐

Set up and follow up of the boiler replacement intervention

‐

Set up and follow-up of the inspection and routine maintenance procedures

ATC

‐

Social diagnosis for the building (tenants’ complaints and communications of faults)

ATC / Heating Management Office

‐

Providing data related to energy consumption and energy costs

Boiler provider

‐

Offer for the technical solution

‐

Implementation of the system

‐

Involvement in the information meeting about the ESM performed

Tenants

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION

PERSON TO CONTACT TO
OBTAIN THE DOCUMENTS

TARGETED INFORMATION IN THE DOCUMENTATION TO
GATHER

Plans for building and
systems

ATC / Housing Stock
Management Service

General knowledge of the building and its systems.

List of the complaints and
deficiencies

ATC / Customer Relations Office

Knowledge of the functioning of the building and of its problems

Building characteristics

Heating system
Technical recommendations
of the technical consultants
regarding heating

Complete technical
documentation describing
the system.

Technical consultants

‐

Technical diagnosis

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Preliminary design proposal for the boiler substitution.

‐

Detailed project design.

‐

Book of specifications

‐

Description of the system.

‐

Dimensioning

‐

Maintenance notice

‐

Knowledge of the modifications implemented during the
works

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)
ATC / Maintenance and
Management Technical Service

Works documentations
Agenda of the
modifications implemented
during the works

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)
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Maintenance contracts
Maintenance contracts for
the heating system

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

Tenants information
Presentation of the
intervention performed

ATC

‐

Evaluation of the necessary level of information provided to
the tenants

‐

Information meeting about the ESM performed

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
NO /

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION

ITEM
#

1

EQUIPMENT OR
PART OF THE
SYSTEM
CONCERNED BY THE
DEFICIENCY
Windows

DESCRIPTION OF THE
DEFICIENCY

Complaints about
condensation (tenants) and
external insulation issues

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENT

Window controls and
substitution of mastic and seals
where necessary, check of
building’s coat.

TYPE OF
INTERVENTION

External shell
system.
Additional tenants
awareness process.

Additional awareness toward the
good use of the windows by the
tenants

VII. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.2. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
The optimisation proposed is not a technical intervention but is
aimed to improve the awareness of the tenants and to change
their behaviour.

The ESM optimisation is very low cost but efficiency and useful,
not only due the energy saving but also in order to create a
“sustainable and aware” tenant.

The impression gained as a result of the meeting is positive:
tenants were interested in better understanding the ESM
implemented and they wanted to understand how to improve
the energy performance of the building and how to reduce the
energy waste.

The optimisation is intended to verify on an experimental basis,
how much behaviours and habits of individual households weigh
on the overall energy efficiency of the building-plant system.
Nowadays, the main tools that have been applied in order to
improve energy efficiency or reducing energy use have mostly
been technological and economic. However, consumers’
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behaviour has also a big impact on energy efficiency and energy
waste; this is particularly appropriate for the residential sector.
What is needed in order to get good results is to connect a low
involvement topic such as energy conservation to a high
involvement topic such as, e.g., energy bill reduction, through an
information campaign as the vehicle to drive long term behaviour
change.
The expected result of this campaign is changed behaviours that
provide participants with the following benefits:

Everyday energy-consuming behaviours (such as use of heating
and lights) are largely habitual. Such habits are often reliant on
automatic processes which may be particularly resistant to
change. For example, while information campaigns to reduce
energy use may result in increased consumer knowledge, this
does not always translate into real energy savings.
Via Picco optimisation consists in teaching tenants virtuous
behaviours, trying to influence their habits in order to optimize
the synergy between building, systems and people



Tangible benefits, including lower bills, an improved
indoor hygrometric comfort, reduction of mould and
humidity etc.

Documents and brochures have been distributed to tenants,
aiming at teaching them what they need to do and -most of allavoid in order to keep the ESM efficient and effective as long as
possible.



Intangible benefits, such as environment protection,
reduction of energy footprint, making home more
efficient/comfortable, etc.

The intervention suggested is relevant about the social point of
view, but it will have positive impact in economic and energetic
issues
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Figure 0-1 a-b-c: three slides of the document presented to the tenants

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
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OPTIMISATION SCENARIO OF ESM #3
#1

TOTAL REFURBISHMENT OF THE BUILDINGS. THE REFURBISHMENT CONSISTS IN:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE HEATING SYSTEM THROUGH THE INSTALLATION OF NEW BOILERS AND SOLAR
PANELS (FOR DHW) ;
SUBSTITUTION OF EXISTING SINGLE GLAZING WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE DOUBLE GLAZING ;
SETTING OF AN 80MM INSULATION COAT ON AN EXISTING BUILDING FROM THE 1960S

#2

ANALYSIS OF THE ACTUAL SITUATION OF THE BUILDING. SOCIAL DIAGNOSIS. ANALYSIS OF BUILDING
DEFICIENCIES.

#3

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS WITH AFTER PARTNERS IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY THE MOST
OPTIMISATION FOR VIA PICCO BUILDINGS, SEEN THAT THE REFURBISHMENT IS VERY RECENT.

#4

CHOICE OF THE “SOCIAL” OPTIMISATION. PREPARATION OF LEAFLETS TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO TENANTS.

#5

ORGANISATION OF A MEETING WITH TENANTS. IN THIS MEETING ATC TECHNICAL STAFF HAS
DISTRIBUTED THE TIP LEAFLETS TO TENANTS AND EXPLAINED HOW AND WHY TO PUT INTO PRACTICES
THE LEAFLET SUGGESTIONS.

#6

MONITORING OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION DATA (DATA COLLECTED MONTHLY).

#7

2

SUITABLE

TENANT SURVEYS:

1ST SURVEY BEFORE THE OPTIMISATION
2ND SURVEY BEFORE THE OPTIMISATION

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Item
#

Technical
Deliverable

Equipment or
Part
of
the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Recommended improvement

Actor

1

Tenants

Debriefing and information meeting regarding the
outputs of the diagnosis.

Tenants / ATC service

2

Global building

Report with a proposal of intervention

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service
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3

4

Preliminary design
proposal

Detailed
design

project

External shell

External
insulation

Choice for the type of renovation to set up in order
to improve building insulation: external shell
insulation and windows substitution

‐

Choice of insulation coat (80 mm insulation
coat)

‐

Choice of new windows (high performance
double glazing windows)

‐

5

6

Tenants

Final
technical
program & book of
specifications

External
insulation

Debriefing and information meeting to present the
intervention program to the tenants.

Precise dimensioning of the system and the final
specifications and drawings for the external
insulation.

Global building

Follow-up of the external insulation improvement

8

External shell

Testing and inspection of the external insulation
coat:

10

Windows

Maintenance
contract

External
insulation

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

‐

Tenants

‐

Building caretaker

‐

ATC

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

Technical service
boiler provider

Conformity to the legal obligations.

7

9

‐

•

verification of the conformity with the
original recommendations

•

verification of the details for installation

Testing and inspection of the new windows:
•

verification of the conformity with the
original recommendations

•

verification of the details for installation

Set up of the inspection and maintenance
procedures and repartition with the service
provider regarding the inspection points listed

of

of

the

the

ATC
/
Maintenance
and
Management Technical Service
‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

‐

ATC / Maintenance and
Management
Technical
Service

‐

ATC / Maintenance Service
(EXEGESI)

ATC / Maintenance
(EXEGESI)

Service

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS
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Increase
of
consumption

tenants´

awareness

about

their

Tenants’ information has been improved thanks to the
information campaign realised as an optimisation of via Picco
buildings total refurbishment and to the energy saving tips.
Before implementation of the system tenants had never been
informed on how they could contribute themselves to keep their
houses in good indoor comfort conditions.
Thermography
A thermography should be done each time ATC takes over a
finished refurbishment. Ideally it should be done when the
apartments are not already cleaned up, as the thermography
should reveal defects that will have to be removed and mess
could occur.
The thermography measurement should be also included in
tenders and contracts with the suppliers, stating that the
thermography measurement should be done when the supplier
delivers the finished work. The supplier should submit
thermography report, or ATC (that owns the thermograph)
should do itself the thermography, in the framework of the
warranty period offered by the supplier, in order to identify any
misplacement of the components, and any defect from the heat
loss point of view.
Enhancing the sense of energy saving among tenants:
The current energy consumption were analysed by SHO and
scientific partner and followed a clear introduction and energy
saving suggestion to tenants. Besides, a thorough discussion and
interchange between tenants and SHO in tenants’ meeting has
gone far towards tenants’ awareness. They have accepted the
suggestion for saving energy consumption and shown great
interest on more information.

II.5. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

AFTER OPTIMISATION

#1. NO TECHNICAL ASPECTS OPTIMISED

./.

./.

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMISATION

AFTER OPTIMISATION

#1. AWARENESS OF THE TENANTS
ABOUT THEIR CONSUMPTION

No information

Energy saving tips and education materials
distributed to the tenants in paper form,
after a technical meeting in which principles
and tips for energy saving were verbally
explained to tenants.

#2. ECOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE
TENANTS

No information

Energy saving tips and education materials
distributed to the tenants in paper form,
after a technical meeting in which principles
and tips for energy saving were verbally
explained to tenants.
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RETRO COMMISSIONING ROUTINES

SPEKTER

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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ESM #1: TR16
RUNNING MAINTENANCE
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING ROUTINE TO IMPLEMENT
THE ESM ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RUNNING MAINTENANCE

TYPE OF MEASURE

HEATING SYSTEM / DISTRIBUTION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

HYDRAULIC BALANCING OF THE HEATING SYSTEM

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination

One of the important factors affecting the supply and return
water temperatures in the radiator is the degree of oversizing of
the heating system.
Several studies conducted in EU and also outside EU countries
have shown that in general there is a substantial oversizing of the
heating systems and of the radiator surfaces in particular. This is
due to the overestimation of building heat losses at the design
stage. During the construction period the components were often
selected in sizes larger than required to ensure safety margins.
After the adjustment of the hydraulic balance in the heating
system the optimization measure could consist in decreasing the
supply temperature in oversized radiator system.
However, the flow can also be reduced and the system can be
adjusted to work as a so-called low-flow system.
The heating curves are usually set according to the design of the
heating system. Often there is no check whether this setting is
indeed correct in practice. Retrofits of buildings such as
replacement of windows require re-tuning of the heating curves.
Use of general common (standard) heating curves may lead to
tenants complaints and excessive heat consumption. Due to
safety margins in the design, in practice often a lower adjustment
of heating curve is possib
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM
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I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Tower building

Year of construction of the building

1970

Number of dwellings

52

Number of inhabitants

158

Living surface (m²)

2969,73

Number of stories

14

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

District heating

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 Gas

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 District heating substations

EMISSION

 Radiators

MONITORING

 Thermostatic valves

REMARKS

Heating energy is distributed collectively but consumption is measured altogether at district heating
substation and individually by apartment (heat cost allocators)

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1
IDENTIFICATION

Automatic temperature regulation ELTEC-control system, 3 circuits, 1xtv, 2xheating PGD 7071/802 for 3
buildings

TYPE

 District heating substations

START-UP DATE

1999

POWER (KW)

325 kw

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
1.8. RCx responsible

Technical sector

1.9. Social Housing Company contact

Project Coordinator

1.10. Internal technical Staff

Technical sector
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1.11. Facility manager

District heating team implementing the adjustments on the heating
system after negotiation with the Social Housing Organization

1.12. Caretaker of the building

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person with
more technical knowledge living in a building that has a role of a
“caretaker”, and they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get
paid for their work.

Tenants representatives (if relevant)

N.A

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in
the documentation to
gather

List of documents

Energy data
Energy Performance
Certificate
Energy bills

Not available – energy performance certificates are made for new buildings (low energy buildings) only, they are
not a mandatory document yet.
N.A

Real consumption and costs
for a whole year (since 2007 if
possible), for electricity,
gas,… all type of energy +
water

Every tenant has an individual contract with energy provider

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on operation
and maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers

Zdenka Juvan,
Andreja Femc,
Erika Trotovšek

Costs, kind of actions
included in the contracts,
frequency of interventions…

Contract on operation, contract on maintenance

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person (or more) with more technical knowledge living in
a building that has a role of a “caretaker”, they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get paid for their work.
Owners and tenants of the building suggest their representative among the people living in the building.

Tenants organization
Energy strategic plan
for the building

There is no energy strategic plan for the building.

Building charactéristics
Architect’s plans, BIM

Damijan Arnšek

Architectural plans (graphics);
we can obtain the original
projects of the building,
although there is no point in
doing that.

Architectural plans

Photographs

Damijan Arnšek

Photos of facades, photos of
district heating station.

Photographs

Energy audit, diagnosis

No energy audit or diagnosis not available

Building equipment
List of equipments with
description and
technical caracteritics

Manufacturer
documentation for all or
most equipment
O&M manuals for all or
most equipment
Book of O&M
interventions

There are no documents on individual apartments equipment, HDW boilers and AC units may vary (owners can
install different units, some dwellings don’t have AC units);
District heating station is customly assembled (not a typical compact DHS) by district heating provider according to
heating needs of building.
Mechanical installations design is available in paper form, some important parts regarding Trg revolucije 16 were
scanned and uploaded in pdf
Documentation for electronic district heating regulator ELTEC TP-03 v2

O&M instructions for electronic district heating regulator ELTEC TP-03 v2 in paper form
Andreja Femc

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of
contracts

There is a book for all the buildings maintained by Spekter in
which interventions are listed (no individual books for
buildings)
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Critical reviews of
specific periodic
inspections

Not available.

Functional diagrams of
the systems

Functional diagrams are not available.

Handbooks for tenants
for all or most
equipment

There are no handbooks for HDW boilers or AC units; manuals are included with HDW boiler or AC unit
individually.

Results of survey of
tenants
List of tenants
complaints

No tenant survey.
We don’t have an insight into list of complaints, because building is not managed by Spekter.

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / It is possible, with measurements of temperatures and
energy consumption, to estimate the actual oversizing of the
space heating system in a specific building and, from that
information, to control the supply temperature in the system for
highest possible cooling of DH water at all operation modes.
Since the goal is to define the optimized flow characteristics and
optimized values of supply water temperature and return water
temperature the full optimization is possible if the indoor air



temperature can be measured or estimated with sufficient
accuracy.

Manual reading of meters

Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heating system

Equipment name

Reason

‐

Optimization of the flow characteristics and optimized values of supply
water temperature and return water temperature

Measurement

Type
total heat output of the district heating station:

Main meter for the
district heating
substation
ELTEC-control system

specific building related heat output of the district heating
station
Exterior design temperature max:
24-hours measurement

Interior design temperature
Specific heat loss that can be covered with the heat output
Annual capacity of heating energy:
average annual heating energy consumption

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
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Equipment or
Part of the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Description of the Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

Heating system

 Improving the energy
performance

 Technical intervention

SHO staff.

Tuning of the heating curves and
conversion to low temperature heating

Facility
manager
(district
heating
supplier and
technical
staff).

The heating system is oversized
approximately by a factor 4. Thus, it is
possible to lower the heating water
temperature.The downsizing of radiator
heat output to approx. 1/3 of it´s original
output is a practical assumption on the
save side.
The lower heating water temperature will
reduce the heat losses in the distribution
pipelines.

VIII. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
Hydraulic balancing ensures that heated water is equally delivered
to all radiators and the return flow temperature is reduced. It
should also decrease noise in the heating system. Hydraulic
balancing is essential for temperature regulation in this building,
because the radiators are not to be replaced and were oversized
even for the old supply temperature.
During the RCx process following documentation was gathered:
Automatic temperature regulation ELTEC-control system, 3
circuits, 1xTV, mechanical plans for building permit (PGD
7071/802) from April 1999 for three buildings: Trg revolucije 16,
Trg revolucije 18 and Opekarna 2 in Trbovlje
Designed power input 325640 W/ 325640 W/ 325640 W, total
976920 W.
Energy Expert calculated annual consumption is approximately
220.000 kWh at specified power input. Actual consumption (5
years average) is 239.300 kWh or 88,6 kWh/m2 respectively,
which classifies the building probably into energy class D,

according to the Rules on the methodology of construction and
issuance of building energy certificates.
It was estimated that the heating system is oversized by a factor 4
which is evident from energy consumption. Heating water
temperature in the line is too high and consequently thermal loss
in the distribution line is also too high. Therefore Energy Expert
suggested that heating regime is to be lowered. Instead of 80/65
heating regime (dT 52,5° C) regime 50/40 (dT 25° C) should be
enough for appropriate heating of the living spaces, with the
optimisation thermal power of the radiators is to be reduced to
1/3.
Suggested measure was: heating regulation set to low
temperature heating. Due to the habits of inhabitants it is
suggested to lift the heating curve for 5° C with the 50/40 slope.
Expected impact: Estimated heat loss in the lines for year of
construction 1970 is 10%, with lower temperature we can reduce
the loss to 3% which can result in at least 7% of energy saving

II.1. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
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OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1
HYDRAULIC BALANCING OF BUILDING’S HEATING SYSTEM IN 2010.

#2

I
NSPECTION OF THE BUILDING.

#3

COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTATION (ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS PLANS, EQUIPMENT
DOCUMENTATION). GATHERING INFORMATION ON HYDRAULIC BALANCING FROM DISTRICT HEATING
PROVIDER.

#4
REVISION OF DOCUMENTATION BY ENERGY EXPERT, SUGGESTION OF OPTIMISATION MEASURES OF BUILDING’S
HEATING SYSTEM.

#5
WRITTEN REQUEST FROM SHO FOR OPTIMISATION IMPLEMENTATION (CONVERSION OF TEMPERATURE
REGULATION TO LOW TEMPERATURE HEATING, ADJUSTMENT OF HEATING CURVE).

#6
REALISATION OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION.

#7
MONITORING OF PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.

II.2. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Ownership structure of multi-apartment buildings’ heating
systems is very complex. Spaces where district heating
sub/stations are located are in majority in ownership of Občina
Trbovlje (municipality), whereas the mechanical parts of district
heating sub/stations are owned by Komunala Trbovlje (district
heating provider). Installations from district heating sub/stations
through common spaces are in common ownership of
condominium owners of the building, and particular condominium
owners own installations in apartments.
Operating management and running maintenance of installations
in heating sub/stations is therefore domain of district heating
provider, and in case of the particular pilot site there weren’t any
changes in organisation.
Any installations located in common spaces and/or apartments are
maintained or replaced in case of reporting a failure or
malfunction either to district heating provider or SHO.
In the district heating system, heat is distributed by hot water
flowing through the entire pipeline system to each heating station

or substation, from where it is distributed to all the radiators
implemented in all the heated spaces of the building
The implementation of energy saving measure was carried out as
a part of annual maintenance plan of the district heating provider.
Hydraulic balancing of the heating system efficiently ensures that
the needed amount of hot water is provided to each radiator
connected to the building’s heating system regardless of
radiator’s location. Hydraulic balancing means that the circulation
pump, water temperature, fittings and valves are adjusted in such
a way that the heat is properly delivered to all radiators and the
return flow temperature is reduced.
This energy saving measure was chosen as not many energy
saving measures related to running maintenance were
implemented in the housing stock. The main reason is the fact
that a vast majority of multiapartment buildings in Trbovlje is
connected to a district heating system. The district heating
provider is the owner of whole system including heating stations
and substations. It was decided to choose this energy saving
measure to get a better insight into the efficiency of hydraulic
balancing as in Trbovlje there are a lot of multi apartment
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buildings which are not hydraulically balanced. Together with the
optimisation it could have a great potential of saving heating
energy and lowering heating energy costs.
Apparently, the majority of heating systems in buildings
connected to district heating system in Trbovlje are oversized,
especially in buildings built in the 70s of the previous century and
forth. According to calculations of Energy Expert, in the case of
our pilot site the heating system is oversized by a factor 4.
Reduction of heat loss through the pipelines due to lower
temperature of the heating media was estimated to 7%. As
Energy Expert assessed the structure and size of radiators can
remain the same, the optimisation would be practically a costless
energy saving measure for SHO as well as for condominium
owners, making it a very attractive energy saving solution in case
of pilot site’s positive outcome.
For the implementation of the hydraulic balancing quality project
documentation is the most important part. Optimisation of the
heating system to low temperature regulation could be done
simultaneously with hydraulic balancing as well as a standalone
measure. Before changing the heating regime of the building’s
heating system it is essential for Energy Expert or heating system

designer to calculate the low temperature regulation measure
beforehand to avoid undersizing the system as some buildings
tend to already be designed and optimised with lower safety
factor.
The work process of the optimisation (process may vary between
different SHOs):
7)

Review of the heating system and documentation.

8)

Calculations of optimisation’s impact by Energy Expert.

9)

Suggestions by Energy Expert based on calculations.

10) Official letter of request to district heating provider for
change of regulation in the building.

11) Implementation of low temperature regulation by
district heating provider’s personnel.
Maintenance of low temperature regulation is not done on regular
basis or individually. Maintenance of the optimisation is included
in the annual maintenance plan by district heating provider.

II.3. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
#1. TEMPERATURE REGULATION

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
80/65 regime (dT 52,5° C)

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
50/40 regime (dT 25° C) with heating
curve lifted for 5° C
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ESM #2: TFF2A
RECENT REFURBISHED BUILDINGS
I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

SHELL

NAME OF THE MEASURE

EXTERNAL THERMAL INSULATION WITH EPS

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination

Combined with the subsidies of the Eco Fund, Slovenian
Environmental Public Fund, external shell insulation is one of the
most popular energy saving measure connected to investment in
Slovenia.
Testing the ESM will help SPEKTER to gain a greater knowledge
on actual energy efficiency of external shell insulation, and with
this information SPEKTER will be able to advice this energy saving
measure to flat owners with a greater detail supported by the
results of pilot testing. The thermography objective is to find out
possible problems with building insulation.
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I.I.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM
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II.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

II.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

SHELL

NAME OF THE MEASURE

EXTERNAL THERMAL INSULATION WITH EPS

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination

Combined with the subsidies of the Eco Fund, Slovenian
Environmental Public Fund, external shell insulation is one of the
most popular energy saving measure connected to investment in
Slovenia.

Testing the ESM will help SPEKTER to gain a greater knowledge
on actual energy efficiency of external shell insulation, and with
this information SPEKTER will be able to advice this energy saving
measure to flat owners with a greater detail supported by the
results of pilot testing. The thermography objective is to find out
possible problems with building insulation.

II.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Apartment block

Year of construction of the building

1990

Number of dwellings

31

Number of inhabitants

79

Living surface (m²)

1830

Number of stories

8

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

District heating
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I.2.B. Refurbishment involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

INSULATION
TECHNIC

 Pasted

TIGHTNESS (CM)

13

EXTERIOR TRIM

 Cladding: bricks

CEILLAR, BASEMENT

 One storey unheated basement

TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

 Gable roof

TYPE OF WINDOWS

REMARKS

Windows vary in thermal characteristics as every flat owner invests in building
furniture of the flat

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
1.13. RCx responsible

Technical sector

1.14. Social Housing Company contact

Project Coordinator

1.15. Internal technical Staff

Technical sector

1.16. Facility manager

District heating team implementing the adjustments on the heating
system after negotiation with the Social Housing Organization

1.17. Caretaker of the building

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person
with more technical knowledge living in a building that has a role of
a “caretaker”, and they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get
paid for their work.

Tenants representatives (if relevant)

N.A

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in
the documentation to
gather

List of documents

Energy data
Energy Performance
Certificate
Energy bills

Not available – energy performance certificates are made for new buildings (low energy buildings) only, they are
not a mandatory document yet.
/

Real consumption and costs
for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity,
gas,… all type of energy +
water

Every tenant has an individual contract with energy
provider

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on operation
and maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers

Zdenka Juvan,
Andreja Femc,
Erika Trotovšek

Costs, kind of actions
included in the contracts,
frequency of interventions…

Contract on operation, contract on maintenance

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person (or more) with more technical knowledge living
in a building that has a role of a “caretaker”, they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get paid for their
work.
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Owners and tenants of the building suggest their representative among the people living in the building.
Tenants organization
Energy strategic plan
for the building

There is no energy strategic plan for the building.

Building charactéristics
Architect’s plans, BIM

Damijan Arnšek

Architectural plans
(graphics); we can obtain
the original projects of the
building, although there is
no point in doing that.

Architectural plans

Photographs

Damijan Arnšek

Photos of facades, photos
of district heating station.

Photographs

Energy audit,
diagnosis

No energy audit or diagnosis not available

Building equipment
List of equipments
with description and
technical caracteritics

There are no documents on individual apartments equipment, AC units may vary (owners can install different
units, some dwellings don’t have AC units);
District heating station is customly assembled (not a typical compact DHS) by district heating provider according
to heating needs of building.

Manufacturer
documentation for all
or most equipment

Not available

O&M manuals for all or
most equipment

Not available

Book of O&M
interventions

Andreja Femc

Critical reviews of
specific periodic
inspections

Not available.

Functional diagrams of
the systems

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions (listing,
book…), check of respect of
contracts

There is a book for all the buildings maintained by Spekter
in which interventions are listed (no individual books for
buildings)

Functional diagrams are not available.

Documentation from/for the tenants
Handbooks for tenants
for all or most
equipment
Results of survey of
tenants
List of tenants
complaints

There are no handbooks for AC units; manuals are included with AC unit individually.

No tenant survey.
We don’t have an insight into list of complaints, building is not managed by Spekter

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / A thermography will reveal defects that haven’t been
identified regarding the quality of the refurbishment during the
direct performance assessment on pilot site.

Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Thermography
(Indoor/Outdoor)

Reason

‐

Report the defects for the building structure and prepare forthcoming
corrections on the shell
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Equipment name
Model of thermography
camera: FLUKE TiR3FT;
serial number: 0812044;
optics: 20mm/F0.8.
Thermography images
and report are created
according to standard
SIST EN 13187:2000 Thermal performance of
buildings - Qualitative
detection of thermal
irregularities in building
envelopes - Infrared
method (ISO 6781:1983).

Measurement
Thermography report was
created on the basis of
thermal imaging, taken with
thermography camera on
January 23rd 2013 in
Trbovlje between 16:40 and
18:20 inside and outside of
building. Wind speed was 010km/h; wind direction: NE;
cloudiness: 75%; external
temperature in time of
recording: 1°C; temperature
inside the building: from 20
to 23°C.

Type
Emissivity
Reflection temperature
Air temperature
Dew point

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

Equipment or Part of the
System Concerned by
the Deficiency

Description of the Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

1

N.A

N.A

Thermography in order to detect potential problems
in windows installation

Tenants

Windows with high U-values are still
built in the building.

Directly act on tenants’ awareness and education,
teaching them (with personal coaching at their home
as well as printed material, e.g. a flyer with the most
important instructions pointed out) what they need
to do and – most of all - avoid to keep the ESM
efficient and effective for as long as possible.

Numerous windows are tilted during
the day.

II. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
On pilot site with ESM #2 it was a plan to optimise the
refurbishment of the building with repairs and elimination of
defects, failures or other signs of possible unprofessional
implementation of external insulation. The first measure was a
thermography review of the building in order to check that the
refurbishment has been done properly.
Infrared thermography is the easiest and quickest method to
detect energy waste, moisture and electrical issues in
buildings. An infrared camera shows exactly where the heat

leakage appears and helps focus the inspectors' attention
allowing him to properly diagnose areas with energy loss.
Thermography of entire external shell of the building was
implemented, thermography measurements were also taken in
two apartments from inside out. Purpose of the thermography
was to find defects in insulation of the building envelope. The
thermography has been focused on tightness of the windows and
balcony doors, possible thermal bridges made during
implementation of external insulation, heat loss in loggias due to
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unprofessional glazing of balconies, heat loss through structural
thermal bridges in the apartments.

10) Numerous
windows
were
tilted
during
the
thermography review despite low external temperature
which indicates low energy awareness.

The outcome of the thermography was:
7)

According to report of the specialist, thermal insulation
of the shell was implemented professionally.

8)

Areas with higher thermal losses appear in regions
which weren’t thermally insulated, e.g. walls in balcony
loggias

9)

Several windows with high
implemented in the building.

U-values

are

Due to majority of apartments owned by condominium owners
SHO proposed interventions to be implemented to the
condominium owners board as condominium owners have to
cover expenses of interventions on their property. Condominium
owners were unwilling to invest in suggested optimisations,
therefore the interventions weren’t carried out in the frame of
project AFTER.
As low tenant awareness was detected, SHO decided to run an
intensive awareness raising campaign, description and results of
campaign can be found in documents D8.1 and D8.2.

still

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1
REFURBISHMENT OF BUILDING. ADDITIONAL THERMAL INSULATION OF THE BUILDING’S EXTERNAL WALLS IS
IMPLEMENTED

#2
SELECTION OF THERMOGRAPHY SUBCONTRACTOR.

#3
NOTIFICATION OF THE TENANTS ABOUT THE TIME OF THERMOGRAPHY IMPLEMENTATION.

#4
THERMOGRAPHY IMPLEMENTATION WITH SPECIALIST’S REPORT.

#5
PROPOSAL OF SUGGESTED POSSIBLE INTERVENTIONS ON EXTERNAL SHELL, FOCUSING ON AIR LEAKAGE, BAD
SEALING, EXTERNAL INSULATION DEFECTS ETC. TO CONDOMINIUM OWNERS IN THE BUILDING.

#6
RAISING TENANT AWARENESS ON EFFECTIVE ENERGY USE.

#7
MONITORING OF PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
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Infrared thermography is the easiest and quickest method to
detect energy waste, moisture and electrical issues in
buildings. An infrared camera shows exactly where the heat
leakage appears and helps focus the inspectors' attention
allowing him to properly diagnose areas with energy loss.
Thermography of entire external shell of the building was
implemented, thermography measurements were also taken in
two apartments from inside out. Purpose of the thermography
was to find defects in insulation of the building envelope. The
thermography has been focused on tightness of the windows and
balcony doors, possible thermal bridges made during
implementation of external insulation, heat loss in loggias due to
unprofessional glazing of balconies, heat loss through structural
thermal bridges in the apartments.
The outcome of the thermography was:
11) According to report of the specialist, thermal insulation
of the shell was implemented professionally.
12) Areas with higher thermal losses appear in regions
which weren’t thermally insulated, e.g. walls in balcony
loggias
13) Several windows with high
implemented in the building.

U-values

are

still

14) Numerous
windows
were
tilted
during
the
thermography review despite low external temperature
which indicates low energy awareness.
Due to majority of apartments owned by condominium owners
SHO proposed interventions to be implemented to the
condominium owners board as condominium owners have to
cover expenses of interventions on their property. Condominium
owners were not unwilling to invest in suggested optimisations,
therefore the interventions weren’t carried out in the frame of
project AFTER.
Additional thermal insulation of the building’s shell improves the
technical state of the building and significantly decreases energy
performance of the building with lower U-value of the external
shell.
Reasons for optimisation:
Combined with the subsidies of the Eco Fund, Slovenian
Environmental Public Fund, external shell insulation is one of the
most popular energy saving measure connected to investment in
Slovenia. Just the implementation of the measure alone usually
leads to big energy saving and together with raising awareness of
the dwellers of a refurbished building, energy efficiency can raise
by another 10% if not more. The room for improvement of
refurbishments can be found in the area of supervision during
refurbishment to make sure that refurbishment is implemented
professionally and following best practice. To avoid any defects
malpractice, refurbishment should include thermography review in
order to identify any air leaks, heat loss and defects during
refurbishment. Workers should bear in mind the implementation

should be done properly. It can bring savings up to 3%. The
thermography can improve quality of works and satisfaction of the
tenants. It can reduce number of complaints after end of
refurbishment.
Within testing activities the thermography review concluded the
refurbishment was implemented professionally and didn’t reveal
any major air leaks and defects. It showed, however, tenant
awareness being quite low as there were numerous windows
tilted in January with low external temperatures. Therefore it was
decided to carry out a tenant awareness campaign.

Due to spread ownership of multi-apartment building in Slovenia,
refurbishment of a multi-apartment building can be a very
complex process. Refurbishment design is essential for proper
refurbishment of the building although it is not obligatory and
building permit is unnecessary.
Technical optimisations of the refurbishment after the
thermography are financially treated in the same way as a
refurbishment itself, condominium owners each cover their share
of investment. In case of thermography review already included in
the refurbishment contract, the contractor of the refurbishment
would have to remedy any deficiencies revealed within the
specified warranty period.
The work process of the refurbishment (process of the technical
optimisation is practically identical):
1)

Condominium owners decide for refurbishment on the
Condominium owners Board.

2)

Manager of the building (SHO) calls for tenders.

3)

Condominium owners select refurbishment contractor.

4)

Manager of the building (SHO) and contractor sign the
contract for refurbishment.

5)

Refurbishment of the building.

Work process including thermography review and possible
elimination of any defects and unprofessional work repaired:
6) Thermography review of the refurbished building.
7)

Elimination of defects made during the refurbishment
implementation and repairs of any unprofessional work
done, free of charge for condominium owners.

Maintenance of the refurbished external shell is not done on
regular basis. Any defects on windows or window seals are
subject of individual condominium owner.
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II.3. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
#1. REFURBISHMENT OF
BUILDING’S SHELL

ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
Refurbishment without thermography
review. Possible air leaks and
unprofessional implementation not
identified.

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Refurbishment including thermography
review after implementation. Possible air
leaks and unprofessional implementation
identified during refurbishment and
repaired.

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1. SUBCONTRACTING CONTRACT

Subcontracting contract for
refurbishment doesn’t include
thermography review.

Subcontracting contract includes
requirement to implement thermography
review after refurbishment to verify
appropriate and professional
refurbishment implementation.

#2. TENANT AWARENESS

No energy use awareness

Energy use awareness raising
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ESM #3: SC16
RECENT LOW ENERGY BUILDING

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE

 RECENT LOW ENERGY BUILDING

TYPE OF MEASURE

LOW ENERGY CONSTRUCTION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

INSULATION / ROOF
INSULATION / WALLS
INSULATION / FOUNDATION
WINDOWS & FRAMES / INSULATION

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure


Testing building to be optimized for dissemination

One of the important factors affecting the supply and return
water temperatures in the radiator is the degree of oversizing of
the heating system.
Several studies conducted in EU and also outside EU countries
have shown that in general there is a substantial oversizing of the
heating systems and of the radiator surfaces in particular. This is
due to the overestimation of building heat losses at the design
stage. During the construction period the components were often
selected in sizes larger than required to ensure safety margins.

After the adjustment of the hydraulic balance in the heating
system the optimization measure could consist in decreasing the
supply temperature in oversized radiator system.
However, the flow can also be reduced and the system can be
adjusted to work as a so-called low-flow system.
The heating curves are usually set according to the design of the
heating system. Often there is no check whether this setting is
indeed correct in practice. Retrofits of buildings such as
replacement of windows require re-tuning of the heating curves.
Use of general common (standard) heating curves may lead to
tenants complaints and excessive heat consumption. Due to
safety margins in the design, in practice often a lower adjustment
of heating curve is possible.
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RETROCOMMISSIONING WORKFLOW FOR ESM
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I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Multi-family housing

Year of construction of the building

2006

Number of dwellings

31

Number of inhabitants

13

Living surface (m²)

777

Number of stories

5

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

District heating

I.2.B. Description of the new building involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

CEILLAR, BASEMENT

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

TIGHTNESS (CM)

10

EXTERIOR TRIM

 Coatting

INSULATION



INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: EPS

TIGHTNESS (CM)
TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

TYPE OF WINDOWS

One storey unheated basement

8

INSULATION

 Gable roof

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: EPS

TIGHTNESS (CM)

10

GLAZZING

 Double

FRAME

 PVC

U-VALUE

1,1 W/m2.K

REMARKS

Balcony loggias are glazed with thermally insulative glass.

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
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ENERGY CARRIER

 GAS

DISTRIBUTION

 COLLECTIVE

PRODUCTION

 DISTRICT HEATING SUBSTATIONS

EMISSION

 RADIATORS

MONITORING

 THERMOSTATIC VALVES

REMARKS

Heating energy is distributed collectively but consumption is measured altogether at district heating
substation and individually by apartment (heat cost allocators)

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1
IDENTIFICATION

Custom built district heating station

TYPE

 DISTRICT HEATING SUBSTATION

START-UP DATE

November 2006

POWER (KW)

76 kW

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
Role and involvement
1.18. RCx responsible

Technical sector

1.19. Social Housing Company contact

Project Coordinator

1.20. Internal technical Staff

Technical sector

1.21. Facility manager

District heating team implementing the adjustments on the heating
system after negotiation with the Social Housing Organization

1.22. Caretaker of the building

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person
with more technical knowledge living in a building that has a role of
a “caretaker”, and they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get
paid for their work.

Tenants representatives (if relevant)

N.A

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
Person to
contact to
obtain the
documents

Targeted information in
the documentation to
gather

List of documents

Energy data
Energy Performance
Certificate
Energy bills

Not available – energy performance certificates are made for new buildings (low energy buildings) only, they are
not a mandatory document yet.
/

Real consumption and costs
for a whole year (since 2007
if possible), for electricity,
gas,… all type of energy +
water

Every tenant has an individual contract with energy provider

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on

Zdenka Juvan,
Andreja Femc,

Costs, kind of actions
included in the contracts,

Contract on operation, contract on maintenance
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operation and
maintenance
Contracts with
caretakers

Erika Trotovšek

frequency of
interventions…

There are no contract bound caretakers, usually there is a person (or more) with more technical knowledge living
in a building that has a role of a “caretaker”, they fix smaller things in a building and don’t get paid for their
work.
Owners and tenants of the building suggest their representative among the people living in the building.

Tenants organization
Energy strategic plan
for the building

There is no energy strategic plan for the building.

Building characteristics
Architect’s plans, BIM

Damijan Arnšek

Architectural plans
(graphics); we can obtain
the original projects of the
building, although there is
no point in doing that.

Architectural plans

Photographs

Damijan Arnšek

Photos of facades, photos
of district heating station.

Photographs

Energy audit,
diagnosis

No energy audit or diagnosis not available

Building equipment
List of equipments
with description and
technical caracteritics

There are no documents on individual apartments equipment, HDW boilers and AC units may vary (owners can
install different units);
District heating substation is customly assembled (not a typical compact DHS) by district heating provider
according to heating needs of building.

Manufacturer
documentation for all
or most equipment

Not available

O&M manuals for all
or most equipment

Not available

Book of O&M
interventions

Andreja Femc

Critical reviews of
specific periodic
inspections

Not available.

Functional diagrams of
the systems

Historic of operation and
maintenance actions
(listing, book…), check of
respect of contracts

There is a book for all the buildings maintained by Spekter in
which interventions are listed (no individual books for
buildings)

Functional diagrams are not available.

Documentation from/for the tenants
Handbooks for
tenants for all or most
equipment
Results of survey of
tenants
List of tenants
complaints

There are no handbooks for HDW boilers or AC units; manuals are included with HDW boiler or AC unit
individually.
No tenant survey.
List of complaints regarding malfunctions can be seen in book of interventions; there is no other complaint.

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
YES / It is possible, with measurements of temperatures and
energy consumption, to estimate the actual oversizing of the
space heating system in a specific building and, from that
information, to control the supply temperature in the system for
highest possible cooling of DH water at all operation modes.
Since the goal is to define the optimized flow characteristics and
optimized values of supply water temperature and return water
temperature the full optimization is possible if the indoor air



temperature can be measured or estimated with sufficient
accuracy.

Manual reading of meters
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Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heating system

Equipment name

Reason

‐

Optimization of the flow characteristics and optimized values of supply
water temperature and return water temperature

Measurement

Type
total heat output of the district heating station:

Main meter for the
district heating
substation
ELTEC-control system

specific building related heat output of the district heating
station
Exterior design temperature max:
24-hours measurement

Interior design temperature
Specific heat loss that can be covered with the heat output
Annual capacity of heating energy:
average annual heating energy consumption

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

Equipment or
Part of the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Description of the
Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

1

Heating system

 Improving the energy
performance

 Technical intervention

SHO staff.

Tuning of the heating curves and conversion to low
temperature heating

Facility
manager
(district
heating
supplier and
technical
staff).

The heating system is
oversized approximately by a
factor 4. Thus, it is possible to
lower the heating water
temperature.The downsizing
of radiator heat output to
approx. 1/3 of it´s original
output is a practical
assumption on the save side.
The lower heating water
temperature will reduce the
heat losses in the distribution
pipelines.
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II. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
During the RCx process following documentation was gathered:
PID 5.1 Mechanical installations design 152/06 from November
2006 and PID 5.2 Mechanical installations design 153/06 from
November 2006, both proj. nr. 135/2004-PID IBT.
From technical report follows: Transmission losses are calculated
for ext. temp. -18

C, power input 73.362 W. Heating regime

90/70, single pipe radiator system in dwellings, flat sheet metal
radiators Apollo mainly type 11 and a small number of type 21
installed.
In heating station there are shut-off valves, metering equipment,
regulation equipment and circulation pumps grundfos magna for
the entire building. Temperature regulation is made with
regulator ECL COMFORT 100B with night reduction clock and
ESMT (external sensor) and ESMU-100 sensors (immersion
sensor). In each floor there are manifolds with connections for
dwellings, each connection has a shutoff valve and heat manifold.
There is no hydraulic balancing equipment nor regulation
equipment for balancing of individual loops in dwellings. In central
heating installation all shut-off elements are ball valves. The only
flow control are thermostatic radiator valves of the single pipe
system.
Energy Expert calculated that average heating energy
consumption from 2007 to 2011 was 46.250 kWh or 59,5 kWh/m2
respectively, according to the Rules on the methodology of
construction and issuance of building energy certificates probably
classified in the energy class C.

Given the fact that measured energy consumption is significantly
lower (46.000 kWh/a) Energy Expert concluded that power input
is oversized and heating demand overestimated.
It was estimated that the heating system is oversized by a factor 4
as evident from energy consumption. However, since the heating
system is arranged to 90/70, the incoming water is unnecessarily
too hot and because of this heat losses in the network are too
high. Energy Expert suggested that low temperature heating
system is to be implemented. Hence the single pipe heating
system we can’t linearly lower the temperature by a factor 4 but
less.
Instead of 90/70 regime (dT 60° C) regime 50/40, (dT 25° C) was
suggested, thermal power of the radiators is to be reduced to
1/2.
Suggested measure was: heating regulation sets to shallower
slope. Due to the habits of dwellers it is suggested to lift the
curve for 5° C with the 50/40 slope.
Expected impact: Estimated heat loss in the lines for year of
construction 2006 is 10%, with lower temperature we reduce the
loss to 5% which results in at least 5% of energy saving.
SHO also decided to run an intensive awareness raising campaign
simultaneously with technical optimisation, description and results
of campaign can be found in documents D8.1 and D8.2.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

NEWLY BUILD MULTI-APARTMENT BUILDING

#2

INSPECTION OF THE BUILDING.

#3

COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTATION (ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS
PLANS, EQUIPMENT DOCUMENTATION ETC.).

#4

REVISION OF DOCUMENTATION BY ENERGY EXPERT, SUGGESTION OF OPTIMISATION MEASURES
OF BUILDING’S HEATING SYSTEM

#5

WRITTEN REQUEST FROM SHO FOR OPTIMISATION IMPLEMENTATION (CONVERSION OF
TEMPERATURE REGULATION TO LOW TEMPERATURE HEATING, ADJUSTMENT OF HEATING CURVE).
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#6

REALISATION OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION.

#7

RAISING TENANT AWARENESS ON EFFECTIVE ENERGY USE.

#7

MONITORING OF PARAMETERS AND TENANT SURVEYS.

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
Ownership structure of multi-apartment buildings’ heating
systems is very complex. Spaces where district heating
sub/stations are located are in majority in ownership of Občina
Trbovlje (municipality), whereas the mechanical parts of district
heating sub/stations are owned by Komunala Trbovlje (district
heating provider). Installations from district heating sub/stations
through common spaces are in common ownership of
condominium owners of the building, and particular condominium
owners own installations in apartments.
Operating management and running maintenance of installations
in heating sub/stations is therefore domain of district heating
provider, and in case of the particular pilot site there weren’t any
changes in organisation.
Any installations located in common spaces and/or apartments are
maintained or replaced in case of reporting a failure or
malfunction either to district heating provider or SHO.

Thermal characteristics of the external shell elements were only
designed to comply with the Rules on thermal insulation and
efficient energy use in buildings from 2002 which was applicable
at the time and wouldn’t even pass the current Rules on efficient
use of energy in buildings in force since 2010. The rules apply to
every new building in Slovenia, not even to low energy buildings
and every designed new building have to meet the requirement of
2
45 kWh/m a – design calculation of primary energy use without
measurements of energy consumption.
As the multi-apartment building has a shared ownership of
multiple condominium owners, any investment related
optimisation wasn’t applicable as condominium owners might not
be prepared to invest and optimisation couldn’t be implemented
in the timeframe of project AFTER. After review of the building’s
documentation (architectural plans, heating system design, RCx)
Energy Expert estimated heating energy can be saved by
changing the heating regulation to low energy.
According to calculations of Energy Expert, in the case of our
pilot site the heating system is oversized by a factor 3. Reduction
of heat loss through the pipelines due to lower temperature of
the heating media was estimated to 5%. As Energy Expert
assessed the structure and size of radiators can remain the same,

the optimisation would be practically a costless energy saving
measure for SHO as well as for condominium owners, making it a
very attractive energy saving solution in case of pilot site’s
positive outcome.
To further optimise the building’s energy efficiency it was
concluded that tenant awareness campaign should be
implemented as tenants usually heat their apartments to higher
temperatures than suggested by experts.

For a new low energy building proper project documentation is
crucial for built building to function as planned. Optimisation of
the heating system to low temperature regulation could be done
simultaneously, although new low energy buildings would usually
already have low temperature regulation implemented because of
floor surface heating designed. If that is not the case, however, it
is essential for Energy Expert or heating system designer to
calculate the low temperature regulation measure before
changing the heating regime of the building’s heating system to
avoid undersizing the system as some buildings tend to already
be designed and optimised with lower safety factor.
The work process of the optimisation (process may vary between
different SHOs):
1)

Review of the heating system and documentation.

2)

Calculations of optimisation’s impact by Energy Expert.

3)

Suggestions by Energy Expert based on calculations.

4)

Official letter of request to district heating provider for
change of regulation in the building.

5)

Implementation of low temperature regulation by
district heating provider’s personnel.

Maintenance of low temperature regulation is not done on regular
basis or individually. Maintenance of the optimisation is included
in the annual maintenance plan by district heating provider.
Tenant awareness campaign was carried out before
implementation of low temperature regulation by district heating
provider.
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II.4. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
#1. TEMPERATURE REGULATION

ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT
#2. TENANT AWARENESS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
90/70 regime (dT 60° C)

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
no energy use awareness

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
50/40 regime (dT 25° C) with heating
curve lifted for 5° C
AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Energy use awareness raising
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FINAL VERSIONS OF STANDARD ESM TESTED
AND CORRECTED DESCRIBING THE
TRANSFERABILITY

AUVERGNE HABITAT

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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ESM #1: RAMEAUX
OPERATING MANAGEMENT

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 OPERATING MANAGEMENT

TYPE OF MEASURE

CONTRACT REVIEW

NAME OF THE MEASURE

CONTROLLING ENERGY PERFORMANCE FOR A HEATING CONTRACT WITH A
PROFIT-SHARE CLAUSE

The ESM consists in the renewal of the contract for energy supply
and maintenance of the heating system. This new contract is
applied of 50 groups of buildings. « Les Rameaux » is a group of
buildings that have been recently refurbished and that offer a
good energy performance.
The new contract contains :
1) New prices negotiated on the gas price (withdrawal from the
"historical" regular price and indexation of the new price on the
evolution of the regular price in order to have a continual delta.
2) New O&M contracts for equipment with performance
objectives and profit-sharing clauses.
3) Total guarantee and plan for the equipment replacement.
4) Modernization plan and ESMs identified in the original contract.
The operator will give every year a modernization and energysaving plan to the SHO containing potential ESMs to implement

(and their prices). Several operators have been evaluated in order
to conclude the contract.
The new energy supply and maintenance contract is a profitsharing contract with energy supplier (COFELY). The profitsharing amount is calculated thanks to an objective: the NB
(theoretical quantity of fuel that has to be provided for the needs
of the buildings).
The profit-sharing is based on this consumption objective. If the
objective is exceeded, the overconsumption is impacted on the
takings of the energy supplier. Consumption under the objective
provides a bonus to the energy supplier.
The rule to calculate the amount of the profit-sharing is :
Overconsumption : 1/3 of the overconsumption is paid by the
SHO ; 2/3 by the energy supplier
Underconsumption: 2/3 for the energy supplier ; 1/3 for the SHO

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Other short-term O&M reasons to implement commissioning
activities in order to enhance the existing performance of the
building `
Equipment or system identified: Relationship between a heating
contract and the effective performance of the system.
The heating contract with a profit-sharing system between the
SHO and the energy and service provider are well developed in

the French Social Housing sector. There is a need to know better
how these contracts are performing for a SHO and how to
calculate the savings realized thanks to these contracts. The
regular commissioning of the heating system will evaluated thanks
to a performance indicator in order to see how the final pricing is
constituted
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

D8.2 – RAMEAUX: Assessment of the efficiency of the maintenance interventions in a profit‐sharing heating contract.

Reporting of the satisfaction
feedback by tenants

Contract preparation for
energy providing (P1) and
maintenance (P2)/
replacement (P3) of the
heating systems

‐ definition of a
performance indicator
including the NC and a
list of maintenance
actions to be
implemented.

Preparatory Meetings

IMPLEMENTATION
MONITORING
TOOL

H
E
A
T
I
N
G

Complaints to the SHO regarding thermal comfort
Temperature measurements in
the dwellings

Analyzing and reporting the maintenance actions with an understanding of
the evolution between the NC and the NB (the expected performance and
the real performance)

Implementation of a follow‐up every 10 days on the system with a meter
reading and corrective interventions on the system.
Implementation of corrective actions if needed and identified thanks to the
monitoring system.

Calculation of the
performance indicators
and assessment of the
savings

Cf. check list of the
actions in D8.3

Report of the evolution of
the performance indicators
regarding expected
performance and « diary » of
the interventions
implemented

Profit‐sharing calculation
identifying the penalities or
advantages to distribute
between the SHO and the
provider.

10 days reports
about the
maintenance
interventions and
the meter reading

Collecting the complaints thanks to a tenants survey process
(questionnaires)

Auvergne Habitat
– Technical
Direction

Contract preparation for
energy providing (P1) and
maintenance (P2)/
replacement (P3) of the
heating systems

Auvergne Habitat
– Maintenance
Service

Feedback on the former
performance contract

Technical
Consultants

Tenants
Association

Energy and Service Energy and Service
provider –
provider – Market
Service
Technical staff

Tenants

Phase

Sustain during the contract
preparation to Auvergne
Habitat in order to optimize
the content of the contract

‐ structure of the
maintenance contract.
– additional monitoring
toolreference
temperature
‐ profi‐sharing clause
‐ energy pricing

C
O
N
T
R
A
C
T

Temperature measurements in the
dwellings

Begining of the heating
season with a reference
temperature of 20°C

Report on the
temperature
measurements

Analysis of the information
provided by the heating and
energy provider

Coordination and follow‐up
Possibile penalities for a wrong delivered
temperature.

Analysis of the information
provided by the heating and
energy provider

Follow‐up of the equipments
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Profit‐sharing calculation
identifying the penalities or
advantages to distribute
between the SHO and the
provider.

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Low-rise block

Year of construction of the building

1970

Number of dwellings

70

Number of inhabitants

Not provided by the SHO

Living surface (m²)

4590

Number of stories

3-4

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural Gas

I.2.B. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER



Gas

DISTRIBUTION



Collective

PRODUCTION



Combustion boiler

EMISSION



Radiators

MONITORING



Valves

REMARKS

Location heating room: ground floor/external access. Good condition.

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: PRODUCTION
NAME, BRAND

Boiler VIESSMANN type PAROMAT TRIPLEX, type pf 040-400

TYPE

 Combustion boiler

START-UP DATE

1991

POWER (KW)

460 kw

NAME, BRAND

1 burner WEISHAUPT, type g 3/1 e

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
SHO / Technical Direction

SHO / Maintenance service

Main roles and involvements
‐
Contract preparation for energy providing (P1) and maintenance (P2)/replacement
(P3) of the heating systems.
‐
Coordination and follow-up during the heating season of the service.
‐
Analysis of the information provided by the heating and energy provider
‐
Profit-sharing calculation identifying the penalties or advantages to distribute
between the SHO and the provider.
‐

Feedback on the former performance contract.

‐
‐

Follow-up of the equipments during the heating season.
Analysis of the information provided by the heating and energy provided.
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Technical consultants & Designers

‐

Sustain during the contract preparation to Auvergne Habitat in order to optimize
the content of the contract.

Energy and Service provider – Market
Service

‐

Contract preparation for energy providing (P1) and maintenance (P2)/replacement
(P3) of the heating systems.
Analyzing and reporting the maintenance actions with an understanding of the
evolution between the NC and the NB (the expected performance and the real
performance).
Profit-sharing calculation identifying the penalties or advantages to distribute
between the SHO and the provider.

‐

‐

Energy and Service provider – Technical
staff

‐
‐

Tenants Association

Implementation of a follow-up every 10 days on the system with a meter reading
and corrective interventions on the system.
Implementation of corrective actions if needed and identified thanks to the
monitoring system.

‐

Collecting the complaints thanks to a tenants survey process (questionnaires)

‐

Temperature measurements in the dwellings

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
In order to implement a good follow-up for a heating contract
with profit-sharing the ESM RAMEAUX has shown the importance
of working with “open cards” with the service provider. This good
communication of the results will help to analyze the content of
the contract and its effects regarding performance indicators.
To prepare this phase, the main technical documents regarding
the energy consumptions have to be collected during the whole
process.

Person to contact
obtain the documents
Building characteristics
General knowledge of SHO
maintenance
the housing stock and housing stock service
its consumptions

to

and

(Strategical view on the
housing stock, bills, etc.)

List of the complaints
and deficiencies

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

General knowledge of the buildings and their systems in order
to implement the good contract including:
‐
‐
‐
‐

SHO Maintenance service

Knowledge of the functioning of the building

General information on the management of the building
Contracts on operation Technical consultants
‐
and maintenance
SHO / Refurbishment service

Technical consultants’
report on the housing
stock

Consultants
regarding
operating management.

Works documentations
Agenda of the Technical manager
modifications
implemented during the
works
Proposal for a contract Energy provider
by the Energy provider
Report on the local Local meteorological station
heating degree days

List of equipments with description and technical
caracteritics.
Energy audit, diagnosis.
Energy Performance Certificates.
Energy consumptions.

Content of the contract including the parts P1 (energy
providing), P2 (running maintenance of the
installations), P3 (replacement of the systems), P4 and
P5 (strategy about energy saving measures
recommended).

‐

Technical diagnosis of the installations and estimation
of the consumptions for the housing stock in order to
adjust the strategy regarding the elaboration of the
contracting.

‐

Knowledge of the modifications implemented during
the works

‐

Having a strategical basis to discuss about the new
contract.
Assessing the climatic conditions regarding the
heating contract

‐
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The notion of “retro-commissioning” is hard to implement
regarding a new heating contract with profit-sharing. As a matter
of fact, a retro-commissioning process should be implemented on
every building of a the housing stock for a SHO in order to
identify what are the consumptions and specificities of the whole
housing stock.

This retro-commissioning process should follow the steps
presented in the retro-commissioning routines in order to know
the existing information for a building and to assess its energy
consumption, its thermal comfort, etc.
As a consequence, the negotiation for a heating contract should
follow every step of the RCx included in this document.

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
Optional / Optimizing the settings and verifying the efficiency of the systems.
What element need more monitoring and why?
Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Heating system

Reason

‐

Heating consumptions

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

1

Technical
Deliverable

Equipment or
Part of the
System
Concerned by
the Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

10 days reports about
the maintenance
interventions and the
meter reading

Heating

Implementation of a follow-up every 10 days
on the system with a meter reading and
corrective interventions on the system.

Energy and Service provider –
Technical staff

Implementation of corrective actions if
needed and identified thanks to the
monitoring system.
4

Report of the
evolution of the
performance
indicators regarding
expected
performance and
« diary » of the
interventions
implemented

Heating

Analyzing and reporting the maintenance
actions with an understanding of the evolution
between the NC and the NB (the expected
performance and the real performance)

3

Final
contractual
discussion
between
the energy provider
and the SHO.

Heating

Profit-sharing calculation identifying the
penalties or advantages to distribute between
the SHO and the provider.

Energy and Service provider –
Market Service

Auvergne Habitat –Technical
Direction
Energy and Service provider –
Market Service
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II.

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
No specific technical optimization this ESM. The technical
optimization will be the general overview on the
interventions implemented by the service provider on the
housing stock. These interventions will be developed in the
D8.1. for the specific example of RAMEAUX.
Nevertheless the basis to understand the optimization is the
link between the profit-sharing clause in the heating
contract and the new follow-up implemented by energy
provider.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1
COMMISSIONING OF A SERVICE PROVIDER TO PREPARE THE NEW HEATING CONTRACT

#2
NEGOTIATION WITH THE HEATING PROVIDER

#3
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CONTRACT WITH THE CORRESPONDING PROFIT-SHARING CALCULATION AND
THE OBJECTIVE OF PERFORMANCE FOR THE BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE CONTRACT

#4
IMPLEMENTATION OF A VISITER BY THE ENERGY PROVIDER STAFF EVERY 10-DAYS TO CONTROL THE ENERGY
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR AND TO IMPLEMENTED THE CORRECTIONS ON THE HEATING SYSTEL

#5
FOLLOW-UP OF THE ENERGY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY SAVINGS
OBTAINED THANKS TO THE ENERGY PROVIDER STAFF INTERVENTIONS

#6
INFORMATION OF THE TENANTS

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
No specific technical optimization this ESM. The technical
optimization will be the general overview on the interventions
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implemented by the service provider on the housing stock. These
interventions will be developed in the D8.1. for the specific
example of RAMEAUX.
Nevertheless the basis to understand the optimization is the link
between the profit-sharing clause in the heating contract and the
new follow-up implemented by energy provider.

Optimization of operating management and running maintenance
The provider has to provide a certain amount (NC) of energy used
by the heating equipment for the housing stock.
The provider is the subscriber for the contract to buy the natural
gas and has to ensure the maintenance (both preventive and
corrective) for the heating installation. It is free to negotiate an
access to the energy with the gas provider its wants to contract
with.
The targets for the amount of energy provided every year (NB) is
adjusted every year regarding the weather conditions. These
targets are chosen in order to reduce the energy consumptions
and the costs. A profit-sharing calculation is implemented in order
control the gap with the target and the energy consumptions
(savings or supplementary consumptions). As a consequence, this
gap is supported both by the energy provider and the SHO.
The preventive maintenance interventions (P2) have to be
implemented are the running visits and the maintenance actions
implemented in order to reduce the risks of failures and to
maintain de performance of the equipment at a level close from
the contractual expectations. During these visits, some
interventions are implemented. Please find enclosed the list in
point 1.3.
The interventions implemented regarding the corrective
maintenance (P3) are based on the maintenance of the proper
working condition of the equipment following a failure.
The profit-sharing system is committing a sharing between the
excess and savings regarding the heating consumption. The

overview of the energy savings and the losing will be quantified
every year at the end of the fiscal year.
The profit-sharing or the penalties supported by the energy
provider will be based every year on the gap between the energy
target and the real results. In order to implement this profitsharing system, the two contractors will used the elements:
‐
implemented in the Annex IV of the contract (Excel file)
reminding the consumptions and the feedback on the 3
last years of heating for:
•

nature and quantity of energy consumed for every
heating installation.

HDD registered during this period by the local
reference meteorological station for the
corresponding heating periods.
implemented in the Annex V of the contract and
précising for every heating installation the values NB
and q, quantities of energy necessary for the heating of
the buildings according to the reference temperature
for heating and DHW.
•

‐

The identification and follow-up for all the interventions of
maintenance and management actions of the service provider is
improved by a systematic visit every 10 days to implement the
controls and verifications on the heating and DHW system.
All the actions are noted within a report in order to identify what
has been done to correct the performance of the system. A
calculation formula will assess the effective evolution of the
performance.
NB= the quantity of energy necessary to the contractual
commitment for the heating a duration of heating and according
to the weather conditions as defined in the contract.
NC=the quantity of energy used for real in order to heat the
buildings, expressed according to the same value as the NB.

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS TO OPTIMIZE A TENANT AWARENESS
PROCESS USING WEB TOOL ABOUT ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS
The following text is the updated part of book of specifications
for the refurbishment programs of collective buildings concerning
the distribution of the profit sharing system.
“The profit-sharing clause organizes the distribution of the savings
of losings regarding the heating consumption according to a
consumption NB defined for average temperatures during the
winter, between the SHO and the energy provider.
All the savings will be quantified at the end of the year in order to
calculate this profit-sharing amount. The profits or penalties will
be calculated regarding to the target N’B as defined in the
contract.
In order to implement their profit-sharing system the SHO and the
energy provider have to respect the following elements:
‐
Annex IV of the contract (Excel file) reminding the
consumptions and the feedback on the 3 last years of
heating for:

‐

•

nature and quantity of energy consumed for every
heating installation.

•

HDD registered during this period by the local
reference meteorological station for the
corresponding heating periods.

Annex V of the contract and précising for every heating
installation the values NB and q, quantities of energy
necessary for the heating of the buildings according to
the reference temperature for heating and DHW.

The excess of consumption is defined as the difference between
the real consumption dedicated for heating (NC) and the
limitation N’B2 defined for every heating installation: NC ³ N B2.
This calculation is defined for site that wills beneficiate of a profitsharing clause, as defined in the Annex I on the contract.
If excess is registered, it will be supported by the partners
regarding the following rules. The energy provider will surcharge
the SHO for one part of the excess, corresponding to 1/3 of the
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excess recorded, complementary to the P1 as defined in the
contract:

In order to implement its 10 days control, the energy and service
provider will follow a list of control points and interventions listed
in the Annex II of the technical part of the contract.
These lists are provided in the contract as indications. The
provider will check the coherence regarding the list of materials
indicated in the contract by the SHO. This list is minimal and will
be updated during the exercise thanks to the professional
knowledge of the heating provider (the profit-sharing clause
being an efficient tool to control the quality of performance for
the provider).
Nevertheless this list is a useful basis to implement the control of
the system based on a running routine.

I= 1/3 x K x (Nc-N’B2)
with K as the unitary price for energy during the exercise.
If the quantity NC is higher than 20% regarding the theoretical
consumption N’B, the excess (after 20%) will be paid by the
energy provider.
Energy savings are defined as the difference between the annual
limitation N’B1 and the real consumption for heating NC:

The tasks listed are divided and distributed regarding a frequency
of tasks:

NC < NB1
If savings are registered, they will be supported and shared by the
partners regarding the following rules.
The SHO will benefit from 2/3 of the cost savings refunded in the
form of a credit on the P1 part of the contract:

J = daily
H = weekly
M = monthly
T = quarterly
S = six-month
A = yearly
SB = varied accord to need (visual inspections, unexpected alerts,
etc.)

I= 2/3 x K x (N’B1-NC)
with K as the unitary price for energy during the exercise.
If the quantity NC is lower than 20% regarding the theoretical
consumption N’B, the complementary cost savings (after 20%) will
benefit to the SHO.

As the RAMEAUX ESM is dedicated to a weekly control, we will
translate only the weekly and monthly checks and attention points
that will be part of the visits from the energy provider.
The following lists are divided by equipment:

The energy provider will deduct the amount I from the last P1
invoice for the exercise.”

EQUIPMENT: SAFETY LIGHT BLOCK
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the light
•
Control of the rest procedure command.
•
Control of good-work in case of failure of the main source.
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EQUIPMENT: EXCHANGER
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the leaks
•
Recording of the primary and secondary temperature
•
Recording of the primary and secondary pressure loss
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EQUIPMENT: DHW PRESSURE BOOST
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the Automatic pump change-over.
•
Control of noises.
•
Recording of the pressures.
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EQUIPMENT: STRAINERS
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the pressure loss

EQUIPMENT: PUMP
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Check of the performance
•
Control of the cable gland or the mechanical seal.
•
Cleaning the drainage at the level of the cable gland.
MONTHLY CONTROLS :
•
Recording the working hours
•
Switching of pumps regarding the hours of working
•
Cleaning of the filters according to pressure loss
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EQUIPMENT: PRESSURIZING STATION
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the monitoring functions.
•
Recording of the network pressure.
•
Recording of the revenue meter.
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EQUIPMENT: GAZ DELIVERING
WEEKLY CONTROLS :
•
Recording of the metering
•
Control of the expansion valve and recording of the pressure “top/down”
MONTHLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the safety valves and of the filters
•
Times of the valves
•
Control of the ducts.
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EQUIPMENT: BOILER
WEEKLY CONTROLS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control of the monitoring functions.
Reading of the gas metering
Reading of the working hours
Visual check of the main valve
Reading of the temperatures and pressures
Control of the water level

•

Writing in the heating room book

EQUIPMENT: GAZ DELIVERING
MONTHLY CONTROLS :
•
Control and analysis of the combustion
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EQUIPMENT: CONDENSATE PUMP
MONTHLY CONTROLS :
•
Control of the monitoring functions
•
Reading of the working hours

EQUIPMENT: DHW PRODUCTION
MONTHLY CONTROLS :
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•

Control of the temperatures

•

Control of the water treatment

II.5. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

#1. CONTRACTUAL OBJECTIVES
FOR ENERGY PERFORMANCE

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION
Profit-sharing interest clause but no
control system on it.

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Implementation of a 10-days control
system with a regular performance
objective to reach for the energy
provider.
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ESM #2: BERGSON
RECENTLY REFUBISHED BUILDINGS

I.

RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT
ON PILOT SITE

I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEMS

TYPE OF MEASURE

REPLACEMENT OF SYSTEM/ VENTILATION

NAME OF THE MEASURE

IMPLEMENTATION OF A HYBRID VENTILATION SYSTEM

Auvergne Habitat has carried a special attention to the ventilation
issue in the new refurbished building. Using its past experience on
the Mechanical Controlled Ventilation systems, the SHO has
identified that MCV are often costly in terms of electric
consumptions and are creating thermic losses.
As a consequence, Auvergne Habitat has chosen a new ventilation
system based on a Natural Hybrid Ventilation VNHy©. The system
is a compromise between natural ventilation and mechanical
ventilation.

The objective of the system aims at saving energy consumptions
of the ventilation auxiliaries (such as the motors). To do so, the
VNHy uses the wind and the pressure effects on the facades and
extractors and the difference between indoor and outdoor
temperature to regulate the ventilation system. The mechanical
low-pressure help is used when these natural indicators are
insufficient to manage naturally the fresh air renewal. A control
system is part of the ventilation system to manage these
indicators

.

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 An unjustified and high-energy index regarding its expected
performance
Refurbishments allow obtaining a higher air tightness of the
building and increase the energy efficiency for heating. The
mechanical ventilation system is a major part of the heat losses in
a well-insulated building.

Permanent mechanically controlled ventilation system provokes
continuous calories losing in the external air. New technical
solutions regarding the ventilation system are useful to better
adapt the ventilation system in a refurbished building regarding
the uses of the tenants and the climatic conditions. The heating
produces is kept in the building but still allow the necessary air
renewal.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM

D8.2 – BERGSON / Implementation of a new ventilation system (Hybrid Ventilation VNHy ©) in a refurbished building.

VTI Aéraulique –
Ventilation
provider

Auvergne Habitat –
Refurbishment
Service

Auvergne Habitat –
Maintenance Service

Technical Consultants &
Designers

Consultants « Tenants
Empowerment)

Tenants

Phase

Debriefing and information
meeting to present the
refurbishment program to
the tenants

Debriefing and information
meeting

Tenants’ Interviews

Including the
presentation of
the ventilation
system

Personal training and
awareness process of the
tenants

‐ running time
‐ opening time of the
windows
‐ cleaning of the system

Working groups constituted
with the tenants on specific
topics

Interviews, quantitative
analysis & preliminary
studies of the rental
management information

‐ Vacancy
‐ households
description
‐ Social information
(public aid
beneficiaries)

SOCIAL
DIAGNOSIS

Diagnosis and preliminary
studies on the technical
aspects of the building
TECHNICAL
DIAGNOSIS

Feedback on the building

‐ Types and
efficiency of the
systems
‐Performances

APS ‐ PRELIMINARY
DESIGN PROPOSAL
FOR THE
REFURBISHMENT +
Options

Detailled proposal
for the refurbishment

General proposal
and quantifying
for the costs
Including :
‐ the type of
ventilation
(HYBRID
ventilation VHNy)

APD – DETAILLED
PROJECT DESIGN

Final program for the
refurbishment

Including :
‐ the choice of the ventilation technology
‐ pre‐dimensioning of the ventilation system
and its elements
‐ quantifying of the costs for the ventilation
system
‐ conformity to the law

CCTP – BOOK OF
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Including the precise
dimensioning of the
system and the final
specifications and
drawings for the system

‐Analysis of the
tenants’ complaints
‐ List of the past
technical
interventions
‐ Evolution of the
performances

BRIEF
Experience on the
past refurbishment
performances

R
E
F
U
R
B
I
S
H
M
E
N
T

Preparatory meetings and
analysis

Follow‐up protocol with the
tenants
Collaborative process

FOLLOW‐UP OF THE REFURBISHMENT

Pre‐selection of the
solution : VentilEco ©
solution

Use of the
Dim VHYn
software
for the
dimensioni
ng of the
system
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Set up of the inspection
procedures and repartition
with the service provider
regarding the several
inspection points listed

Reception of the ventilation
system and checking point :
‐ verification of the
conformity with the
original recommandations
‐ verification of the detail
for installation
‐ verification of the system
work

Cf. check list in Annex 1

Optimization of the settings
for the running hour of the
mechanical ventilation

Cf. AFTER ESM Bergson
outputs

Involvement of the
Refurbishment service in
the awareness campaign
towards the tenants (with
the rental management
service)

Cf. check list in Annex 2

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACT

I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Low-rise block

Year of construction of the building

1967

Number of dwellings

126

Number of inhabitants

Not provided by the SHO

Living surface (m²)

10 579

Number of stories

4

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural Gas

I.2.B. Ventilation equipment involved in the AFTER testing
DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

TYPE

 Natural hybrid ventilation

NAME, BRAND

44 VMC VTI MAXIVENT

DESCRIPTION

The ventilation system is a hybrid ventilation system. The ventilation in the building will be general and
permanent. .The fresh air will be admitted in the main rooms thanks to self-regulating air intakes
integrated in the carpentry workshop. The fresh air introduced will circulate through the main rooms to
the utility rooms thanks to undercuts and transits designed under the doors.
The fouled air will be extracted in the utility rooms (kitchen, bathroom, toilets) thanks to self-regulating
extraction units connected to a spiral-shaped ducts network or thanks to the existing shunt ducts
connected to a ventilation motor.
EXTRACTION UNITS: The fouled air is extracted thanks to extraction units connected to the ventilation
duct. The extraction units are defined according to the French norm (NF EN 13141-2 and NF EN 1314110), their air flows are expressed in m3 per hour and their limits of pressure, the acoustic insulation (Dn,
e, w) and the acoustic power regarding a depression factor Lw.
The extraction units implemented are self-regulated. Their opening section is modified automatically
according to the difference of pressure from any part of the component in order to avoid the air flow
variations. It allows also to avoid the unbalance induced by the thermal draught between the floors and
to control the extracted air flows during the cold season.
DUCTS: The vertical ducts evacuate the fouled air and the combustion waste. These collective ducts are
characterized as shunt ducts. In this duct network the individual conducts on every level are connected
after an anti-backflow bickering. The bushels are 33 cm or 25 cm-tall.

EXTRACTOR: The VHNy optimizes the exploitation of the natural driving forces thanks to an association
with a mechanical low-pressure assistance. This mechanical assistance is driven by a smart control
system that associates the natural ventilation mode and the mechanical assistance regarding chosen
factors. This allows to optimize the natural driving forces and to optimize the electric consumption of the
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system.
Monitoring unit: A monitoring unit is integrating a microprocessor that will monitor the ventilation
extractors. This monitoring unit will be active regarding some parameters programmed or calculated
thanks to a sensor (measuring external temperatures or wind).

VENTILATION EQUIPMENT #1: EXTRACTOR
NAME, BRAND

MAXIVENT© extractors/brand: VTI AERAULIQUE

ENERGY

 Natural mode: natural forces and thermal draw + mechanically assisted with electricity regarding
conditions

TYPE

Hybrid extractors

START-UP DATE

2010

NUMBER

44

POWER (V)

Tri-phased 400 v

VENTILATION EQUIPMENT #2: AIR INTAKES
NAME, BRAND

Isola 2/brand: VTI AERAULIQUE

TYPE

Hybrid extractors

START-UP DATE

2010

NUMBER

1/bedroom. 2/living room

NOMINAL FLOW (m3/h)

30

VENTILATION EQUIPMENT #3: AIR OUTLETS
NAME, BRAND

OCEANE©/BRAND: VTI AÉRAULIQUE

TYPE

SELF-REGULATED

START-UP DATE

2010

NOMINAL FLOW (m3/h)

1 main room: kitchen …. 75 m3/h
2 main rooms: kitchen …. 90 m3/h
3 main rooms: kitchen …. 105 m3/h
4 main rooms: kitchen …. 120 m3/h
5 main rooms: kitchen …. 135 m3/h
m3/h

bathroom with toilets … 15 m3/h
bathroom with toilets … 15 m3/h
bathroom with/or without toilets … 30 m3/h
bathroom with/or without toilets … 30 m3/h
bathroom with/or without toilets … 30 m3/h

toilets… 15 m3/h
toilets… 30 m3/h
toilets… 30

VENTILATION EQUIPMENT #4: MONITORING UNIT
NAME, BRAND

DRIVE BOX©: VTI AÉRAULIQUE

TYPE

Microprocessor piloting and monitoring the running time of the extractors regarding the selected
parameters.

START-UP DATE

2010

NUMBER

1/bedroom. 2/living room

POWER (V)

230
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I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
SHO / Refurbishment service

Main roles and involvements
‐
Redaction of the brief for the refurbishment
‐
Collaborative process and complete follow-up of the refurbishment with the
partners.
‐
Reception of the ventilation system after refurbishment
‐
Optimization of the settings for the running of the ventilation system

SHO / Maintenance service

‐
‐

Feedback on the building issues
Set up and follow-up of the inspection and routine maintenance procedures

Consultants / Tenants empowerment

‐

Preliminary social diagnosis for the building

Technical consultants & Designers

‐
‐
‐
‐

Technical diagnosis and recommendations
Preliminary design proposal with the type of ventilation.
Detailed project design.
Help for the conception of the book of specifications

Ventilation provider

‐
‐

Offer for the technical solution
Implementation of the system

Tenants

‐
‐

Involvement in the information meeting
Public of the awareness campaign regarding ventilation efficiency.

I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
In order to control the good implementation of the new VHNy ©
system, the reception of the works is an important step. Some
control points have to be checked regarding the compliance of
the installation, the effective w ork of the system and the
information collection useful for the future maintenance of the
system.
To prepare this phase, the main technical documents regarding
the ventilation system will have to be collected including:

Building characteristics
Plans for building and
the systems
List of the complaints
and deficiencies
Ventilation system
Technical
recommandations of the
technical consultants
regarding ventilation

Person to contact to obtain
the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to gather

SHO
maintenance
housing stock service

General knowledge of the building and its systems.

and

SHO Maintenance service

Technical consultants
SHO / Refurbishment service

Knowledge of the functioning of the building

‐
‐
‐

Technical diagnosis
Preliminary design proposal for the refurbishment
(APS).
Detailed project design (APD).
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Complete technical
documentation
describing the system.
Works documentations
Agenda of the
modifications
implemented during the
works
Maintenance contracts
Maintenance contracts
for the ventilation
Tenants information
Handbooks and
presentations

‐

Book of specifications

Ventilation provider

‐
‐
‐

Good description of the system.
Dimensioning instructions (dim VHYn software)
Maintenance notice

Technical manager

‐

Knowledge of the modifications implemented during
the works

‐

Evaluation of the necessary level of information
provided to the tenants

SHO Maintenance services

SHO Rental Management
service

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
Original Ventilation Equipment
Type

Nominal flow (m3/h)

Natural ventilation. Fresh in the main rooms with self-regulated air intakes. Circulation from the main
rooms to utility rooms (bathroom, kitchen, toilets) thanks to transit passages under doors. Extraction in
the utility rooms thanks to extraction outlets connected to shunt ducts network.
Cf. legal obligations

Need for more diagnostic monitoring and testing?
Essential / Optimizing the settings and verifying the efficiency of the systems.
What element need more monitoring and why?
Equipment or Part of the
System needing more
diagnostic monitoring
Ventilation System

Reason
‐
‐
‐

Analyzing the electrical consumption for the ventilation
Assessing the impact on the Indoor Air Quality (CO2)
Measuring the exact impact on the heating consumption (heat losses)

What type of diagnostic monitoring is chosen?
Datalogger plan
Equipment name

Measurement

Type

Anemometer

Punctual measurement

Air flow / speed

Temperature/Humidity

Continuous monitoring

Thermo hygrometer capacitive

CO2 rate

Continuous monitoring

CO2 Analyzer

Electrical power

Punctual measurement

Network analyzer Arnoux

Temperature/Humidity
external air

Continuous monitoring

Thermo hygrometer capacitive

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
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Item
#

1

Equipment or Part of the System
Concerned by the Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

Existing natural ventilation system is
unefficient to allow the sufficient and
legal air flows in the dwellings. The
machanical ventilation system is creating
air loses through excessive ventilation.

Instrumentation of 4 ventilation chimneys.
2 chimneys on 2 buildings (1 chimney on the bathroom
extraction/1 chimney on the kitchen extraction).

Technical staff of the
SHO and ventilation
specialist

The instrumentation will permit to collect and to measure the
enclosed factors: electrical consumption, heating
consumption, temperature, hygrometry, co2 emissions, air
flows, extracted air temperature, electrical power.
If the testing allow to highlight good results for vnhy©, the
settings of the hybrid ventilation system will be adjusted and
optimized thanks to the data provided.

II.

SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

II.1. SPECIAL TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
The implementation of an hybrid ventilation is recommended by
the technical designers for the refurbishment of the buildings built
before 84.
The technical ESM allows to keep a natural ventilation in the
buildings but assuring the possibility for a ventilation.
Nevertheless, some questions still remain:
‐
Is the hybrid ventilation efficient on an existing natural
ventilation column.
‐
What is the cost for this implementation.
‐
What is the impact on indoor air quality and the
comfort ?
The hybrid ventilation system is composed of several components
aiming at:
‐
Let the air enter in the main rooms.
‐
Let the air circulate in the dwelling.
‐
Extract the fouled air in the utility rooms.
‐
Use the existing shunt ducts.
‐
Evacuate the fouled air thanks to the extractors.
‐
Pilot the ventilators.

The fouled air is extracted thanks to extraction units connected to
the ventilation duct.
The extraction units are defined according to the French norm
(NF EN 13141-2 and NF EN 13141-10), their air flows are
expressed in m3 per hour and their limits of pressure, the acoustic
insulation (Dn, e, w) and the acoustic power regarding a
depression factor Lw.
The extraction units implemented are self-regulated. Their
opening section is modified automatically according to the
difference of pressure from any part of the component in order to
avoid the air flow variations. It allows also to avoid the unbalance
induced by the thermal draught between the floors and to control
the extracted air flows during the cold season.
Ducts
The vertical ducts evacuate the fouled air and the combustion
waste. These collective ducts are characterized as shunt ducts. In
this duct network the individual conducts on every level are
connected after an anti-backflow bickering. The bushels are 33
cm or 25 cm-tall.

Air intakes
The air inlets are defined according to the French norm (NF EN
13141-1 and NF EN 13141-9), their air flows are expressed in m3
per hour and their limits of pressure.
The air inlets implemented are self-regulated. Their opening
section is modified automatically according to the difference of
pressure from any part of the air inlet. It allows to regulate the air
flow that go through this inlet avoiding an uncontrolled excess of
air (e.g when the weather is windy).
Air transit
The air transit and the passage of the air in the dwelling is
permitted thanks to undercuts under the doors.
Extraction units
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This mechanical assistance is driven by a smart control system that
associates the natural ventilation mode and the mechanical
assistance regarding chosen factors. This allows to optimize the
natural driving forces and to optimize the electric consumption of
the system.
The extractor used is a “stato-mechanical” extractor. It associates
two types of functions:
‐
The “natural ventilation” mode is used when the
external temperature will allow an use of the natural
forces. In this situation, the extractor is stopped.
‐
The “mechanical assistance” mode is activated when
the natural forces are insufficient and when the need for
ventilation is higher (kitchen times for example). This
extractor is monitored thanks to an automate
programmed regarding several factors: hours, external
temperature, wind.
This extractor respects the norm NF EN 13141-5.

Extractor
The VHNy optimizes the exploitation of the natural driving forces
thanks to an association with a mechanical low-pressure
assistance.

VENTILATION

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPLES
Air renewal:
The ventilation in the building will be general and permanent.
The fresh air will be admitted in the main rooms thanks to selfregulating air intakes integrated in the carpentry workshop.
The fresh air introduced will circulate through the main rooms to
the utility rooms thanks to undercuts and transits designed under
the doors.
The fouled air will be extracted in the utility rooms (kitchen,
bathroom, toilets) thanks to self-regulating extraction units
connected to a spiral-shaped ducts network or thanks to the
existing shunt ducts connected to a ventilation motor.
Air outlets:
The extracted airflows in every utility room will have to reach the
values provided in the enclosed table, regarding the number of
main rooms;
1 main room:
Kitchen …. 75 m3/h
Bathroom with toilets … 15 m3/h
2 main rooms:
Kitchen …. 90 m3/h
Bathroom with toilets … 15 m3/h
3 main rooms:
Kitchen …. 105 m3/h
Bathroom with/or without toilets …
30 m3/h
Toilets… 15 m3/h
4 main rooms:
Kitchen …. 120 m3/h
Bathroom with/or without toilets …
30 m3/h
Toilets… 30 m3/h
5 main rooms:
Kitchen …. 135 m3/h
Bathroom with/or without toilets …
30 m3/h
Toilets… 30 m3/h
Individual devices will allow the users to reduce the extracted
airflows in the kitchen to minimal values :
‐
20 m3/h in the dwellings with 1 main room.
‐
30 m3/h in the dwellings with 2 main rooms
‐
45 m3/h in the dwellings with 3-4 and 5 main rooms.

The following text is the updated part of book of
specifications for the refurbishment programs of
collective buildings concerning the ventilation system.

NB : Due to the age of the installation and the absence of a
perfect seal guarantee for the shunt ducts, the air flows précised
in this book of specifications will not be contractual to 20%.
Air intakes:
The air intakes completed by the permeability of the opening
modules will permit to obtain the airflows compatible with the
extraction airflows in the utility rooms. Will be implemented :
‐
1 air intake/bedroom : device 30m3/h
‐
2 air intakes /living room – device 30 m3/h
The tightness of the windows will correspond to the class A3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
Air intakes:
The air intakes will be self-regulated, non-closable and
implemented in the carpentries workshop. Their pressure loss will
be inferior to 10 Pa (flow capacity).
Transfer:
The ventilation enterprise will have to respect the following
information regarding the transfer sections for the air introduced
in the main rooms to the outlets and the outlets to the utility
rooms in order to prevent excessive flow capacity losses :
Flow : 30 m3/h
60 m3/h
Section: 60 cm2
100 cm2
For the kitchens, the air flow will be the medium flow.
Existing shunts :
The existing shunt conducts in the ventilation of the bathrooms
and the toilets and the chimney pipes of the kitchens will be reused as collector ducts.
NB : The fresh air shunt ducts supply will be condemned.
Air outlets for bathrooms and toilets:
The extraction outlets will be self-regulating with fix air flow of 15
and 30 m3/h/
The value of the extraction air flows will be indicated on the
schemes positioned on the shunt ducts.
The partner in charge of this part will have to produce minutes of
the air flow testing.
Network placed in the terraces:
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This network will be realized using galvanized steel attached
thanks to collars with a slope of 1% in direction of the extracting
unit. Every shunt duct will be connected to the network thanks to
a galvanized steel duct.
The “raccordements sur souche” will be implemented thanks to
spiral-shaped ducts 100-125-160 and 200 regarding the maps of
the technical designers. The connections will be implemented
thanks to sleeves in the shunt “souches”. The tightness between
the ducts and the sleeves will be implemented thanks to silicone
sealant.
The air extraction will be imperatively implemented regarding the
commendations of the manufacter.
The balancing of the networks will be completed thanks to
calibration registers implemented on the collectors of the shunt
ducts.
Extraction unit :
Will be positioned on terrace upon an anti-vibration basis for
every staircase, extractors with adapted pressure switch

respecting the legal obligations will be chosen. They will be threephased.
RECEPTION
The ventilation entrepreneur will have to :
-verify the tightness of the shunt conducts (basis and head).
- fresh air air flows
- air flows (minimal and minimal) for every outlets
- extraction flow for the extractor / staircase.
- power absorbed by the motor and calibration of the thermal
relay.
- efficiency of the alarm.
The construction manager and the control office will proceed to
the testing and controls, in the presence of the entrepreneur or its
representative, during the works every time that it is necessary
and the end of the works.
The reception of the works will be validated if the works have realized
correctly regarding the original recommendations.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

DEBRIEFING AND INFORMATION MEETING REGARDING THE OUTPUTS OF THE DIAGNOSIS.

#2

BRIEF WITH A SYNTHESIS PROGRAM OF THE EXPECTED REFURBISHMENT

#3

CHOICE FOR THE TYPE OF VENTILATION : HYBRID VENTILATION VHYN
CHOICE FOR THE VENTILATION TECHNOLOGY : SELF-REGULATED/HYGRO REGULATED (E.G :
VENTILECO © SOLUTION)
PRE DIMENSIONING OF THE VENTILATION SYSTEM (AIR INTAKES, TRANSIT, EXTRACTION, TYPE OF
ASSISTANCE, REGULATION)
QUANTIFYING FOR THE VENTILATION SYSTEM
CONFORMITY TO THE LEGAL OBLIGATIONS.

#5

DEBRIEFING AND INFORMATION MEETING TO PRESENT THE REFURBISHMENT PROGRAM TO THE
TENANTS: PRESENTATION OF THE VENTILATION SYSTEM.

#6

INCLUDING THE PRECISE DIMENSIONING OF THE SYSTEM AND THE FINAL SPECIFICATIONS AND
DRAWINGS FOR THE VENTILATION SYSTEM.

#5

FOLLOW-UP OF THE REFURBISHMENT

#6

RECEPTION OF THE VENTILATION SYSTEM AND CHECKING POINT :
•

VERIFICATION OF THE CONFORMITY WITH THE ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

•

VERIFICATION OF THE DETAILS FOR INSTALLATION

VERIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM OPERATIVE WORK
#5

OPTIMIZATION OF THE SETTINGS FOR THE RUNNING HOUR OF THE MECHANICAL VENTILATION
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#6

INVOLVEMENT OF THE REFURBISHMENT SERVICE IN THE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN TOWARDS THE
TENANTS (WITH THE RENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE)

#6

SET UP OF THE INSPECTION PROCEDURES AND REPARTITION WITH THE SERVICE PROVIDER
REGARDING THE SEVERAL INSPECTION POINTS LISTED

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
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In order to control the good implementation of the new
VHNy © system, the reception of the works is an
important step. Some control points have to be checked
regarding the compliance of the installation, the
effectivew ork of the system and the information
collection useful for the future maintenance of the
system.
To prepare this phase, the main technical documents
regarding the ventilation system will have to be collected
including:
•
The complete description of the building
and the integration of the hybrid
ventilation system in its architecture.
•
The technical recommendations of the
ventilation technical experts and designers
(APD).
•
The follow-up documents mentioning the
products implemented during the
refurbishment works.
•
The complete technical documentation
describing the system.
•
The maintenance notice.
•
The follow-up sheets prepared during the
works phase in order to improve the
knowledge of the potential adjustments
made during this phase.

a.

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Checking the conformity with the
recommendations of the detailed
project design :

Will include :
Correct connexion of the sensors to the control
units.
Test of the alarms (working and alert test).
Connexion to the electrical grid.
Control of excessive vibration of the system.
Measurement of the airflows;
b.

Checking the conformity with the
recommendations of the detailed
project design :

Adequation between the effective time of working and
the use of the building.
Reminder of the main control points
DWELLING :
Mortises :
 Number
 Form
 Size

Commissioning and reception of the system
The main steps of commissioning are divided regarding
the nature of the controls implemented:
Compliance of the installation.
a.

‐
‐

‐
‐

Will include:
Correct number and location of the air intakes
for every room + acoustic conformity.
Correct number and location of the extract
units with a description of their airflow
characteristics.
Assistance system: type and characteristics.
b.

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

Checking the conformity with the
recommendations of the detailed
project design

Checking the compliance of the
technical implementation of the
system

Will include:
location and positioning of the air intakes
regarding the mortises
Connection of the extract units to the airflow
net.
Conformity of the undercuts and correct
implementation of the transit passages.
Correct attachment of the assistance system to
the building.
Correct access to the pipes for the
maintenance and the cleaning of the system,
correct and regular location of trap doors.

Air intakes
 Number
 Location
 Conformity of the model
 Attachment
Undercuts and transit passages
 Number
 Form
 Size
Landing door


Air thickness

Extract unit






Number
Location
Conformity of the model
Attachment
Working (airflow/detection)

NETWORK : :
Pipes :
 Length
 Control of the vacuity
 Presence of trap doors
 Control of the outlet on the roof
(height/potential obstacles)
ASSISTANCE SYSTEM : :
Static extractor : :
 Number
 Location
 Conformity of the model
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Attachment

Hybrid ventilators:
 Number
 Location
 Conformity if the connection to the conducts
 Conformity of the model
 Attachment
 Working (regulation)
 Simulation of a potential failure.
Electrical power :
 Number
 Location
 Conformity if the connection to the conducts
 Conformity of the model
 Working (regulation)
 Simulation of a potential failure.
 Calibration of the electric grid

DWELLING:
Air intakes:
 Number : Once a year / Technician
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Verification of the attachment : Once a year /
Technician
 Slight cleaning (chiffon) : Twice a year / Tenant
 Cleaning : Once a year / Technician
Landing door


Air thickness: Once a year / Technician

Extract units:








Number : Once a year / Technician
State : Once a year / Technician
Verification of the attachment : Once a year /
Technician
Slight cleaning (chiffon) : Twice a year / Tenant
Cleaning : Once a year / Technician
Degreasing : Every 2 years / Technician
Replacement of the batteries : Approximately
every 2 years / Technician

NETWORK:
Ventilation ducts:
 Control of the vacuity : Every 5 years /
Specialized technician
 Control of the traps : Every 5 years /
Specialized technician
Smoke ducts:
 Control of the vacuity : Once a year /
Specialized technician


Control of the traps : Once a year / Specialized
technician

ASSISTANCE SYSTEM:
Static extractors:
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment : Once a year / Technician
Hybrid ventilators:
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment : Every 2 years / Technician
 Chuck of the turbine and of the mobile
elements : Once a year / Specialized technician
 Control of the sensors : Every 2 ears /
Specialized Technician
 Control of the regulation efficiency : Every 2
years / Specialized Technician
 Cleaning of the blades: Every 2 ears /
Specialized Technician
 Checking of the electrical connexions: Once a
year / Technician
 Security control elements : Once a year /
Technician
 Failure simulation : Every 2 ears / Specialized
Technician
Electrical power:
 State and tightness : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment: Once a year / Technician
 Control of the regulation efficiency : Once a
year / Technician
 Gables of the electrical network: Once a year /
Technician
 Failure simulation : Once a year / Technician

II.4. ATTENTION POINTS

The maintenance contract for the hybrid ventilation system should include a distribution of the following tasks. These steps
are the requirements for an efficient maintenance of the ventilation system.
DWELLING:
Air intakes:
 Number : Once a year / Technician
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Verification of the attachment : Once a year /
Technician
 Slight cleaning (chiffon) : Twice a year / Tenant
 Cleaning : Once a year / Technician

Landing door


Air thickness: Once a year / Technician

Extract units:



Number : Once a year / Technician
State : Once a year / Technician
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Verification of the attachment : Once a year /
Technician
Slight cleaning (chiffon) : Twice a year / Tenant
Cleaning : Once a year / Technician
Degreasing : Every 2 years / Technician
Replacement of the batteries : Approximately
every 2 years / Technician

NETWORK:
Ventilation ducts:
 Control of the vacuity : Every 5 years /
Specialized technician
 Control of the traps : Every 5 years /
Specialized technician
Smoke ducts:
 Control of the vacuity : Once a year /
Specialized technician


Control of the traps : Once a year / Specialized
technician

ASSISTANCE SYSTEM:
Static extractors:
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment : Once a year / Technician

Hybrid ventilators:
 State : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment : Every 2 years / Technician
 Chuck of the turbine and of the mobile
elements : Once a year / Specialized technician
 Control of the sensors : Every 2 ears /
Specialized Technician
 Control of the regulation efficiency : Every 2
years / Specialized Technician
 Cleaning of the blades: Every 2 ears /
Specialized Technician
 Checking of the electrical connexions: Once a
year / Technician
 Security control elements : Once a year /
Technician
 Failure simulation : Every 2 ears / Specialized
Technician
Electrical power:
 State and tightness : Once a year / Technician
 Attachment: Once a year / Technician
 Control of the regulation efficiency : Once a
year / Technician
 Gables of the electrical network: Once a year /
Technician
 Failure simulation : Once a year / Technician

II.4. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

#1. IMPLEMENTATION OF A
HYBRID VENTILATION
SYSTEM

Existing natural ventilation in the
buildings. During refurbishment the
Social Housing Organization was used
to implement mechanically controlled
ventilation systems .

AFTER OPTIMIZATION
Implementation of a hybrid ventilation system
with mechanical assistance during the most
useful hours for ventilation of the dwellings
(cooking time and showers) and a addition
assistance regarding some meteorological
parameters.
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ESM #3: AIGUILLADE
RECENTLY REFUBISHED BUILDINGS
I. RETROCOMMISSIONING PROCESS TO IMPLEMENT ON
PILOT SITE
I.1. ENERGY SAVING MEASURE IMPLEMENTED
I.1.A. Definition of the Energy Saving Measure
WORK PACKAGE FOR THE MEASURE

 RECENTLY REFURBISHED BUILDINGS

TYPE OF MEASURE

GLOBAL REFURBISHMENT

NAME OF THE MEASURE

NEGOTIATING THE ENERGY PRICE FOR A SUBSCRIPTION TO A DISTRICT
HEATING SYSTEM AFTER A REFURBISHMENT

Auvergne Habitat has carried a special attention to the ventilation
issue in the new refurbished building. Using its past experience on
the Mechanical Controlled Ventilation systems, the SHO has
identified that MCV are often costly in terms of electric
consumptions and are creating thermic losses.
As a consequence, Auvergne Habitat has chosen a new ventilation
system based on a Natural Hybrid Ventilation VNHy©. The system
is a compromise between natural ventilation and mechanical
ventilation.
.

The objective of the system aims at saving energy consumptions
of the ventilation auxiliaries (such as the motors). To do so, the
VNHy uses the wind and the pressure effects on the facades and
extractors and the difference between indoor and outdoor
temperature to regulate the ventilation system. The mechanical
low-pressure help is used when these natural indicators are
insufficient to manage naturally the fresh air renewal. A control
system is part of the ventilation system to manage these
indicators

I.1.B. What fact can lead you to improve such type of measure
 Other things: adjusting the price and the performance for
energy
Equipment or system identified: Mechanically Controlled
Ventilation.

provider in order to adapt the pricing included within the contract
and the new performance of the building. The SHO will have to be
pro-active, evaluating the optimized performance for its building
in order to renegotiate with the institutional partner the cost for
the use of a district heating network

Refurbishments allow obtaining a higher energy performance of a
building. Nevertheless, the connection to a district heating
network supposes to actualize the contract with the energy
.
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I.1.C. Retrocommissioning workflow for ESM
D8.3 – AIGUILLADE: Optimizing the profits for refurbishment in a district heating network

Public
service
delagation
contract
between
the owner
and the
manager

New energy
mix for the
district
heating
network
including
82% of
wood

Connexion of the
building to the
district heating
system

CONTINUITY OF THE SERVICE

CONTRACT CONNEXION TO
THE DISTRICT HEATING
SYSTEM
‐ definition of a R1 and
R2 parts of the contract

Implementation
of a
refurbishment
process for the
building

Tenants

Technical
consultants

SHO –
Maintenance
Service

SHO –
Refurbishment
Service

SHO – Technical
Direction

Manager of the
District Heating
Network ‐ Dalkia

Owner of the
District Heating
Network – City of
Clermont‐Ferrand

Phase

Assistance
regarding the
refurbishment
process

Information

REFU
R‐
BISH
MENT
PROG
RAM

R
E
F
U
R
B
I
S
H
M
E
N
T

CONTINUITY OF THE SERVICE

Negociation for the
definition of new R1
according to the
performances of the
system and the new
R2

Reception of the
new refurbished
building

New assessment of the power
(R1)

Metering of the heating
consumptions and of the
corresponding HDD

Analysis of the energy
consumptions for a
heating season and
identification of a
new average
requested power
(heat flow)

New proposal for the average
requested pwoer (R2)

RENEGOCIATION CLAUSE
ON THE CONTRACT

NEW R2 IN
THE ANNEX
OF THE
CONTRACT
FOR
AIGUILLADE

Definition of a new
subscribed power and a
new average requested
power

Integration of the
pricing for the heating
contract

Running maintenance of the building and control of the energy performances
of the building after refurbishment. Metering of the energy consumptions.

Information of
the tenants
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I.2. AFTER CASE STUDY
I.2.A. Building involved in the AFTER testing
Typology

Low-rise block

Year of construction of the building

1969

Number of dwellings

126

Number of inhabitants

Not provided by the SHO

Living surface (m²)

9408

Number of stories

7

What kind of heating (energy carrier)

Natural Gas

I.2.B. Refurbishment involved in the AFTER testing
WALLS TYPOLOGY

CEILLAR, BASEMENT

TYPE OF ROOF, TERRACES

TYPE OF WINDOWS

INSULATION

 External thermal insulation

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: eps

TIGHTNESS (CM)

12

R-VALUE

2,43 m2/kw

EXTERIOR TRIM

 Coatting

INSULATION
TECHNIC



INSULATION

 Basement

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 Cellular plastics: foam

TIGHTNESS (CM)

Not provided

R-VALUE

2,7 m2/kw

INSULATION
TECHNIC

 Sprayed

INSULATION

 Flat roof

INSULATION
MATERIAL

 CELLULAR PLASTICS: foamglass©

TIGHTNESS (CM

9

R-VALUE

3,5 m2/kw

GLAZZING

 Double (4/12/4)

FRAME

 Pvc

Uw

1,8 m2k/W

Pasted
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I.2.C. Heating equipment involved in the AFTER testing
ENERGY CARRIER

 District heating (80% wood- 20% gas)

DISTRIBUTION

 Collective

PRODUCTION

 District heating substation

EMISSION

 Radiators

MONITORING

 Valves

HEATING EQUIPMENT #1: PRODUCTION
NAME, BRAND

3 boilers + cogeneration motor

START-UP DATE

1998

ENERGY

Gas

POWER

9,3 MW. 5,2 MW – 2,5 MW. Cogeneration motor = 1500kW thermal.

HEATING EQUIPMENT #2: PRODUCTION
NAME, BRAND

COMPTE

START-UP DATE

1998

ENERGY

Gas

POWER

7,7 MW

I.3. DEVELOP A TEAM
SHO – Technical Direction

Main roles and involvements
‐
Leading the contractual discussion with the institutional manager of the district
heating network.
‐
Coordinating the articulation between the refurbishment service and the
contractual negotiation
‐
Analyzing the data regarding performance and actualizing the R2 part of the
contract.

SHO / Refurbishment service

‐

Leading the refurbishment process for the building in order to improve its energy
performance.

SHO / Maintenance service

‐

Assessing the performance of the refurbished building in order to provide a new
evaluation of the requested power for the building/

Technical consultants & Designers

‐

Following and helping the SHO in assessing and calculating the new performance
for the refurbished building.

Distric heating provider

‐

Building a team with the provider in order to discuss about the impacts of the
refurbishment and to evaluate and discuss how the contract can be modified in its
R2 part.
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I.4. GATHER DOCUMENTATION
In order to prepare the negotiation for an updated R2 in
the district heating contract some documents have to be
prepared both to justify the new performance of the
building and to explain how these performances have
been reached.
To prepare this phase, the main technical documents
regarding the ventilation system will have to be collected
including:
Person to contact to
obtain the documents

Targeted information in the documentation to
gather

Building characteristics
Plans for building and
the systems

SHO maintenance and
housing stock service

General knowledge of the building and its systems
including the performance of the new insulation,
carpentries, etc.

List of the complaints
and deficiencies

SHO Maintenance service

Collecting the complaints and the report about the
thermal comfort in order to justify the new performance
of the building.

District heating system contract
Complete
documentation
provided by the
public service
delegation for the
distribution of
heating.

district

‐

Manager of the district
heating company

‐

Owner of the
heating company/

‐

General pricing and conditions for the
production and distribution of the heating.
Including (prices, indexes, etc)
Calculation of the R1 and the R2 and definition
of the subscribed and average requested power
for the heating.
Subscription
for
the
Social
Housing
Organization with the requested power and
the average requested power.

District heating system characteristics.
Documentation about
the energy mix
provided

Manager of the district
heating company

‐

Identification of the wood consumptions and
the potential CO2 savings to be realized by the
partner.

‐

Evaluation of the necessary level of information
provided to the tenants in order to participate
to the improvement of the performance for the
building.

Tenants information
Handbooks and
presentations

SHO Rental Management
service

I.5. DIAGNOSTIC AND MONITORING TEST PLAN
No/

Heating Equipment #1 : metering
Name, brand
Start-up date
Parameters

DIEHL SHARKY© 775
2010
•
External temperature
•
Power
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•
•
•
•

Flow
Start Temperature
Return Temperature
Delta Temperature

I.6. SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL FOR ESMS’ OPTIMIZATION
Item
#

1

Equipment or Part of the System
Concerned by the Deficiency

Recommanded improvement

Actor

The existing subscription contract to the
district heating system is not totally
including the new energy performance
for a refurbished building in the pricing
for energy consumptions..

New negotiation of the district heating in order to include
the average power demand for the system as a parameter for
the calculation od the price for the contract.

Technical staff of the
SHO

As a consequence, the Social Housing
Organization and its tenants are not fully
impacted by the investment dedicated to
the refurbishment works.

III. SCENARIO PROCESS FROM ENERGY SAVING
MEASURE TO OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
II.1. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION
The optimization described is not part of the technical
optimization linked with a refurbishment process but focus
on the assessment of the performance modified after a
refurbishment project. This assessment that will be
supported thanks to technical equipment (metering
system on the substation described in the D8.2 will lead to
a modification of the operating management of the
building.
.

The contractual commitment with a district heating
network will be modified in its pricing in order to integrate
the savings made thanks to the refurbishment.

II.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
OPTIMIZATION SCENARIO OF ESM #1
#1

Reception of the building

#2

Information delivered to the tenants regarding the behavior in their refurbished building.

#3

Running maintenance of the building and control of the energy performances of the building after
refurbishment.
+ metering reading (cf. metering part)
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#5

Analysis of the energy consumptions for a heating season and identification of a new average
requested power (heat flow)

#6

Negotiation for the definition of new R1 according to the performances of the system and the new R2

#5

Integration of the new R2 in the contract

II.3. COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS OF EFFICIENT OPERATING
MANAGEMENT AND RUNNING MAINTENANCE
This optimization is supported by a new legislative input part of
the law Grenelle II that will organize the energy transition in the
French context.
As detailed in D8.1 for AIGUILLADE, the new law is trying to
optimize the investment concerning energy savings in the
buildings. This investment will be integrated in the new calculation
of the R2 part of the district heating contract.
th
After the article 21 of the law n°80-531 (15 of July 1980), the
article 21-1 is inserted:
”Art. 21-1. For the refurbished buildings connected to a district
heating network; the requested power in the existing contracts
can be subject to a readjustment following the request of the
subscriber to a district heating contact after the works, the
detailed rules as fixed by reglementation”.
This new rule is applied following the decree n°2011-1984
(28.11.2011):
Art.1 “The subscriber to a district heating system can ask to the
manager of the network to readjust the requested power when
works concerning the following topics have been achieved during
the time of the contract:
‐
Energy refurbishment of the buildings
‐
Refurbishment of secondary equipment of the network,
including substations.”
Art.2 “The subscriber will justify is demand by a study realized by
a consultant or thanks to the data collected by a register of
power. If a study is realized this study will have to follow the NF
EN 12831. When the subscription concerned the heating and the
DHW production, the power of the installations is defined using
ratios fixed by the law.
The manager of the district heating network will have to discuss
the readjustment according to a period of 3 months following the
presentation of the request.
The subscriber that has obtained the readjustment of the
requested power will present a request if new works are
implement, including an expire time of two years following the
last readjustment.”
Art.3 “The requested power is readjust when the new requested
power for the refurbished building is lower than 20% of the
requested power in the contract, if applicable after a
readjustment.”
The following specifications are integrated within the contractual
framework signed with the District Heating Network manager.
Two parts of the contracts are targeted:

‐

‐

The integration of a new energy mix within the contract
in order to reach a level of 82% wood production within
the heating production.
The pricing for the energy including the division of the
part R1/R2 and the possibility for the subscriber to
obtain potential reduction on its R2 after an energy
refurbishment.

Article 15.3: Average Requested Power
“Every five (5) years, the subscriber can ask to the Manager a
readjustment of the Average Requested Power following the
execution of insulation works on a building or a change of use.
The Manager can also readjust the Average Requested Power if it
notices a gap between the calculated Average Requested
Demand and the contractual one.
These readjustments can be implemented only if they lead to a
modification of the contractual ARP of 5%.
The 2 following periods after the readjustment will be used as a
basis for the verification of the ARP. At the end of these two
esercice periods, if the calculated ARP is different from more than
5% of the contractual ARP, the ARP will adjusted to the ARP
calculated and a new invoice will be implemented for the two
periods concerned.”
Article 17: Renewable Energies
“The type of energy used and the general conditions for the
furniture are the following ones:
‐
Primarily and as a primary requirement, the energy
available will have to come from, at least 82% of the
needs, from wood combustion and –eventually- from
cogeneration.
‐
From natural gas for back-up needs.

A proportion of forest-origin wood combustible will be of at least
80% concerning the used combustible, the pricing conditions will
integrate this requirement.
The Manager has delegated itself on the methodology and the
traceability for its system, allowing to guarantee the continuity of
proportion of wood ship, the quality of the biomass and the
wishes destination.
According to the technical possibilities allowed by the
installations, the Manager will have to consume primarily the most
advantageous energy for the subscriber respecting the
environmental constraints imposed by the City of Clermont.
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The Manager will be able to propose other types of energy that
may be more interesting on a financial point of view, the security
of supply, the law.

These modifications –if accepted by the city, will allow new rights
for the other parts of the contract new tariff conditions. “

II.4. SYNTHESIS OF THE RETRO COMMISSIONING ACTIONS
CARRIED OUT
TECHNICAL ASPECTS

BEFORE OPTIMIZATION

AFTER OPTIMIZATION

#1. CONTRACTUAL CLAUSES FOR
THE CALCULATION OF THE
PRICING FOR DISTRICT HEATING
SUBSCRIPTION

Fix part of the contract not renegotiable
after the refurbishment of the buildings

The fix part of the subscription can be
renegotiated when impacted by
refurbishment works.

#2. CONTRACTUAL CLAUSES FOR
THE CALCULATION OF THE
PRICING FOR DISTRICT HEATING
SUBSCRIPTION

Fix part is calculated depending on the
number of square meters for the building
(which do not allow to include the
performance of the building)

The fix part is calculated regarding the
average power d
emand for the building (which allows to
include the energy performance of the
building)
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O 2.

O 1.
A tested retro-commissioning methodology to be used in the working processes of the SHO
Integration of the management and maintenance requirements in investment decisions and in the technical books of
specifications in the calls for tender regarding new investments in 6 SHO
O 3.
Integration of the 18 pilot ESM in the working routines of the management and the maintenance.

D3.3

3 Final versions of standard ESM tested and corrected describing the transferability conditions

D4.3

3 Final versions of standard ESM tested and corrected describing the transferability conditions

D5.4

3 Final versions of standard ESM tested and corrected describing the transferability conditions

D6.3

6 Final versions of standard ESM tested and corrected describing the transferability conditions

D7.3

3 final versions of standard ESM tested and corrected describing the transferability conditions

D8.2

6 models of retro-commissioning routines to be integrated in the working processes of the housing developers.

D8.3

6 models of technical books of specifications integrating the requirements of efficient operating management and
running maintenance.
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